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Chapter 1
Introduction
The focus of this thesis is on three main issues: first, optimal tax depreciation i.e. tax
minimization through the choice of a depreciation scheme; second, determining the effects
of tax depreciation on optimal firm investments, and finally, deriving the value of a net
operating loss carryover and analyzing how this affects the optimal investment strategy. In
the first section of this chapter an overview of the basic terminology is presented, together
with a literature survey. The second section contains the structure of the thesis. A short
overview of the chapters is presented there, and the main results are summarized.

1.1

Tax accounting, depreciation and optimal firm investments

In accounting, the three main areas are financial accounting, management accounting and
tax accounting. Financial accounting is the basis for financial reporting and therefore it
determines the profits and the dividends to be paid to the shareholders. External reporting
on the results is based on financial accounting numbers. Management accounting however
is more for internal purposes. The results are presented and determined with the aim to
provide management with the most useful information to manage the firm. The determination of profits that are subject to taxes may differ from the financial accounting figures.
Taxable income results from tax accounting. This thesis is mainly on analytical research
in tax accounting.
Taxes largely affect the value and profits of the firm. An important work that relates
taxes and business strategy is Scholes et al. (2002) 1. As they state, in tax planning it is
important to consider all contracting parties, all taxes and all costs.
One aspect of tax planning is tax minimization.

A large part of this thesis focusses

IThis is a new edition of Scholes and Wolfson (1992) which is a seminal contribution to the tax literature.
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on this issue, and more specifically on tax minimization by the choice of the depreciation
scheme. Until now this important aspect of tax planning did not receive much attention.
The topic of optimization with respect to the depreciation scheme in order to minimize tax
payments connects two fields of research, namely tax accounting and operations research.
This thesis therefore has interesting aspects for both fields of research, since operations
research tools are used to establish new insights in tax accounting.
The tax accounting issue that is focussed on is tax depreciation.

It is important to

distinguish between the different types of depreciation. Economic depreciation represents
the decrease in economic value of an asset. Accounting depreciation is used in financial
accounting and is therefore input for financial reporting.

Accounting depreciation can

deviate from the decrease in economic value since the firm may have incentives not to
reveal the real economic values to external parties. Finally tax depreciation provides the
input to determine taxable income. Tax payments are therefore based on income that is
determined using tax depreciation figures rather than using the real decrease in economic
value. Accounting depreciation as well as tax depreciation are thus often used as tools to
affect income reported in financial reports respectively tax reports.
Two fundamental contributions to the theory of economic depreciation are Hotelling
(1925) and Baumol (1971). Hotelling (1925) considers a firm whose aim is to maximize
the value of its property, which is defined by the present value of the output minus the
operating costs. Depreciation then equals the decrease of the value of the property and
can be determined for any given demand function. Baumol (1971) takes into account that
the depreciation policy affects price, and thereby also demand. The optimal depreciation
policy then yields intertemporal patterns of prices that result in (socially) optimal revenue
streams.
Burness and Patrick (1992) apply operations research tools to find optimal accounting
depreciation charges. They consider a profit maximizing monopolist that has to deal with
a regulatory constraint on its rate of return.

Accounting depreciation can then be used

as a tool to increase realized profit, without increasing reported profit. They show that,
under rather mild conditions, the optimal accounting depreciation scheme does not have
decreasing depreciation charges over time, i.e. the optimal scheme is not accelerated.
Regarding tax depreciation, for a long time it was assumed that the optimal depreciation
scheme is the one that is most accelerated. Wakeman (1980) shows that, when income is
known to be positive and higher than the highest depreciation charge, the most accelerated
method under consideration is the preferable method from a tax minimization perspective.
Depreciating more in earlier periods implies lower taxable income in those periods, which
is preferable due to the time value of money. However, an important feature of taxes is its
asymmetry. Taxes are paid on taxable income, if positive. When losses occur, taxes are

1.1. Tax accounting, depreciation
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and optimal firm investments

not paid to the firm. Many countries allow for losses to compensate profits in earlier (later)
years, the so-called carry backward (forward).
maximal number of periods.
depreciation

is restricted to a

Now, suppose that income is zero in a certain period.

charge is subtracted

to be paid (abstracting

However, this carryover

The

from income, but this has no consequence for the taxes

from carryover

of losses). If the firm would know this beforehand,

it would of course be optimal not to plan any depreciation charge in that period. In reality,
future income is not known and might be less than the planned depreciation charge. This
issue is taken up by Berg and Moore (1989), where in a two-period model, it is shown that
when income is uncertain, the most accelerated method does not need to be the optimal
scheme. Hence, the implicit assumption
depreciation

in Wakeman (1980) that income always exceeds

drives the result of dominance of the most accelerated method.

Moore (1989) is the starting

Berg and

point for the research on optimal tax depreciation

in this

thesis. The details of the extensions in the different chapters are summarized in Section
1.2.
The second part of this thesis deals with the effects of tax depreciation on optimal firm
investments.

Concerning the research on optimal firm investments, two different streams

can be distinguished.
The first stream is referred to as the dynamic theory of the firm and goes back to
Jorgenson

(1963), Jorgenson

(1967) and Lesourne (1973).

research is provided by Van Hilten et al. (1993).

An extensive survey of this

In dynamic models of the firm the

objective usually is to maximize the discounted revenue or dividend stream over either an
infinite or a finite planning period. In case of a finite time horizon, the final value of the
firm is also included in the maximization process. For a thorough overview of deterministic
optimization

in dynamic models, see Feichtinger and Hartl (1986). Furthermore, Van Loon

(1983) formalized the so-called path-coupling
contains constraints

method that is very useful in case the model

on the control variables (such as investments in this thesis).

As far

as this research relates to optimal firm investments, tax depreciation has always been set
equal to economic depreciation.

However, tax depreciation can be used as a strategic tool to

increase the value of the firm. Therefore, depreciation

for tax purposes (tax depreciation)

will almost always deviate from the real economic decrease in value (economic depreciation)
of the assets (capital stock). In this thesis the consequences of a difference between the tax
depreciation

rate and the economic depreciation

rate, concerning the optimal investment

policy, are analyzed.
The second stream concerns the optimal timing of an investment. This is referred to as
the so-called real option theory, since if the firm has an investment opportunity,
said that it has an option to invest at some point in the future.

it can be

A seminal contribution
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is Dixit and Pindyck (1994). In Huisman (2000) this theory is applied to the technology
investment decision of the firm. Since technological innovation is going very fast lately, the
firm often has to weigh the benefits of investing now, thereby generating revenue from now
on, against the benefits of waiting some time before investing, which enables to generate
higher revenue with the same investment outlay (or the same revenue with less investments)
due to technological progress. In this thesis it is investigated how the existence of a loss
carryover influences this optimal investment date.
Besides studying the optimal investment date as a function of the loss carryover, it is also
examined in an analytical model what the value of a net operating loss (NOL) carryover
is, related to the bookvalue of the NOL as reported according to the financial accounting
standards.

Important empirical research has been done on how the market value of this

NOL carryover, which is represented in the stock price, relates to the book value of this
NOL carryover.

Since the market value should reflect discounting, and the book value

does not, it is expected that the book value is higher than the market value. However,
not rarely coefficients were found that exceed one (see Amir et al. 1997, and Ayers 1998).
Two important effects that could explain this counterintuitive result are established in this
thesis.

1.2

Structure and overview

As stated in the first part of this introduction, tax minimization is an important aspect of
strategic tax planning. Chapters 2 till 5 deal with the choice of the depreciation method
with the aim to minimize the present value of expected future tax payments.

In the

literature, this is referred to as optimal tax depreciation.
Chapter 2, which is based on Berg, De Waegenaere and Wielhouwer (2001), considers the
'static choice' between two depreciation methods, where the focus is on accelerated versus
straight line depreciation. It is called static, since the choice between the methods is made
at date zero, and cannot be changed anymore. As mentioned in Section 1.1, it was generally
assumed that accelerated depreciation (ADM) dominates straight line depreciation (SDM).
Hence, the focus is on comparing these two methods and identifying the critical aspects in
this choice. It is shown that this dominance of ADM only holds in a restricted case. In
general the time value of money, uncertainty in income and the tax structure determine
the optimal choice. The analytical results are illustrated with numerical examples.
In Chapter 3, the choice between different predefined methods is studied in a dynamic
setting. More precisely, the possibility of changing the depreciation method is taken into
account.

The fact that a firm can propose a change that will be accepted by the tax

authority with some probability can alter the optimal initial choice of the depreciation

1.2. Structure and overview

method.
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The influence of the possibility of changing the method on the initial choice

between ADM and SDM as well as the value of the option to change the method are
studied.
Whereas Chapters 2 and 3 consider the choice between certain given depreciation methods, determining the optimal depreciation scheme out of an infinite range of possibilities
(again under uncertain future cash flows) is dealt with in Chapter 4. This chapter is based
on De Waegenaere and Wielhouwer (2001a). Regulatory constraints either on the initial
depreciable value, or on the residual value of the asset are taken into account. As in Chapter 2, also the effect of uncertainty on the optimal depreciation scheme is studied.

It is

found that this effect crucially depends on the type of constraint the firm faces and, in case
of constraints on the residual value of the asset, whether this constraint is binding or not.
When constraints are imposed on the residual amount to depreciate, the problem is
solved dynamically. The problem with constraints on the initial value of the asset is of
the form of a resource allocation problem. Yet, solving this problem (with constraints on
the initial depreciable value) still by dynamic optimization led, as a by-product, to the
development of a new efficient algorithm to solve resource allocation problems. This new
algorithm is presented in Chapter 8 and the results are compared with the currently known
most efficient algorithms for solving resource allocation problems.
The issue of optimal tax depreciation then continues in Chapter 5, where the research of
Wielhouwer, De Waegenaere and Kort (2000b) is presented. Here, optimal tax depreciation
is studied in case of firm investments and in the presence of a progressive tax system. The
fact that the firm invests implies that the tax base of assets (the total amount to depreciate)
grows. In order to keep the model tractable, the firm is assumed to be in a steady state
with respect to investments and with respect to the capital stock. However, this does not
imply a steady state with respect to the tax base of assets. It turns out that in determining
the optimal depreciation rate, the firm faces a trade-off between the time value of money
and the progressiveness of the tax system. From a technical point of view, it is interesting
that the path coupling method (which is developed for solving continuous time dynamic
optimization problems) is used here to solve this model in discrete time.
Chapter 5 links the chapters on optimal tax depreciation to Chapter 6, which is based
on Wielhouwer, De Waegenaere and Kort (2000a). Since the tax depreciation rate is chosen
in a strategic way, it only coincidentally equals the economic depreciation rate. In Chapter
6 a dynamic model of the firm is developed to study the effect of a difference between
the tax depreciation rate and the economic depreciation rate on optimal firm investments.
Instead of maximizing the value of the firm by the tax depreciation rate, here the value is
optimized with respect to the investment policy. It turns out that the dynamic investment
policy of the firm, as well as the optimal long run capital stock level are largely affected by
the difference between these depreciation rates.
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In Chapter 7 the research of De Waegenaere, Sansing and Wielhouwer (2001) is presented. The issue under consideration is the relation between the market and book value
of deferred tax assets in the presence of a net operating loss (NOL) carryover. In empirical
studies regressions are run of stock prices on several variables among which the book value
of the net operating loss carryover and the valuation allowance under Financial Accounting
Standards (FAS) No. 109. The descriptive model in Chapter 7 indicates certain important
issues that should be taken into account in empirical studies regarding this issue. Empirical
studies regarding the ratio between market value and book value of a NOL find coefficients
in excess of one. This is surprising since the market value reflects discounting and the book
value does not. Possible explanations for the coefficient in excess of one that are found in
Chapter 7 are: the skew of the income distribution and a strictly positive probability on
zero income in the future.
Furthermore, the model in Chapter 7 allows for a two-stage investment model. The
first investment yields the option to invest in a second interesting opportunity. One could
think of for instance an R&D expenditure in the first stage that yields a patent, followed
by the construction of a physical plant to produce and sell a product using the patent. The
optimal timing of this second investment is determined and it is shown how this optimal
investment date depends on whether the first investment led to a NOL carryover or whether
it could be expensed (compensated in profits) at the moment the first investment was done.
The influence of the real investment option on the market value of the NOL carryover is
examined.
As already mentioned, Chapter 8 presents a new algorithm for solving resource allocation
problems with a single resource, a convex separable objective function, a convex resourceusage constraint and bounded variables. Chapter 8 presents the research of De Waegenaere
and Wielhouwer (2001b). The algorithm is compared with algorithms presented in Zipkin
(1980), Bitran and Hax (1981) and Nielsen and Zenios (1992), which are the currently
known most efficient algorithms.
The setup of each chapter is chosen in such a way that it can be read without reading the
previous chapters first. As a consequence, the most important literature for each chapter
is referred to in its introduction, which gives rise to some overlap in the introductory parts
of the individual chapters.

Chapter 2
The optimal choice between
depreciation methods
2.1

Introduction

The focus of this chapter is on the optimal choice of the depreciation method for an
equipment out of the two alternatives that are often available to companies: an accelerated
depreciation method (ADM) and the straight line depreciation method (SDM). Given a
preset operational life of N periods for the equipment, the SDM divides the equipment value
D equally among the N periods, i.e. ~ depreciation charge per period, while the ADM
allows a decreasing sequence of depreciation charges di(i

= 1, ... , N) with 2:;:1 d; = D.

Two of the most commonly used accelerated methods are Double Declining Balance and
Sum of the Years-Digits.
We focus on optimal tax depreciation, i.e. finding the depreciation method that minimizes the present value of future tax payments.

The early literature on optimal tax

depreciation (e.g. Davidson and Drake (1961,1964), Roemmich et al. (1978), and Wakeman (1980)) deals with the case where the cash flow in any future period is known to be
high enough to cover the depreciation charge in that period. Wakeman (1980) shows analytically that ADM then dominates SDM in the sense that it yields a lower present value
of future tax payments for any value of the discount factor a E [0, 1]. The intuition behind
this result is as follows: because of the money discounting element, 1 unit of money to be
received in the ith period, has a present value of ai < 1 in the first period. Therefore,
ADM yields a lower present value of future tax payments than SDM since it decreases the
earlier taxable income at the expense of later taxable income.
When the cash flow in some period is not sufficient to cover the depreciation charge, as
may occur for instance for a company in a growth phase where often the initial income is

8
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low, the intuition behind the superiority of ADM weakens. This issue was taken up in Berg
and Moore (1989), where it is shown in a two-period model that SDM can then be the
preferable depreciation method. It is now of interest to study the more realistic situation of
future income being unknown and represented as a random variable for each period. This
is especially of significance in this context because, even when future income is expected
to be high, its variability can lead to a cash flow being actually less than the depreciation
charge. The main goal of this chapter is therefore to determine optimal tax depreciation
when future income is unknown. In addition, the chapter provides a comprehensive analysis
of the following issues:
i) The effect on the optimal choice of possible differences in the probability distribution
of income among different periods. Such differences would occur for example for a
growing company, where the income in initial periods tends to be much lower and
more variable than the income in later periods.
ii) The effect on the optimal choice of a progressive tax system, i.e. a tax system with
higher tax rates on higher levels of income.
The analysis is quantitative in that it provides exact choice rules in terms of the varied
model parameters, i.e. the discount factor, the income distributions and their variances, and
the tax structure. Conveniently, the choice rule in each case reduces to a simple threshold
value Ci for the discount factor, so that ADM is preferred if the discount factor is below Ci,
and SDM is preferred otherwise (with Ci possibly being 0 or 1 allowing for dominance of
one or the other method).
Still, not less importantly, the message of the chapter is also about qualitative aspects:
identifying the aspects, financial or probabilistic, that influence the threshold value for the
discount factor, and therefore playa key role in the choice between the two depreciation
methods.
Besides some numerical examples, the issue of carrying over of losses is not dealt with in
detail. Accounting for the possibility of switching to another depreciation method during
the accounting lifetime of the asset is also not taken into account in this chapter.
issue is deferred to Chapter 3.

This

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents a basic model with a fixed tax
rate over all taxable income. The existence of a threshold value for the discount factor, as
defined above, is shown in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 formalizes the effect of the probability
of having a negative reported income on the optimal choice. In Section 2.5 the case of a
tax system with multiple tax brackets is dealt with. To further strengthen the ideas, a host
of numerical examples accompany the developments. Section 2.6 draws conclusions.
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The model

Consider an asset of value D that can be depreciated

over a given number of periods N.

With the straight line depreciation method (SDM) the depreciation charge in each period
is thus
D
d= N.

(2.1)

While SDM uniquely defines the periods' depreciation charges, there are in principle an infinite number of accelerated depreciation methods (ADM), specified by di, the depreciation
charge in period i, i

= 1, ... ,N, satisfying
(2.2)

and
d; ?: d,
d; :S d,

k
for all i > k,
for all i:S

(2.3)

k E {I, ... , N}, with at least one strict inequality. Here d is given by (2.1). Notice

for some

that any scheme that satisfies (2.2) with decreasing depreciation

charges satisfies (2.3).

While all the results in the chapter are stated in terms of a general ADM, the numerical
examples will focus on the most commonly used ADM's in practice, i.e. the Sum of the
Years-Digits method (SYD) and Declining Balance methods (DBM).
With SYD the amount depreciated in year i is proportional

to the remaining depreciable

lifetime of the asset, i.e, N - i + 1. Since D has to be depreciated
2:~1 (N - i + 1)
d.
,

= 2(N -

=

i + 1) D

+ 1)

N(N

With DBM, in period i

over N periods, and

the depreciation charges are given by:

N(~+l),

,

for i=l,

(2.4)

... ,N.

= 1, ... ,N - 1, a fraction,

and in period N the residual value is depreciated.

of the residual value is depreciated,
Therefore, the depreciation charges are

given by:
di

=v (1 -

,)i-l D,

dN =(1-,t-1
For,

=

it

for i = 1, ... , N - 1,

D.

(2.5)
(2.6)

one obtains the Double Declining Balance method (DDB).1

1Notice that a DBM satisfies (2.3) iff dN ::; d, i.e. iff 'Y ~ 1 - N1/(1-N).
It has decreasing depreciation
charges over all periods iff 'Y ~ 0.5. If 'Y < 0.5 then the depreciation charge in period N exceeds the
depreciation charge in period N - 1. In particular, DDB satisfies (2.3) iff N ::; 7, and has decreasing

depreciation charges iff N ::;4.
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Our general aim is to compare the SDM with a particular ADM in terms of the expected
value of the present value of total tax payments.
We describe here a model with separate taxing in each period so that at the end of each
period taxes have to be paid on reported income, if positive. In Sections 2.4 and 2.5 we will
discuss the effect of carryover possibilities? on the optimal choice, and we will illustrate it
with numerical examples. It will become clear that our results extend to carryover cases
in tax structures where i) there is not a flat tax rate, and/or ii) carryover possibilities are
limited to a maximum number of periods.
Now let C, be the random variable of the cash flow in period i, i

= 1 ... N, and denote

by F; (.) its probability distribution, that is

Fi(X) = P(C; ::; x),

(2.7)

xEm.

The reported income in period i equals the cash flow C; of period i minus the depreciated
amount in period i. So, in period i, taxes have to be paid on (Ci-d;)+

in case of accelerated

depreciation, and on (C; - d)+ in case of straight line depreciation.P
Let a E [0,1] denote the discount factor, i.e. 1 unit of money, received k periods from
now has a present value of ak. Then, beginning with the fixed tax rate T( E (0,1]) case, we
obtain the expressions for the present values of the taxes paid under the ADM specified in
(2.3) and the SDM, respectively,
N

TaxA(a)

= T2::ai(Ci

- di)+,

(2.8)

- d)+.

(2.9)

i=1

and
N

Taxs(a)

= T2::ai(Ci
i=1

TaXA(a) and Taxs(a)

are clearly random variables and, as stated earlier, the choice be-

tween these depreciation methods depends on their expected values, i.e. ADM is chosen
if E[TaxA(a)]

< E[Taxs(a)],

methods if E[TaxA(a)]

and SDM vice versa; there is indifference between the two

= E[Taxs(a)]

(where E[.] denotes the expectation operator).

2 Carry over is the collective noun for carry forward and carry backward. Carry forward Crespobackward)
implies that profits in future Crespopast) periods can be compensated with losses in past Crespofuture)
periods.
3 Here, for any random variable X, the variable X+ is defined as follows:

X+

:=

{X

o

if X ~ 0,
if X < o.
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In order to calculate the expected value of (2.8) and (2.9), we use the following result:
For any random variable X with distribution function F(.), and any constant c, one has:"

1

00

- c)+]

E[(X

=

(2.10)

(1- F(x))dx.

We now proceed to investigate under what conditions ADM or SDM will be the preferable choice in these terms. Notice that we have implicitly assumed that the depreciation
method is preset ex ante and cannot be changed. In the concluding section we will provide
intuition for the fact that, even when potential changes are taken into account, the main
factors considered in this chapter will still affect the optimal choice. Chapter 3 deals with
the possibility of changing the depreciation method after some periods.

2.3

The optimal choice

In this section we show how the discount factor affects the optimal choice. We begin with
a lemma that shows that when there is a zero probability that in any period i ::;k, with

k as defined in (2.3), the cash flow is insufficient to cover the corresponding depreciation
charge in the ADM, the result as in Theorem 1 in Wakeman (1980) is obtained. In that
case the level of future cash flows becomes irrelevant, and ADM is dominant in the sense
that it yields a lower present value of expected tax payments than SDM for any value of
the discount factor.
Proposition

2.3.1 If

P(Gi < di)

= 0,

SDM, i.e. E[TaxA(a)] :S E[Taxs(a)],

then ADM dominates
Proof:

Clearly, P(Gi

E[(Gi - d)+]

(2.11)

for all i :S k,

= E[Gi

~

d;)

=

- di)+] = E[Gi - d;] for all i :S k, and,
:S k. ADM yields a lower present value of future tax

1 implies that E[(Gi

dj for all

-

for all a E [0,1].

i

payments iff:
N

N

TLaiE[(Gi

-

di)+]-

~1

TLaiE[(G;

- d)+] :S O.

(2.12)

~1

Consequently, if (2.11) is satisfied, then (2.12) can be rewritten into
N

k

TLai

(E[Gi

-

di]-

E[G; - dj) +T

L

ai (E[(G; - d;)+]-

E[(Gi - d)+]) :S 0

i=l

4This result follows immediately from formula (A.9) in (Tijms, 1994, pp. 347) and is proven by interchange of the order of integration when introducing the function that equals 1 if X> c and 0 otherwise.
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k

N

2:= ai(E[(Ci-di)+]-E[(Ci-d)+])

TI>l:i(d-di)+T

{=}

::;0.

(2.13)

i=1

Now notice that (2.10) and (2.3) imply that for all i >
E[(C; - di)+] - E[(Ci - d)+]

=

J~(1 -

k:

Fi(U)) du

(2.14)

::; d-di·

It therefore follows that, in order for ADM to yield a lower present value of expected tax
payments, it is sufficient that:
N

2:= O:'i(d -

d;)

< O.

(2.15)

i=1

It follows from (2.2) and Descartes' rule of signs (Burnside and Panton, 1960) that (2.15)
is satisfied for all

0:'

E [0,1]. This concludes the proof.

0

Some intuition on the role of (2.11) in the above lemma is helpful. It is seen from the
proof that when (2.11) holds, the future cash flows play no role in the comparison, and the
discounting
ADM.

effect, i.e. the fact that (2.15) holds for all

0:'

E [0,1]' implies the optimality of

In the sequel we show that when (2.11) is violated, the discounting effect can be outweighed, and ADM no longer necessarily dominates SDM. More precisely, the optimal
choice between an ADM and SDM becomes one of the control-limit type, i.e. there exists
a threshold value

a for the discount factor
a. This is formalized

and vice versa if a >

Proposition 2.3.2 Either

a::;

TaxA(a)

1 such that ADM is strictly

preferred

to ADM for all a

E

=

such that ADM is preferable to SDM if a <

a,

in Proposition 2.3.2.

Taxs(a) , a.s., for all a E [0,1]' or there exists an

preferred

to SDM for all

0:'

E (O,a), and SDM is strictly

(a, 1].

Proof: For notational convenience, we define the following function:
N

g(a) := T~O:'i

L

d

(1- Fi(U))du.

(2.16)

Then, (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) imply that:
E[TaxA(O:')]-

E[Taxs(a)]

= g(O:').

(2.17)

Consequently, we need to show that either TaxA(O:')= Taxs(a) , a.s., for all a, or there
exists a value

a ::; 1 such

that g(O:') < 0 for all a

E

(0, a) and g(a) > 0 for all a E (a, 1].
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We use the following notation:

r (I-F (u))du,
Jet;
d

C;:=

(2.18)

... ,N.

i=1,2,

i

Then, by definition, and since F;(.) :::;1,

c;:::; 0, for
{

c, ~ 0,

i

< ~'

(2.19)

for i > k.

First consider the case where g(a)
C;

= 0,

= 0, for all a. This holds iff:

for all i = 1, ... ,N.

(2.20)

This implies that, for each period, one has either P(C;:::; min{d;,d})
In either case, (C; - d)+ and (Ci

-

di) + are, with probability

TaxA(a) = Taxs(a),

E

[0,1].

a.s., for all a

= 1 or d; =

d.

one, equal. Consequently,

Now consider the case where g(.) is not identically zero. Given (2.19), Descartes' rule of
signs implies that there is at most one a > 0 satisfying g(a)

= O. Then clearly, there are

two possibilities:
• The equation g(a)

a

E (0,1]' and

a

= 0 has no solutions in (0,1]. Then, a = 1 if g(a) < 0 for all
= 0 if g(a) > 0 for all a E (0,1] (which holds for example if

Cl = C2= ... = Cf = 0) .

= 0 has a unique solution a in (0,1]. Then it follows from (2.19)

• The equation g(a)

that g(a) < 0 for all a E (0, a), and g(a) > 0 for all a E (a, 1].
o

This concludes the proof.
It is seen from the proof of Proposition 2.3.2 that:
i) The threshold value

a for the

It follows immediately

discount factor depends on the distribution

from Proposition

such that (2.11) is satisfied, then
ii) Proposition

a=

2.3.1 that, if the distribution

functions.

functions are

1, i.e. ADM dominates SDM.

2.3.2 includes as a special case not only dominance of ADM, but also

dominance of SDM, i.e. the case where

a = O. Indeed,

when cash flow distributions

are such that,
P(C;

< d)

P(Ci:::;

d)

= 1,

for all i :::;
I,

< 1,

for some i > I,

then g(a) ~ 0 for all a E (0,1]' and, consequently, SDM dominates ADM.

(2.21)
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iii) When 0

< a < 1, it follows by construction that g(a) = 0, i.e. the firm is indifferent

with respect to applying two depreciation methods when the discount factor equals
the threshold value a.

We now present an example that provides a quantitative illustration concerning the
effect of the discount factor on the optimal choice between ADM and SDM. In particular,
the intuitive expectation that more discounting, i.e. a lower value of a, works in favor of
ADM is confirmed. In all the examples in this chapter, monetary amounts are denoted in
units of, e.g., $10.000.

Example
over N

2.3.1 Consider a situation where an asset of value D = 5 has to be depreciated
= 5 periods. Consequently, for SDM the depreciation charge in each of the five

periods equals d = 0.2D.
charges for SYD are:

For ADM we consider both SYD and DDB. The depreciation

(2.22)
For DDB the depreciation charges are:5

a, = '52D,

d2

23D, d3 = '52 (3)2
= '5'5
'5 D, d4 = '52 (3)3
'5 D, d5 = (3)4
'5 D.

(2.23)

Future cash flows are assumed to be normally distributed as follows:

CI '" N(2, 2), C2

rv

N(3, 2), C3 '" N(4, 2), C4

rv

N(4, 1), C5

rv

N(4, 1),

i.e. E[CI], the mean of CI is 2, and a(CI), its standard deviation is 2, and so on for the
other periods.
This example represents a company in growth and stabilizing stage, so that cash flows
are expected to grow (i.e. E[CHIJ ~ E[CiJ), and become less risky (i.e. a(CHI) ~ a(Ci))
over the periods.
There is a fixed tax rate T

=

0.2 over all periods and all levels of taxable income.

The

following table presents the expected value of the present value of future tax payments under
SYD, DDB and SDM for some selected values of the discount factor.
5Notice that here d5 > d4, but since ds < d, (2.3) is satisfied.
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Figure 2.1: Expected Discounted Tax Payments as a Function of

Q.

E[Taxddbl
1.236

E[Taxsdml
1.256

0.88

E[Taxsydl
1.669

E[Taxddbl
1.685

E[Taxsdml
1.675

0.80

E[Taxsydl
1.225

0.81

1.274

1.286

1.303

0.89

1.733

1.750

1.734

0.82

1.325

1.338

1.351

0.90

1.799

1.816

1.796

0.83

1.378

1.391

1.401

0.91

1.867

1.885

0.84

1.432

1.446

1.453

0.92

1.937

1.956

1.860
1.925

0.85

1.488

1.503

1.506

0.93

2.010

2.029

1.993

0.86

1.547

1.562

1.560

0.94

2.085

2.105

2.062

0.87

1.607

1.622

1.617

0.95

2.162

2.182

2.134

Q

Q

The table reveals that when comparing SYD to SDM, the threshold value
equals 0.89, i.e. for all

Q

is the preferable method.

> 0.89, SDM is preferable to SYD, and for all

a
Q

approximately

< 0.89, SYD

In comparing DDB to SDM, the threshold value equals 0.855.

Therefore, SDM outperforms both accelerated methods for all discount factors above 0.89.
Notice finally that in this example SYD dominates DDB in the sense that it yields lower
expected tax payments for all discount factors under consideration.
the choice between the depreciation methods as a function of

Q.

Figure 2.1 illustrates
o
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2.4

Effect of cash flow risk on the optimal choice

The threshold value for the discount factor that is introduced in Proposition 2.3.2 clearly
depends on the distributions of the future cash flows. We know from Proposition 2.3.1
that in situations where cash flows are always sufficient to cover the depreciation charges,
ADM is superior to SDM. On the other hand, when distributions satisfy (2.21), then SDM
is superior to ADM. This hints at the fact that in a model with a fixed tax rate over all
income and all periods, it is the possibility of having a cash flow that is lower than the
predetermined depreciation charge that can make SDM superior to ADM. In this section
we consider this issue in more depth.
We first demonstrate in an example that an increase of the cash flow variance in early
periods can work in favor of SDM, even with unchanged expected values. It can imply that
the optimal choice changes from ADM to SDM.
Example

2.4.1

Consider the case where D

= 8, and N = 5. Consequently, d = 0.2D

for SDM. For ADM we consider the DDB method as defined in (2.23). The cash flows are
assumed normally distributed with, for each of the five subsequent periods, C;

rv

N(4,1).

The discount factor a equals 0.95, and there is a fixed tax rate T = 0.2 over all periods and
all reported income. For this case we obtain:
E[TaxA(0.95)]
E[Taxs(0.95)]

= 20.377,
= 20.655,

and thus DDB is optimal.
Let us now examine the effect on the optimal choice of varied degrees of uncertainty in
the cash flows, i. e. different values of the standard deviations.
We start with the case of deterministic

cash flows, i.e. Ci

=

4, with certainty.

In this

case clearly C, > d;, for all i, so that Proposition 2.3.1 applies, and the DDB is superior
to SDM.
Let us now suppose that the decision maker assesses the risk of having a lower cash
flow in the first two periods to be higher than above, and specifically let C;
i = 1,2, and G;

rv

E[TaxA(0.95)]
E[Taxs(0.95)]

N(4, 1), for

i

rv

N(4,2),

for

= 3,4,5. For this case we find:

= 21.290,
= 21.060.

Thus, the optimal choice is now SDM, even though in each period the expected value of
the cash flow is uniformly higher than the depreciation charge, i. e. in each period one has

E[G;] > max{d,di}.

o

The above example clearly indicates the importance of accurate assessments of the cash flow
distributions.

Indeed, a higher assessed cash flow variance in the early periods shifts the
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optimal choice from DDB to SDM. The underlying reason is that the increase in variance
implies a higher probability of the cash flow in the first two periods being lower than the
corresponding depreciation charge. Intuitively, in order to optimally use the tax decreasing
effect of depreciation charges, they should best be used in periods with profits, since no
taxes are paid in periods with losses. We now want to look into this phenomenon more
formally, and introduce the concept of cash flow riskier distributions.
Definition 2.4.1 For a given ADM
fined

in

(2.3),

distribution

distribution

Junctions

and corresponding

G1(.),

Junctions

Fl (.), F2 (.), ... , F,,(.),

• [or all i ~k, one has G;(x)

G2(.),

..•

depreciation
,

Gx;(.) ,

> F;(x),

I

as de-

riskier"

than

and

iJ

::::F;(x) [or all x ~ d;,

• [or at least one i ~k, there exist a and b, such that a
G;(x)

charges

are "cash flow

<

b E [d, di] and

[or all x E (a, b).

The probability distributions Gi(.), i = 1,2, ... , I, are called cash flow riskier since under
these distributions there is a higher probability of having a cash flow that is insufficient to
cover the depreciation charge.
We now state a proposition that provides the formal basis for the observations above.
Proposition 2.4.1 Suppose
a threshold

value

tions than F;(.).

Proof:

E (0,1).

Then

F"+l (.), ... ,FN(')'

i

a

that Fi(')' i
Let Gi(.),

a threshold

and it satisfies

value
aCjr

= 1,2, ... , N, are cash flow distributions with
i = 1,2, ... , I, be cash flow riskier distribuaCjr

exists Jor the distributions

G1(.),

...

, G,,(.),

< a.

For simplicity of notation, we consider the case in which G;(.)

= Fi(.), for all

= 2, ... ,I, and
G1(x) ::::Fl(X),
G1(x)

>

F1(x),

for all x

< d1,

for all x

E (a, b),

for some a and b such that d ~ a

(2.24)

< b ~ d1.

We define the following function:

(2.25)
Then ADM (resp. SDM) is optimal for the new distributions G1(.), F2(.),
h(a) ~ 0 (resp. ::::0).

..•

,

FN(')

if
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Let us denote acfr for the threshold value for the discount factor in case the cash flow
distributions

equal CI(.), F2(.)' ... ' FN(.)' i.e.

aCfr := min {inf {o: ~ 0

I h(o:) > O}, I}.

(2.26)

a < 1, it follows
< f:'(IFI(U))du.

Now consider g(.) as defined in (2.16). Since g(.) is continuous, and 0 <

= O. Furthermore, (2.24) implies that f:'(l
Therefore, one has h(a) > g(a) = O. Consequently,
that g(a)

o :S acfr < a <

- CI(u))du

(2.27)

1.

o

This concludes the proof.

The above proposition emphasizes the importance of accurate assessments of future cash
flow distributions.

It implies that for all discount factors

0:

E (acfr, a), SDM is optimal

functions CI(.), ... ,Ck-(.), Fk+I(.), ... ,FN(.),
optimal for cash flow distribution functions FI (.),F2(.)' ... ' FN(.).
To illustrate this result we return to Example 2.4.1.
for cash flow distribution

Example 2.4.1 (continued):
random variable, and by C(.)

Denote by F(.)

whereas ADM is

the distribution function

the distribution function

of an N(4,2)

of an N(4,1)

random variable.

Then we have for the original data in Example 2.4.1:

Fi(.) = F(.),

i = 1,2, ... ,5,

(2.28)

whereas for the revised data with the increased standard deviations in the first two periods,
we have:
FI(.) = F2(.)

=

C(.),

= F4(.)

=

F5(·)

F3(.)

One sees immediately that C(x)
b

:=

dl

=

(2.29)

= F(.).
> F(x) for all x :S dl. Then, with Ii

=

2, a:= d

=

1.6, and

3.2, the conditions in definition 2.4.1 are satisfied. Consequently, the distribution

functions in (2.29) are cashftow riskier than those in (2.28). Furthermore, one can verify
that (using the notation introduced in Proposition 2.4.1):

a ~ 0.979,
acfr ~ 0.925.
Therefore, for all discount factors

0:

E (0.925,0.979),

data, while DDB is optimal for the original data.
The potential sub-optimality

SDM is optimal for the revised
0

of the ADM described in this section results from the fact

that the reported income can be negative. It is therefore intuitively clear that this effect can
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change when carry forward and/or backward is allowed, since these possibilities influence
the net present value of taxable income. However, when the reallocations of profits and
losses are limited to a maximum number of periods less than N, it is clear that uncertainty
in future cash flows implies that the reported income can still be negative, even after carry
over possibilities have been optimally applied. Consequently, SDM can still be better than
ADM. We now illustrate this with an example.
Example 2.4.2 Consider the case where D

= 45, and N = 10. Consequently, d = O.lD,

for SDM. For ADM we take the SYD method, so that the depreciation charges are given
by:
lOD ' d 2 -- Ji..D
d3
d 1 -- 55
55
'
de, = -lsD, d7 = -[sD, ds

d 5 -...2..D
= 55S D ' d 4 -- LD
55
'
- 55
'
= ~D, dg = -l5D, dlO = -lsD.

(2.30)

The cash flows for the periods are normally distributed as follows: O, '" N(l, 1), fori

= 1,2,

and O, '" N(i, 1), for i = 3, ... , 10. The discount factor equals 0.95. There is a fixed tax
rate T = 0.2 over all reported income.
We compare the mean present value of future tax payments for the two depreciation
schemes, with and without carry forward.

Thus, TaxA(')

and Taxs(.)

denote, as above,

the present value of future taxes for the two methods without carry forward, while Tax~F(.),
and Tax~F(.)

denote the same but with the possibility of carry forward over a maximum

of 6 periods.
We find:
E[TaxA(0.95)]
E[Tax~F(0.95)]

= 36.360,
=

E[Taxs(0.95)]

13.749, E[Tax~F(0.95)]

= 24.100,
= 11.640.

Naturally, the carry forward possibility causes a lower mean present value of tax payments
for each of the depreciation methods, however, the optimality of SDM is sustained.

2.5

<>

Effect of the tax structure on the optimal choice

In the previous sections we considered the case where there is a fixed tax rate over all
income and all periods, as is the case for most countries in the European Community.
Some tax structures however, such as the structure of corporate tax rates in the U.S., are
progressive (see e.g. Remer and Nieto 1993, and Remer and Song 1993). This means that
up to a certain income level, the company pays one tax rate, and above that level a higher
tax rate, and so on for further income levels. The effect of a progressive tax structure on
the optimal choice of the depreciation method is studied in this section.
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with brackets K1 < K2

Consider a tax structure

methods

< ... < Km, so that for income under

K], no tax is charged, for income between Kl and K2, a fixed tax rate T, is charged, and
so on for further income levels. Formally, a tax rate Tj is charged for reported income in

= 1, ... , m - 1, and a tax rate Tm is charged for all income
where it holds that Tj+l > Tj. In the sequel such a tax structure will be

the interval [Kj, Kj+l) , for j
beyond Km,
abbreviated

as (m, T, K) E IN x [0, 11m

X

corresponds to the special case (m, T, K)
For mathematical

JR"/..

Notice that the tax structure

in Section 2.2

= (1, T, 0).

convenience, we define To

:=

0. Then, given a general tax structure

the net present value of the total tax to be paid under ADM is given by:
m

TaxA(a,m,

T,K)

=

2:)Tj
j=1

N

- Tj-1) Lai(Ci
i=1

- d; - Kj)+,

(2.31)

and the net present value of the total tax to be paid under SDM is given by:
N

m

Taxs(a, m, T, K)

2:)Tj
j=1

=

- Tj-1) L ai(Ci - d - Kj)+.
i=1

Assuming a progressive structure,
the result of Proposition
Proposition

2.5.1

Taxs(a,m,T,K),

(2.32)

i.e. T1 < T2 < ... < Tm, it is seen immediately that

2.3.2 can be generalized as follows.

For any given tax system

(m, T, K),

either

a.s., for all a E [0,1]' or there exists an

a ::; 1

preferable to SDM for all a E [0, a), and vice versa for all a E (a,
Proof:

TaxA (a, m, T, K)

=

such that ADM is

11.

Goes as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.2, when g(.) is replaced by:

(2.33)

o
For clarity of exposition, we denote the threshold value for the discount factor for a tax
system (m, T, K) by a(m, T, K).
Now consider
a(m, T, K)

two tax structures:

i' a(m, T, k),

(m,T,K)

and

and because of the control-limit

(m,T,K).

Since in general

nature of the choice between

ADM and SDM, the optimal depreciation method will not be the same under (m, T, K) and
(m, T, K) for any discount factor a between a(m, T, K) and a(m, T, K). This is illustrated
in the following example.
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Example 2.5.1 Consider the case where D

= 7, and N = 5. Consequently, d = 0.2D,

for SDM. For the ADM we take SYD, so that the depreciation charges are as defined in
(2.22). The cash flows are assumed to be normally distributed as follows:
C1

~

N(2.5, 1), C2

rv

N(3, 1.5), C3

rv

N(5, 2), C4

rv

N(5,2),

C5

rv

N(5,2).

= 0.2 be fixed over all income, i.e. (m,T,K)

First we let the tax rate T

= (1,0.2,0).

Then we consider a tax structure which adds an extra tax rate ofO.1 for all reported income

= (2, (0.2,0.3), (0,3».

above 3, so that (in, 1', R)
For these cases we find:
a(m, T, K) ~ 0.927,

a(m, 1', R) ~ 0.854.
This implies that for all discount factors a

E

(0.854,0.927), SYD is optimal for the first

tax structure, but SDM is optimal for the more progressive tax structure.
It is intuitively clear that this latter effect gets stronger as the level of 1'2 increases. To
illustrate this, consider again the above situation with a

=

0.9. Then, for any value of 1'2,

one finds:
E[TaxA(0.9, 2, (0.2,1'2), (0,3)]-

E[Taxs(0.9, 2, (0.2,1'2), (0, 3)]

= - 0.1223 + 0.5264 1'2,
so that SDM becomes more and more favorable as 1'2 increases.

SDM is optimal as soon

as 1'2> 0.232 (= 0.1223/0.5264).

0

An intuitive explanation of the above phenomenon is that the increase of the expected
taxable income in the consecutive periods causes the probability of getting into the higher
tax bracket [3, +00) in later periods to be higher than in earlier periods. It is therefore
better not to depreciate too much in the first periods. This effect gets stronger as the tax
rate in the upper bracket gets higher. This result is formalized, in a more general setting,
in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5.2 Consider a given discount factor a E (0,1]. If K ~
I<

°

is such that:

N

l.:ai(di

- d)P(Ci

> K) <

d

-

i=1

2: ai(d -

di)P(Ci

-

d

> K),

(2.34)

i=l<+1

°

°

then, for any m ~ 1, = To < Ts < ... < Tm-1, and any
< K, < ... < Km-1 <
K, there exists a critical tax rate t such that SDM is optimal for all tax structures

(m, (T1,

...

Tm-1, T), (K1,

...

,

Km-1, K»,

with T > i:
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Proof:

Consider a tax structure

(m, (T1, ...

, Tm-b

T), (K1,

, Km-b

...

K)),

(2.35)

and suppose that (2.34) is satisfied.
Then define
g(t)

:=

2::::1 a; J~:~(I- F;(u))du
2::::1 ai Jd~:~(1 - Fi(U))du.

(2.36)

o.

The coefficient of tin g(.), is

2::;:~I(Tj - Tj-1)

+(t - Tm-1)

Then SDM is optimal for tax structure (2.35) if g(T) >
given by:
N

~

i

a

t'"

Jd,+K (1-

(2.37)

F;(u))du.

Now clearly,

(2.38)

Therefore (2.34) implies that (2.37) is positive, and g(.) is a linear increasing function. So
there exists a t such that g(t) > 0, for all t > E. This concludes the proof.

0

Notice that the discounting effect (i.e. (2.15)) implies that, given that (2.3) is satisfied:
N

k

l:ai(di -

d) ~

l: ai(d -

d;).

(2.39)

i=1

So, intuitively, (2.34) provides a condition under which the probabilities of getting into
the bracket [K, +00) in later periods (P(Ci

-

d > K), for all i ~ k

+ 1) are

high enough

relative to the probabilities of getting into that tax bracket in early periods (P(Ci-d

> K),

for all i :::;
k)), in order to outweigh the discounting effect. Thus, under this condition a
higher tax rate in this extra bracket, ceteris paribus, works in favor of SDM.
When applied to the special case of a fixed tax rate T on all income above some level
K, we immediately have the following result.
Corollary 2.5.1 Consider a given discount factor a E (0, IJ. If K ~ 0 is such that:
k

l:ai(di
i=1

N

- d)P(Ci - d >

K) <

l: ai(d -

d;)P(C; - d >

i=k+l

then SDM is optimal for any tax structure (1, T, K) with T

> O.

K),

(2.40)
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Proof:

When m

= 1, it is seen immediately from the proof of Proposition 2.5.2 that

[=0.

0

As we did for the fixed tax rate case, we now study the effect of carry forward and/or
backward possibilities on the optimal depreciation method choice in the case of multiple
tax brackets.

It is clear that, in contrast to the single tax rate case with K

= 0, the

phenomenon described in Proposition 2.5.2 with m > 1 and/or K > 0 can occur even
when the probability of having a negative reported income in any period is zero. In such
a situation, carry forward and/or backward does not influence the reported income, and it
is therefore clear that SDM can be the preferable choice under progressive tax structures,
even when carry forward and/or backward of losses is allowed. This is demonstrated in the
following example.
Example 2.5.2 Consider the case where D = 5.5, and N
for SDM, and for ADM we take DBM with 'Y

= 10. Consequently, d = O.ID,

= 1;. This yields the following depreciation

charges:

3 (7 )i-1

di = 10 10
D,
dlO = (10)9 D.

for i=I,

... ,9,

The cash flows for the subsequent periods are assumed to be normally distributed with
C, ~ N(i, 1), i = 1 ... ,6, and C; ~ N(7, 1), i
The tax structure is given by: (m, T, K)

= 7, ... ,10. The discount factor equals 0.95.

= (2, (0.2,0.4), (0,4)).

We compare the expected present value of future tax payments for the two depreciation
schemes with and without carry forward.

As before, TaxA(.)'

and Taxs(.)

denote the

present value of future taxes under the two depreciation methods without carry forward,
and Tax~F(.)

and Tax~F(.)

denote the present value of future tax payments when there is

a carry forward possibility over a maximum of 6 periods.
We find for these cases:

= 78.419,
E[Tax~F (0.95, m, T, K)] = 79.475, E[Tax~F (0.95, m, T, K)] = 77.963.
E[TaxA(0.95, m, T, K)] = 81.114,

E[Taxs(0.95, m, T, K)]

Thus the optimality of SDM is retained, even when carry forward is possible.

2.6

o

Conclusions

This chapter focuses on the minimization of the expected value of the present value of
total tax payments over a number of periods, when a choice has to be made between two
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commonly used depreciation methods: the straight line method and an accelerated method
such as Sum of the Years-Digits or Double Declining Balance. We focused on results that
show that straight line depreciation can be better than these accelerated depreciation
methods, since the opposite is often assumed in empirical literature on accounting method
choice.
The fact that future money is discounted basically works in favor of accelerated depreciation. We show that two other factors - the uncertainty in cash flows (income) and the tax
structure being progressive - can outweigh this discounting effect, and make straight line
depreciation optimal. This is proved analytically and illustrated by numerical examples.
The main results of the chapter are the following:
i) Higher probabilities of having negative reported income in early periods and positive reported income in later periods, which characterizes for example the cash flow
distributions resulting from introducing new products, can imply the optimality of
straight line depreciation.
ii) With stable or growing cash flows over time, a progressive tax structure can make
straight line depreciation optimal.
iii) There exists a threshold value for the discount factor so that the accelerated depreciation is preferable for discount factors lower than this threshold value, and vice versa
otherwise.
These results clearly indicate that in choosing between the straight line depreciation
method and an accelerated method such as a declining balance method or the sum of the
years-digits method, it is very important to take into account the uncertainty in future cash
flows as well as the structure of the tax system. Then, contrary to what is often assumed,
it is not always optimal to choose the most accelerated method.
Carry forward and backward possibilities have not been modelled explicitly in this chapter. However, in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 we provide intuition for the fact that, when carry
over is allowed, our results still hold in tax structures where i) there is not a flat tax rate,
and/or ii) carryover possibilities are limited to a maximum number of periods. We have
illustrated this by numerical examples. These examples show that, although the effect can
be weakened (e.g. the threshold value between ADM and SDM increases), the straight line
method can still be preferable to the accelerated method.
Another assumption that is made in this chapter is that the depreciation scheme is
preset ex ante and can therefore not be changed. In practice companies are allowed to
change their depreciation method if they can provide the tax authority with a convincing
argument that is related to the real decrease in value of the asset. At the beginning of

2.6. Conclusions
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the planning horizon, however, there may be uncertainty as to whether the tax authority
would accept a desired change, especially if the underlying strategy of the company is to
minimize tax payments. This uncertainty clearly indicates the importance of the initial
decision. Moreover, it is intuitively clear that when the probability of acceptance of a
desired change is strictly less than one, the uncertainty in future taxable income and the
structure of the tax system will still affect the optimal choice. In order to know the exact
quantitative effect of incorporating potential changes, one has to solve a stochastic dynamic
program. This is the problem under consideration in the next chapter.

Chapter 3
Dynamic tax depreciation strategies
3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, the choice between different tax depreciation methods has been
studied.

It is shown that crucial elements in the choice between different depreciation

methods are discounting, the tax system being fiat or progressive, and uncertainty in
income, which can influence the probability of having negative taxable income in certain
periods.
In Chapter 2 it is assumed that the depreciation method has to be set ex ante and
cannot be changed during the lifetime of the asset. In reality however, firms can negotiate
changes of method. The tax authorities mayor may not accept this proposal to change. It is
intuitively clear that changing the method during the lifetime can be optimal if new insights
regarding the cash flow distributions are gained. However, the choice made at time zero can
also be influenced by the knowledge that changes can be proposed. After all, considering
not only two methods, but also the possibility to change after some periods, enlarges the set
of possible depreciation schemes considerably. As a consequence, new depreciation schemes
may result, that are preferable from a tax minimization point of view. This chapter extends
the analysis of Chapter 2 on the optimal choice between different depreciation methods by
taking into account that firms can propose to change to another method during the planning
period. This proposal however will not always be accepted by the tax authority, since the
firm needs to have an accurate motivation for the proposed change. Therefore, we consider
a model where proposing and negotiating a change is costly, and there exists a positive
probability that the tax authority will not accept the proposal. We formulate the resulting
problem as a stochastic dynamic optimization model. 1
1We do not model the fact that updating information can also influence the choice of the method. We
focus on the effects on the initial choice of knowing that a change is possible with a certain probability.
Accounting for the fact that information can be updated is left for future research.
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The possibility to change with given probabilities of acceptance can be seen as a real
option, that generates value to the firm. Compared to the model of Chapter 2, where
changing was not allowed, this results in a reduction of expected tax payments. This is the
expected value of the option. It may be clear that this value depends on the probabilities
that the proposed changes are accepted.
One can imagine that a second proposal to change the depreciation method might have
a lower probability of acceptance than when a change is proposed for the first time. In
numerical examples, the effects of different probabilities of acceptance, different costs,
as well as changes in the probability of acceptance depending on earlier decisions, are
illustrated.

We especially focus on the effects concerning the initial choice of the method

and the expected discounted tax payments.
The most important conclusions are that accounting for the possibility of changing
the depreciation method (i) can change the initial decision which depreciation method to
choose, and (ii) can substantially lower the expected discounted tax payments, which can
be crucial when the profitability of projects is evaluated in go/no go decisions.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we first start with a simple example
to illustrate that accounting for the possibility of changing the depreciation method can
alter the initial decision. Then, in Section 3.3 the model is presented and the optimization
problem is formulated as a dynamic program. In Section 3.4 the optimal solution is established and the effects of the parameters are illustrated by numerical examples for different
structures of the probabilities that proposals are accepted. The conclusions are given in
Section 3.5

3.2

A simple example

To provide intuition on the issue of taking into account that changes of the depreciation
method are possible, we first consider the following simple example. In this example, only
after the first year a change can be proposed and furthermore cash flows are known and
certain.
Consider a firm with a project on which it can depreciate 10 units. This is the initial tax
base. The amount is depreciated in five periods, and the discount factor is 0.9 per period.
The firm has to choose between two depreciation methods: Straight Line Depreciation
(SDM) or Sum of the Years Digits (SYD)2. The cash flows for the following five years are,
respectively: 3, 4, 5, 5 and 6. The depreciation charges for the two methods are given in
the following table:

2For a formal definition of these depreciation schemes see Section 2.2 or 3.3
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period

1

2

3

4

5

d(SDM)

2

2

2

2

2

d(SYD)

10/3

8/3

6/3

4/3

2/3

Taxable income for each of the five years under consideration is given by the cash flow
minus the depreciation charge in that year. The discounted taxable incomes are 9.04 and
8.82 for SDM and SYD, respectively. Clearly SYD is preferable since the discounted tax
payments are lower. For more details on this decision see Berg et al. (2001) or Chapter 2.
Now we give the firm the possibility to change the method after the first period. This
change is not always accepted by the tax authority, but with a good motivation the tax
authority accepts with a probability of 0.8.
In fact, this leads to two new depreciation methods, but there is some uncertainty
whether these two will result. One might end up in an undesired method when the proposed change is refused. Let us denote d(A - B) for the depreciation charges that result
when initially method A is chosen, but after a year, the firm changes to method B. The
depreciation charges when switching after period 1 are:
1

2

3

4

5

d(SDM-SYD)

2

16/5

12/5

8/5

4/5

d(SYD-SDM)

10/3

5/3

5/3

5/3

5/3

period

For these depreciation schemes (so with a 100% probability of acceptance of the change),
the discounted tax payments are 8.74 and 9.07, respectively. However, when choosing initially SDM with the intention to switch after the first period, there is a possibility that
the firm might end up depreciation according to the SDM over all 5 periods. Correcting
for this possibility the expected discounted tax payments that result from starting with
SDM and proposing a change at the end of period 1 are 8.80. Therefore, the firm optimally chooses SDM initially, although SYD is clearly preferable when changing between
depreciation methods is not possible.
However, when the probability of acceptance is 0.6, the expected discounted tax payments resulting from starting with SDM and proposing a change are 8.86. In this case,
the firm optimally starts with SYD and does not propose a change. The risk that the
proposed change is not accepted is too high compared to the benefits of applying SDM in
the first period. Ending up using SDM is quite likely and yields clearly more discounted
tax payments than using SYD all along.
Finally, one can see that for all probabilities higher than approximately 0.75, the firm
optimally starts with SDM and takes the risk that the proposal is rejected, since the
probability of acceptance of the change is high enough. For all probabilities smaller than
approx. 0.75, the firm initially chooses for SYD and does not propose a change.
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3.3

The optimization problem

The firm has an asset of value Do at time 0, which can be depreciated for tax purposes over
N periods, where N is given and fixed. The firm can initially choose between two different
depreciation schemes A or B. In the sequel we denote M for an arbitrary depreciation
method, so M E {A, B}, and Me as the alternative.

Thus Me

= B iff M = A. One

can think of an accelerated method, and the straight line method as the alternative. Di-1
denotes the residual tax base at the end of period i-I,

i.e. the amount to be depreciated in

periods i till N. Let us introduce the following notation regarding the depreciation charges.
Notation:

For any i

= 1, ... ,N, let

qi,J,M

denote the fraction of the residual tax base Di-1

to be depreciated in the i'th period when method M is used in periods
Me is used in period j - 1. (When j
used from the first period on).

i, ... ,i (j s: i),

= 1 method Me is not used in period

and

j - 1, but M is

For example: for the Sum of the Years' Digits method (SYD) and for the Straight Line
Method (SDM), the depreciation charges in the subsequent periods are equal to
d,',SYD

-

2(N-i+l)
N(N+l)

di,SDM

=

1JD

D

= 1, ,N,
for i = 1, , N,

for i

(3.1)

which implies that the corresponding fractions are given by:
2

qi,J,SYD

N+2-i
1
N+l-i'

qi,J,SDM

Since the fractions

(3.2)

qi,j,SY D

and

qi,J,SDM

depend on N - i and are independent of i, these

are fully determined by the number of periods still to go. For the determination of the
fractions it does not make a difference in which period j the firm started to apply this
method.

For the Double Declining Balance method (DDB) this does not hold anymore.

The depreciation fractions are as follows, given that we use DDB from period 1 till N:
di,DDB
dN,DDB

=it(l-it)i-ID

= (1 -

it

t- D.

for i

= 1, ..., N - 1,

1

(3.3)

This results in the following fractions of the residual tax base to be depreciated:
qi,J,DDB
qN,J,DDB

2
N-j+l

= 1.

for i

= 1, ... , N - 1,

(3.4)

In order to determine the amount to depreciate in period i, one needs to know in which
period j the firm started applying the DDB method. In this case the fractions to depreciate
are independent of i. For notational convenience, we omit the dependence of qi,J,M on j in
the sequel.

3.3. The optimization
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problem

The depreciation charge is subtracted from the cash flow Gi, which is a random variable
with continuous probability

distribution.

The distribution

function of O; is denoted by

Pi. With a fixed tax rate T over all income levels, and in the absence of carry forward
possibilities, this implies that tax payments in period i are equal to:

(3.5)
Future money in year i is discounted against a discount rate
i-I, so that at time

°

from period i to period

the value of a unit of money in period i equals

As stated in the introduction
change the depreciation

ai-l

aD.....

ai-I·

we take into account that firms have the possibility to

method in later periods.'

Therefore,

the firm has to take the

following decisions:
- the depreciation

method that is going to be used initially,

- whether or not a change is proposed in periods i = 2, ... ,N, given the situation the
firm faces.
We use the following notation:
0,

if no change is proposed in period i,

';i

=

<Pi

= 1,
= 0,

if a change is proposed in period i,
if either no change is proposed or a proposed change is not accepted in period i,

= 1,

if a proposed change is accepted in period i.

(3.6)
Let k denote the costs that come along with the proposal and negotiation
and let Pi (3, <I»

of a change,

= Pi (6, ...,';i-l, <PI, ... , <Pi-I) be the probability that the change in period

will be accepted by the tax authorities,

i

possibly depending on whether the firm proposed

changes in earlier periods and on whether these are accepted or not."
Objective:

The objective of the firm is to minimize the expected discounted tax payments

plus all the costs (k) by (i) the choice of the initial depreciation method M and (ii) the
choices whether or not to propose a change in subsequent periods for each situation the firm
might face given the initial choice.
To improve intuition, the possible depreciation schemes that can result for four periods
(N

= 4) are depicted as a tree in Figure 3.1. A depreciation scheme is given by a sequence

3However, firms have to be able to provide an accurate motivation for the proposed change, and therefore
have no guarantee that the tax authority will accept the proposal.
4These probabilities will in practice not be based on statistical estimation, but on 'experts opinions' or
best guesses. The changes in probabilities of acceptance are then, e.g., of the form that the probability
decreases with 50% after a change is made.
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Figure 3.1: Possible states (residual tax base) for N = 4 periods. Dts is the resudual tax
base in period t in state s. The two possible depreciation methods are denoted A and B.

of De, i = 0, ..., N, with DN = O. At time i, there are 2i-1 states (possible values for Di-1).
So there are 2N-1

possible schemes, and in each period, for each state a decision concerning

which depreciation method to choose.
Notice that in all subsequent periods a similar optimization problem has to be solved
in order to determine whether or not a change of method is optimal, where in period i the
realization of Di-1 (6, ... '~i-l' 1>1,... , ¢i-l) is known. Therefore, an efficient method to
solve this problem is dynamic programming.

3.3.1

The dynamic programming problem

In order to be able to make the optimal decision at the start of period i (which method
to choose if i
known:

= 1; whether or not to propose a change if i > 1), the following has to be
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- the level D of the residual tax base (the initial tax base Do reduced with the depreciation charges in periods

i, j S i-I),

- the method that was used in period i-I,
- previous actions, since these determine the probability of acceptance of a proposal to
change the depreciation method.
As stated in the objective, the aim is to minimize the expected discounted tax payments.
Since T is constant, this is equivalent to minimizing expected taxable income. We therefore
divide the objective by T since this is notationally more convenient. The only part of the
objective that is not proportional to T are the negotiation costs k. We therefore replace
the k with K, = kiT.
This leads to the following recursive relationship for the value function Vi(M, D,p),
which yields the minimal expected discounted taxable income in periods i, ... ,N.
Definition 3.3.1 The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

VN+I(M,D,p(S,<1»)

equations ere as follows:

(3.7)

= 0,

and fOT i = 2, ... , N

Vi(M,D,Pi(S,
J~,,)l
min

K,

{

<1»)

=

+ C¥; Vi+l (M, D(l - qi,M), PHI ((S, 0), (<1>,0))),
[J~"M;,u - F;(x))dx + a, Vi+! (Me, D(l - qi,Mc),PHI((S,

- F;(x) )dx

+ Pi(S,:)

+(1 - Pi(~' <1») [JDq,,)l

- F;(x))dx

}
1~ (<1>,
1)))]

+ c¥iVi+dM, D(l - qi,M ),PHI((~'

1), (<1>,0)))]

(3.8)
and fOT time 1:

VI(M,D,PI)=

(YO
JDq',M

(3.9)

(1-FI(x))dx+C¥IV2(M,D(1-ql,M),P2(0,0))

At time 1 the choice is different, since we assume that the first choice will always be
accepted.
The change in probability of acceptance is given by the change from Pi(',')
i to PHI (-, .) in period i

+ 1.

This probability is a function of time i (i

+ 1),

in period
the vector

S and the vector <1>.The dependence on time i is indicated with the subscript. The fact
that proposing a change can influence the probability of future acceptations is taken into
account through the vector S. Finally it is incorporated, through the vector <1>,
that the
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probability of future acceptations can also change depending on whether the proposal is
accepted or not. These vectors 3 and <I> are updated dependent on the states. When the
function in the next period is given by PHI ((3,0),
when it is given by PHI((3,
given by PHI((3,

(<1>,0)), no proposal to change was done;

1), (<1>,1)), a change was proposed and accepted; when it is

1), (<1>,0)), a change was proposed but refused.

The firm has to decide which method to choose initially, and whether or not changes are
proposed in all subsequent periods for the possible states the firm might face. Regarding
these decisions we can, based on the value functions, state the following.
It is optimal to choose method M in period 1 iff

In periods i = 2, ... ,N, a change should be proposed iff the first element in the minimum
of (3.8) exceeds the second, since in that case expected discounted taxable income when
continuing with the current method exceeds the expected discounted taxable income plus
negotiation costs when proposing a change.
Proposition 3.3.1 It is never optimal to propose a change of depreciation method in
period N.
Proof: Since qN,M

= 1 for all methods M and

> 0, it holds that:

L

oo

oo

VN(M,D,PN)

K,

= min{i (1-

FN(X))dx,K,+

(1- FN(X))dX}

= J:(1-FN(X))dX,
(3.11)

so that it is never optimal to propose a change in period N.

o

Let us finally consider the value of the option to change the depreciation method. The
expected discounted taxable income for a given structure of probabilities of acceptance p
is denoted by E[Tax(p)], and equals:

E[Tax(p)]
where

=

min{Vo(M, Do,Po), Vo(M

C

,

Vo (M, Do, Po) = ao VI (M, Do, PI). If Pi

Do,Po)},
=

(3.12)

0 for all i, then proposing a change is never

optimal, and the choice of the depreciation method is the same as in Chapter 2. This case
is denoted by E[Tax(O)],

where the optimal method M is chosen. Let Q(p) be the value

of the option to change the depreciation method. One now has:

Q(p) = T (E[Tax(p)]

- E[Tax(O)]) .

(3.13)
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Notice that the value of this option is maximal if Pi

= 1 for all i, implying that all

proposed changes are accepted. Then the firm can indeed choose between 2N-1 different
depreciation methods as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Before illustrating this model with some numerical examples, in the next section we first
examine how the discounting effect as found in Chapter 2, is influenced by the probability
of changing the depreciation method.

3.3.2

Effect of discounting

From the previous chapter we know that in case there is no possibility to change the
depreciation method, less discounting (a higher value of Q) works in favour of the least
accelerated method, unless one method dominates the alternative for all

Q.

Here, a depre-

ciation method was defined to be more accelerated than another if in all periods until a

k all depreciation charges exceed the depreciation charges of the alternative
method and vice versa from period k + 1 till N.
certain period

Now, when taking into account possible changes, this need not necessarily hold. The
following proposition states that the result still holds for the decision which method to
choose in a given period i if in that period

Qi

becomes higher. A method is more accelerated

from period i on if the depreciation charge in period i (the first period to come) exceeds
the depreciation charge of the alternative method.
Proposition 3.3.2 If
IPi

Jgq~:::c(1-

the

Fi(x))dxIJ,

costs

K,

of proposing

a

then there exists a critical value

change

are

low

ai :::;1 in

period i, such that:

• the most accelerated method in period i is preferable for all

Qi

E [0,ai),

• the least accelerated method in period i is preferable for all

Qi

E (ai, 1],

• the firm is indifferent between the methods if
If costs

K,

are high (

K,

> IPi

Qi

Jq~:::c~(1- Fi(x))dxIJ,

(less

than

= ai'
this not necessarily holds when the

current method is the least accelerated.
Proof: First let us introduce the function gi(M, Qi,Pi(:=:,<1»)

as the second element in the

minimum of (3.8) minus the first:

gi(M, Qi,Pi(:=:,<1»)

=

K,

+ Pi(:=:,<1»

t:

(1 - Fi(x))dx

Dq"MC

+ QiH,

(3.14)
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with
H

= Pi(3, <I»Vi+1 (Me, D(l-Pi(3,

<1» Vi+1 (M, D(l

qi,MC), Pi+1 ((3, 1), (<1>,
1»)

- qi,M), Pi+1 ((3, 1), (<1>,0»)

(3.15)

+ Vi+1 (M, D(l - qi,M) , Pi+I( (3,1), (<1>,0»)
-Vi+l (M,D(l-

qi,M),Pi+I((3,0),

(<1>,0»).

< 0 a change is proposed.

So if gi(M,ai,Pi(3,<I»)

Notice that the function gi(M, ai, Pi(3, <1») is linear in ai. Notice furthermore that we only
consider values of ai

E

[0,1]. One now has the following:

• If the current method M is the most accelerated method then qi,M

term

r;,

+ PiJDDqi,M (1 qi,MC

F;(x»dx

in gi(M,ai,Pi)

is positive.

> qi,Mc, and the

Now if H is positive,

> 0 for all ai. A change is therefore never optimal which implies that

gi(M,ai,Pi)

method M (the most accelerated) dominates in period i. The result therefore holds
with iii

=

1. If H is negative, the function gi(M, ai, Pi) is decreasing in ai, which

implies that ai E [O,lJ exists so that for all ai > ai a change is optimal, or equivalently, the less accelerated method is preferable. (Again when gi(M,ai,Pi)

> 0 for

all values of ai E [0,1]' the result holds for ai = 1).
• If the current method M is the least accelerated method then qi,M

the term

r;,

+ Pi Jq~:-;~(1-

-PiJq~:~/c~(1-

Fi(X»dx).

Fi(X»dx

in gi(M, ai,Pi)

< qi,W,

is negative if costs are low

and
(r;,

<

Now again, one has the following. If H is negative, then

proposing a change is always optimal, so ai

=

1. If H is positive then gi(M,ai,Pi)

is

increasing in ai which implies that a ai E [0,1] exists so that proposing a change is
optimal for all

ai

E

[0, aiJ.
r;, > -Pi Jq~:::c~(l< 0, the function gi(M, ai, Pi) is decreasing in ai, so that propos-

Finally, if the current method is the least accelerated method and
Fi(X»dx,

then if H

ing a change might be optimal for higher values of ai. In this case, higher values of
ai work in favour of the more accelerated method.

0

The intuition that more discounting works in favour of more accelerated methods is that
these methods typically lower taxable income in earlier periods, as we saw in the previous
chapter.
It is however also seen from Proposition 3.3.2 that higher values of ai can make it optimal
for firms to change to the more accelerated method in cases where costs are relatively high.
The intuition is as follows. If r;, > -Pi Jgq~:::c(l-F;(x»dx,
the expected benefits of changing
in the current period to the more accelerated method are lower than the costs of proposing
a change. Remember that the firm proposes a change if the function gi(M, ai, Pi) from
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(3.14) is negative. The coefficient of

0i

in this function is given by H in (3.15). If in this

case H < 0, the firm can benefit from using the more accelerated method also in later
periods.

Somehow however, the firm is stuck with the least accelerated method at the

moment (possibly due to refused proposals to change). It is only worth the relatively large
costs of proposing a change (1\;), if the potential benefits of using the more accelerated
method in later periods are high, since the expected benefits in the current period are not
high enough to cover the costs. When the interest rate is high (low 0), the firm prefers
not to have high costs now since the benefits in future periods are discounted heavily. If 0
gets higher however, the possible future benefits become more important compared to the
current costs. This can therefore make it optimal for the firm to propose a change to the
more accelerated method.
When the higher

0i

however becomes valid for the remaining lifetime (so

also increase), the effect of a change in
itself. Let us for example assume

0

0i

OJ

for j > i

is ambiguous, since it affects the value functions

to be equal for all periods (so

is the case in Chapter 2. The effect of a higher

0

0i = 0

for all i), which

on the optimal choice of the depreciation

method in cases where changes of method are allowed is now ambiguous.

This follows

directly when comparing the expected tax payments in all the periods. In the case without
possible changes (Chapter 2), the difference between the expected discounted tax payments
when using the two methods is a polynomial function in

0

with only one change of sign

in the coefficients. Allowing for changes in the depreciation scheme implies that in the
coefficients of the polynomial more changes of sign can occur. Then there are more values
of

0

at which preferability of the initial method changes.

In the sequel (all numerical examples) we assume that
current value of money in period i equals

3.4

0i

o for all i, so that the

Oi.

Numerical analysis

In this section we present numerical results for given structures of the probabilities of
acceptance of the change. First we consider the case where the probability of acceptance
does not change over time and is independent of earlier decisions. Subsequently we consider
the case where only once a proposal to change can be done. This implies that it is not only
the question whether to change or not, but also when. Finally, we consider a structure
where the probability of acceptance decreases after a proposal to change the method. In
this case, proposing a change not only brings along costs k, but also some opportunity
costs, since the freedom for strategic behaviour in the future decreases.
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3.4.1

strategies

Constant probability of acceptance of proposed changes

When the probability of acceptance of a change is not affected by either time or earlier
decisions by the firm whether to propose a change or not, the structure
becomes as follows: for all i, Pi

= p, independent of E and

<[>.

of probabilities

Since in this case p is constant,

we omit p as a variable in the value function V(M, D,p) in the rest of this subsection.
The function gi(M, a,p) now becomes:
g;(M, a,p) =

+

,,;+ p JDq"M
(1- F;(x))dx
Dqi,Mc
pa[\Ii+1 (MC,D(1-

(3.16)

q;,w)) - \Ii+! (M,D(1-

q;,M))]'

The expected discounted taxable income equals:
E[Tax(p)]
If p

=

= min{Vo(M, Do), Vo(MC, Do)}.

(3.17)

0 then proposing a change is never optimal, and the decision is the same as in

Chapter 2. This case is denoted by E[Tax(O)], where the optimal method M is chosen.
Remember that Q(p) denotes the value of the option to change the depreciation
One now has:
Q(p)
T

= E[Tax(p)]-

E[Tax(O)]

= E[Tax(p)] -

t
i=l

a;

['0

method.

(1- Fi(x))dx.

Example 3.4.1 Consider a firm with an initial amount to depreciate equal to 10.
discount rate a is equal to 0.95.

(3.18)

q',MD'-l

The cash flow distributions

The

are given in the following

table.

period i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
J-Li
o;

1 2 2 3 3 4 4 3 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2
2

So the variance is constant over the periods and income is expected to be growing first,
followed by a decrease. At the end of the planning horizon the expected revenue is growing
again. The firm can depreciate by either SDM or SYD. Without the possibility to change the
depreciation method, the optimal choice that follows from Chapter 2 is SYD. The expected
discounted taxable income without changes is 14.28 for SDM and 14.10 for SYD.
In the next table, expected taxable income is given for different values of p when the
firm initially chooses SDM and SYD, respectively.

The fourth column gives the expected

reduction in taxable income due to the possibility to change (Q(p)/T).

The fifth column

gives the expected reduction in tax payments due to accounting for this possibility to change
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the method in terms of percentage. The costs of proposing and negotiating a change are set
equal to 0.01.

I probability

p ~ E[TaxlsDM

0

14.28

0.1

14.16

0.15

14.11

I E[TaxlsYD I Q(p)jT

I%

I

reduction in tax

0

0%

14.10

0

0%

14.10

0

0%

14.10

0.2

14.06

14.10

0.04

0.3%

0.3

14.01

14.08

0.09

0.6%

0.5

13.95

14.03

0.15

1.1%

0.7

13.90

13.97

0.20

1.4%

0.8

13.89

13.93

0.21

1.5%

1

13.87

13.88

0.23

1.6%

The expected discounted tax payments are equal for both methods when p
long as the probability of acceptance is lower than p

=

0.155. As

= 0.155, the possibility of changing

does not alter the expected discounted tax payments and the optimal initial choice is SYD.
Accounting for the possibility of changing the depreciation method results in the alternative
initial depreciation method when the probability of acceptance of the change is higher than
0.155. For these probabilities, the firm optimally starts with SDM, and later on changes
to SYD. The possible benefits of depreciating according to SDM and consequently SYD are
that large that for high enough probabilities of acceptance, the firm is willing to take the
risk that it will end up using SDM all along the planning period. When the probability that
proposed changes are accepted is higher than 0.5 the firm expects to save more than 1 % on
its tax payments.
When proposing and negotiating a proposal becomes more costly, the value of the option
to change reduces.

The following table gives the expected discounted taxable income for

different probabilities of acceptance and different cost levels.

/'i,

= 0.01

/'i,

= 0.05

/'i,

= 0.1

r:

= 0.2

probability p

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

0

14.28

14.10

14.28

14.10

14.28

14.10

14.28

14.10

0.1

14.16

14.10

14.28

14.10

14.28

14.10

14.28

14.10

0.15

14.11

14.10

14.24

14.10

14.28

14.10

14.28

14.10

14.10

14.28

14.10

0.3

14.01

14.08

14.11

14.10

14.22

0.5

13.95

14.03

14.02

14.10

14.10

14.10

14.24

14.10

14.10

14.11

14.10

14.07

14.05

14.10

0.8

13.89

13.93

13.95

14.03

14.00

1

13.87

13.88

13.92

13.97

13.97
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Figure 3.2: The choice between SDM and SYD dependent on p and
The choice of the depreciation method as a function of costs

K;

K;

= kiT.

and probability of accep-

tance of a proposal to change is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
So whenever costs are low or the probability of acceptance is high, the firm chooses
SDM, and the option to change has some value. In cases where either the probability of
acceptance is low or the costs of proposing and negotiating a change are high, the optimal
choice is SYD. In this example the value of the option to change is then equal to zero, since
it is never optimal to propose a change when initially SYD is chosen.
range of values of p and

K;

There is a whole

where SDM is optimal, whereas when neglecting the possibility

of changing, the conclusion would have been that SYD was the optimal method.

3.4.2

0

At most one change of method

In this subsection, we consider the boundary case where the firm is allowed to change
exactly one time. The proposal is accepted with certainty, so that the decision becomes
whether and when to change the method. This implies that the firm can choose between
2(N - 1) possible depreciation schemes. In the model, this implies that the probability
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structure is independent of <P, and reduces to:
p;(3)
p;(3)

=

1 if 3 = (6, ... '~i-1)
= 0 otherwise.

=

(0, ... ,0), and

The following examples illustrate how this probability structure influences the choice of
the depreciation method and the value of the option to change.
Example 3.4.1 continued Let us change the probability structure so that the firm from
Example 3.4.1 is allowed to change once and the change is accepted with probability one.
The costs", are assumed to equal zero. We now find the following results. When choosing
SYD initially, the expected discounted tax payments are 14.09 and when choosing SDM they
equal 13.89. The firm therefore chooses SDM.
In both cases the option to change without costs is exercised.
initially, the firm changes to SYD in period

When SDM is chosen

4, since from that period on, for both methods,

the probability that taxable income becomes negative is quite low until period 8. Because of
discounting, the firm prefers to depreciate more accelerated. When SYD is chosen initially,
the firm changes to SDM in period 9. This is due to the fact that the probability on negative
taxable income in period 9 is high. The firm then prefers to depreciate less in period 9 so
that more of the residual depreciation charge is left for period 10. The value of the option
to change for initial choices SDM and SYD is 0.21 and 0.01, respectively.

o

For this case, when only once a change can be made, the problem can easily be depicted
in a decision tree. Let us therefore consider a problem with five periods in the following
example.
Example 3.4.2 A firm has an initial tax base of assets equal to 5. Let a

= 0.95, '" = 0.01,

and the probability structure such that a proposal is accepted with certainty but can only
be made once. This implies that after a change, the probability of acceptance of a proposal
becomes equal to zero. The firm assumes the following cash flow distributions:

period i
J.Li
IJ'i

1

2 3 4

5

1.5 1 2 3 0.5
1

2 2 2

3

Without the possibility to change the depreciation method, SYD is the preferable method,
since the expected discounted taxable income using SDM and SYD is 5.36 and 5.34, respectively. Accounting for the possibility to change reduces the expected taxable income when
using SDM initially to 5.26. A change is made so that in period
The decision tree is depicted in Figure 3.3.

4 and 5 SYD is applied.
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Figure 3.3: Decision tree of Example 3.4.2. At the decision nodes the optimal choice is
indicated with a solid arrow, and the suboptimal choice with a dotted arrow. The resulting
optimal trajectory is indicated with the bold arrows.

From the decision tree it is seen that when initially SYD is chosen, the firm does not
exercise the option to change. Accounting for this possibility to change the depreciation
method reduces expected tax payments with 1.5%.
When the probability of acceptance is less than I, but still the probability of acceptance
reduces to zero after a proposal, the value of the option decreases of course.

This is due

to the fact that there is a positive probability that the firm uses SDM during the whole
planning period) while this is undesired. In case p

= 0.3 the value of the option becomes

zero) and there is indifference between SDM and SYD. Both methods then result in 5.34
expected discounted taxable income.
o
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3.4.3

Probabilities of acceptance decreasing with the number of
proposed or realized changes

In this last subsection, we consider the case in between the cases of the previous two
subsections. The probability of acceptance of a proposal to change is lower when the firm
proposed a change several times already. We consider two scenarios. In the first scenario
the probabilities decrease with the number of proposals, so that the function p(S, <p) is
again independent of <P. In the second scenario the probabilities decrease with the number
of accepted proposals. This implies that the function p(S, <p) is independent of S.
In the example we assume that the probability of acceptance decreases after each proposal (resp. acceptance) with v%. The initial probability of acceptance equals -n, Clearly,
when

1['

= P and v = 0 the structure becomes equivalent to the structure in Section 3.4.1,

and when

1['

= 1 and v = 100% the model of Section 3.4.2 applies.

Example 3.4.1 continued

Let us return to the fi:rm of Example 3.4.1. The probability

of acceptance in Section 3.4.1 is constant over time, and in Section 3.4.2 it becomes zero
immediately

after a change. Somewhere in between are the scenarios in which the firms

are allowed to change but in which the probability will decrease a bit once the firm proposed
or made a change. Let us first consider the situation where the probability of acceptance
decreases after each proposal.

The following table summarizes

the results for four values

of v (the reduction percentage in the probability of acceptance) and two values of

1['

(the

probability of acceptance of the first proposal).

0.5
1

1['

v

v= 10%

v= 5%
probability

= 20%

v= 50%

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

13.96

14.04

13.96

14.05

13.98

14.07

14.04

14.10

13.87

13.91

13.88

14.05

13.87

13.88

13.87

13.89

Since in the optimal depreciation scheme there are more than one proposals to change,
the decrease in probability has an effect. This is clearly seen in the results when SYD is
chosen. For the optimal choice of SDM, the effects are very small in this example.

This

is due to the fact that the first change is only proposed after several periods due to the
increasing cash flows over time. The reduction in probability is then only valid for a quite
short remaining time period. When the firm initially chooses SYD, it has an incentive to
change very fast, thereby reducing the probabilities of acceptance for the still long residual
planning period. The decreased probability is not only valid for a long time period, but also
applies to earlier periods that are more important due to discounting.
Now, consider the case where the probability of acceptance decreases with v % after each
accepted proposal to change. Since now the probabilities do not decrease when a proposal
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is not accepted, the probabilities are higher than when the probabilities decrease after each
proposal (when the same v applies).

Therefore the expected discounted taxable income is

lower than in the above table. The results are presented in the following table.

v
probability

= 5%

v= 10%

v =20%

v= 50%

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

0.5

13.95

14.04

13.95

14.05

13.95

14.05

13.96

14.08

1

13.87

13.88

13.87

13.89

13.87

13.90

13.88

13.96

7r

In all the above cases, SDM is the optimal initial choice, whereas without the possibility
of changing, SYD is optimal. The effects of decreasing probabilities are not that significant
for SDM.
We end this example by presenting some results when the probability of acceptance decreases over time. Let v be the percentage by which the probability of acceptance decreases
after each time period. We then find the following results.

v
probability

= 5%

SDM

v

= 10%

v= 20%

SYD

SDM

SYD

SDM

SYD

0.5

13.97

14.05

13.99

14.06

14.03

14.07

1

13.89

13.90

13.91

l3.92

13.96

13.97

7r

Since now every time period the probability changes, the effect for the optimal choice SDM
becomes more important. The probability of changing has also decreased for SDM after
several periods, although no change has been proposed.
o
As a final remark, we mention that the calculation of these examples is done within one
or two seconds on a Pentium III 700. Dynamic programming therefore appears to be a
useful tool to solve these problems in reasonable time.

3.5

Conclusion

This chapter dealt with the possibility of changing the depreciation method during the
depreciable lifetime of the asset. A general model is presented to determine the optimal
depreciation method and the model is illustrated with numerical examples. The problem
is solved by dynamic programming. This appears to be an efficient algorithm to solve this
problem.
It is shown that accounting for the possibility of changing the method can imply that it
is optimal to start out with applying another method. Therefore It can be concluded that

3.5. Conclusion
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the possibility to change the method has value to the firm. The possibility to change can
also be valuable for the firm when it does not affect the initial choice of the depreciation
method, since it allows for tax planning in future periods. This value of course crucially
depends on the costs of proposing and negotiating a change, and the probability that
proposed changes are accepted. The efficiency in the negotiation process and the flexibility
of the tax authority with respect to proposed changes create value for the firm that can
be important in investigating the profitability of projects, since the value of the option to
change can be significant.
For future research it is interesting to investigate the effects of accounting for the fact
that additional information can be gained in later periods. This can certainly influence the
decisions whether or not to propose a change, and therefore also the initial choice of the
depreciation method.

Chapter 4
The optimal depreciation method
under regulatory constraints
4.1

Introduction

As in the previous chapters, the topic of this chapter concerns the issue of minimizing
expected tax payments through tax depreciation.

However, whereas previous chapters

focussed on the choice between different given depreciation schemes, this chapter deals
with determining the optimal scheme from an infinite range of possibilities.
The research on optimal tax depreciation started with Wakeman (1980). In this paper
accelerated and straight line depreciation are compared and it is shown that, when taxable
income is known and positive, accelerated depreciation dominates straight line depreciation
in the sense that it yields a lower expected value of discounted tax payments for all values
of the discount rate. Berg and Moore (1989) consider a 2-period model and show how
uncertainty can affect this dominance of accelerated depreciation methods.

Chapter 2

provides an analysis of the optimal choice between accelerated and straight line depreciation
with uncertain cash flows and a possibly progressive tax system. In Chapter 3 the possibility
to change from one depreciation method to another after some time is taken into account
in this optimal choice between these two methods. For more literature on depreciation, see
Chapter l.
As mentioned above, in this chapter we do not compare two given methods of tax
depreciation, but determine the optimal tax depreciation scheme among those that are
accepted by the tax authorities. Within the limitations set by the tax authority, we optimize
with respect to both the number of periods the asset should be depreciated in, and the
corresponding depreciation charges in each period. We show how this optimal depreciation
scheme depends on the discount factor and the probability distributions of future cash
flows. In order to take into account that the tax authority does not accept every possible
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depreciation scheme, we consider two sets of depreciation schemes. The first set contains
all depreciation schemes for which the fraction of the residual value that is depreciated
has to lie within certain bounds. The constraints on the amount that is depreciated in a
certain period then clearly depend on the depreciation charges chosen in earlier periods.
Commonly used methods that focus on the residual value of the asset are the so-called
Declining Balance methods, where in each period a given fraction of the residual value
is depreciated.

The second set contains all depreciation methods for which the amount

depreciated in a period must be within certain bounds. Here, the constraints in a certain
period are clearly independent of decisions made in earlier periods. An example is the
Straight Line method, where the amount depreciated is equal over all periods.

In the

sequel the two types of constraints will be referred to as dynamic constraints and static
constraints, respectively.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 defines the optimization problems for
the two types of constraints described above. In Section 4.3 we reformulate the optimization problem with dynamic constraints as a dynamic programming problem. We then show
that the path-coupling method, which is originally developed to solve continuous time optimization problems, yields valuable insights when applied to this discrete time optimization
problem.

We show that a depreciation scheme satisfies the necessary conditions for op-

timality iff the last non-zero depreciation charge is the unique strictly positive root of a
decreasing function, where the depreciation charges in all other periods are specific functions of the last non-zero depreciation charge and its period. Therefore, there are at most
N candidate optimal depreciation schemes, where N is the maximal number of periods in
which the asset has to be depreciated. The optimal scheme is then found by evaluating
all candidate optimal solutions. Section 4.4 derives the optimal solution in case of static
constraints.

Also here, one finds at most N candidate optimal solutions by determining

the unique root of a decreasing function. As opposed to the case with dynamic constraints
however, it can be shown that the optimal depreciation scheme is the candidate optimal
scheme in which the number of periods over which the asset is depreciated is maximal
or, equivalently, the optimal depreciation scheme is a candidate optimal scheme with the
longest depreciation life. Hence, there is no need to evaluate all the candidate optimal
solutions. Section 4.5 provides analytical results on the effects of the discount rate and the
cash flow distributions on the optimal scheme. We show that the effect of a change in the
cash flow distribution in a certain period depends on whether the firm faces dynamic or
static constraints. Some numerical examples are presented in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7
we summarize the differences between the static and dynamic constraints and discuss the
implications for the regulator and the firm. Section 4.8 draws conclusions.
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4.2

The optimization problems

An asset of value D has to be depreciated over a maximum of N periods. Let dk denote
the amount depreciated in period k. The decision maker has to decide on the number of
periods (::; N) that will actually be used to depreciate the value D (i.e. the last k with
dk > 0), and the corresponding depreciation charges.
The cash flow or income in period k (gross revenue before depreciation) is a random
variable denoted Ck, with cumulative distribution function Fk(.).

We assume that cash

flows are continuously distributed, so that Fk(.) is continuous and strictly increasing.!
The decision maker's objective is to minimize the expected present value of future tax
payments. With a fixed tax rate T over all taxable Income", and a discount rate

Q'

E [0,1]'

this leads to the following optimization problem.

(4.1)
where x+ := max{x,O}, and V is the set of acceptable depreciation methods.

One can

distinguish two types of depreciation methods :
i) Methods with dynamic constraints, i.e. constraints on the depreciation charge as a
fraction of the remaining value of the asset, so that
(4.2)

with 0 ::; lk <

Uk ::;

1 for all k = 1, ... ,N.

Here, Dk-1

=D -

value to be depreciated in periods k until N, so that Do
ii) Methods with static constraints,

2:7:: d; is the residual

= D.

i.e. constraints on the value of the depreciation

charges dk, so that

(4.3)

with 0:::::lk < Uk :::::D, for all k

= 1, ... , N.

INotice that cash flows need not be independent. It is therefore possible that cash flows result from a
stochastic process, in which case Fk(-) denotes the marginal distribution function.
2The effects of a progressive tax system are studied in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5. It is shown there that
a progressive tax system provides an incentive to smoothen taxable income in order to avoid higher tax
brackets. Smoothing taxable income results in a lower marginal tax rate.
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In some cases a solution to problem (4.1) is found easily. Suppose for example that cash
flows are known with certainty, and that the constraint set equals:

v=

{(d ,d IR~ I td
l,

...

N)

E

=

k

D}.

(4.4)

k=l

It is seen immediately that an optimal scheme is given by:

= max{Ck, O}, if c, ~ Dk-1,
= Dk-1,
if Ck ~ o..;

dk

for k

= 1, ... ,N -1, and dN = D- L~=~ldj.

Indeed, since paying taxes later is preferable to paying them now due to the discounting
effect (a ~ 1), one should depreciate" as much as possible as early as possible", but never
more than the actual cash flow if there is still at least one period to come.
In the more interesting case where future cash flows are unknown, and

lor

where the

set of acceptable depreciation schemes is a strict subset of (4.4), an analytical solution
is not found easily. In the next section we present the solution for the case of dynamic
constraints.

4.3

Dynamic constraints

The constraints in (4.2) imply that the fraction of the residual value to be depreciated is
subject to limitations. Commonly used methods that determine the depreciation based on
the residual value of the asset are the so-called declining balance methods.
Instead of determining the optimal (d1,

...

,dN),

fraction rk E [lk, UkJ of the residual value Dk-1
rkDk-l,

one can then determine the optimal

to depreciate in period k, so that dk

where:
k

Dk=D-

Ld

j,

for k ~ N.

j=l

Our aim is also to determine the optimal number of periods in which D is depreciated.
We therefore consider the case where

= 1, so that rk E [lk, IJ, since this is the only case

Uk

in which the number of periods in which to depreciate is a decision variable. It is clear that
without loss of generality, we can set T

=

1. With the expected values written as their

corresponding integral, the problem to solve then is:
.

mmC''II,···,"YN)

Joo

"N
k
L..,k=l a
"YkDk-l

s.t. Dk = (1- rk)Dk-1,
Do=D,
rk E [lk, IJ.

(1 -

F';k ( Y ))d Y

(4.5)
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Now, if
rkDk-l,
rk

=

bl,'" ,rN)

solves (4.5), the optimal depreciation

charges are given by dk

and the optimal number of periods used to depreciate the asset equals J

=

= min{ k :

I}.

In the sequel we use the current-value

Hamiltonian

and the path-coupling

method (see

e.g. Feichtinger and Hartl 1986, pp. 504-509, and Van Hilten et al. 1993) to determine the
solution of problem (4.5).
Pontryagin

is applied.

value Hamiltonian
for optimality.

In fact, a discrete time version of the maximum principle of

We proceed as follows. In Section 4.3.1 we describe the current-

and the current-value

Lagrangian,

and state the necessary conditions

In Section 4.3.2, we define the paths and describe their dynamics.

In

Section 4.3.3, we characterize the set of solutions that satisfy the necessary conditions for
optimality, and we show how the optimal solution can be found.

4.3.1

The necessary conditions

The current-value
A, k)

H(6,r,

Hamiltonian
= -

for problem (4.5) is given by:

roo (1- Fk(y))dy

+ A(l-

Jo-y

(4.6)

r)6,

where 6 (resp. r) is the state (resp. control) variable, and A is the co-state variable.
incorporate the condition rk E [lk, 1J, we define the current-value

Lagrangian

To

of this problem

as follows:

(4.7)
Then the necessary conditions for optimality are given by the following equations:
AN

(4.8)

= 0, Do = D,

and, for k

= 1, ... ,N:3

(1 - FkbkDk-l))Dk-1
Ak-l

=

- AkDk-l

a(l - FkbkDk-l))'Yk

+ T)lk -

+ aAk(l

(4.9)

T)2k= 0,

(4.10)

- rk),

Dk = (1 - rk)Dk-l,

(4.11)

= 0,
T)2k(1 - rk) = 0,

(4.12)

n», T)2k~ 0, rk E [lk, 1J.

(4.14)

T)lkbk - lk)

(4.13)

Since the conditions in (4.8)-(4.14) are necessary conditions for an optimum, it is natural
to introduce the following definition.
3The first
aft(Dk-l,"Yk,

two equations
Ak,1)lk,1)2k,

express

the

conditions

k) = Ak-l, respectively.

~~ (Dk-l,

"Yk, Ak, tti», 1)2k, k)

0,

and
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Definition

4.3.1 A depreciation scheme (db""

dN) is a candidate optimal solution if

there exist variables Ik, Ak, 'r/lk. tn«, and Dk that satisfy (4.8)-(4.14),
one has dk

Dk-1 - Dk

=

such that for all k

-s; N,

= 'kDk-l.

We now analyze the set of candidate optimal solutions, using the path-coupling method.
To do so, we first define the paths and describe their dynamics.

4.3.2

The paths

Consider a certain time period k, with a residual depreciable value Dk-1.

Then there are

four different paths that can be followed to the next period, as can be seen in the following
table:
1
'r/lk
'r/2k

4

3

2

0 >0 0 >0
0 0 >0 >0

We say that path i E {I, ... ,4} is feasible in period k if there exists a solution to (4.8)in which the values for

(4.14)

'r/lk

and

'r/2k

satisfy the conditions for path i as given in the

above table. Path 4 is clearly never feasible, since (4.12) and (4.13) would then imply that
Ik = lk = 1, which is clearly a contradiction to the fact that lk <
the other three paths, we use the following lemma.
Lemma

Uk

= 1. In order to study

4.3.1 Consider the case where Dk-1 > 0 and Ak > 0, and define:
1

ik = -D

F;l (1- Ak) .

(4.15)

k-l

Then,
- path 1 is feasible in period k iff

ik

- path 2 is feasible in period k iff

ik < IkJ and

- path 3 is feasible in period k iff

ik > 1.

Proof:

By definition,

o

0, H(Dk-l,.,

ik is the unique solution of the equation:

Ak, k)

=

O.

(4.16)

I, Ak, k) is strictly decreasing in I' Then, path 1 is

It is seen immediately that hH(Dk-1,
not feasible (i.e. the unique solution

or

E [lk,l],

hH(Dk-b

lk' Ak, k) < 0

hH(Dk-1,

1, Ak, k)

>0

ik of
¢}
¢}

(4.16) is such that

ik < lk>
ik > 1.

ik rt. [lk' 1]) iff

4.3. Dynamic constraints
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This concludes the proof.

o

We now evaluate the dynamics of the three feasible paths.
'rJlk = 'rJ2k = 0. This is feasible when Dk-1
= 0,
[h, 1J. When Dk-1 1= 0, solving (4.8)-(4.14) yields that rk = 'Yk, and

- Path 1: This path is characterized by
or when 'Yk E

(4.17)
When Dk-1

= 0, there are infinitely many solutions to (4.8)-(4.14).

- Path 2: This path is characterized
minimum amount is depreciated

by

'rJlk

°

>

and

'rJ2k

= 0. This implies that the

=

lk. It is only feasible when

in period k, i.e. rk

Dk-1 > 0, Ak > 0, and 'Yk < lk. The dynamics of the co-state are
(4.18)
- Path 3: This path is characterized

by

1]lk

everything left in period k is depreciated,
0, Ak > 0, and 'Yk > 1, or when Dk-1

>

°

=
i.e.

°
rk

and
=

1]2k

> 0. This implies that

1. It is feasible when Dk-1

>

and Ak :-:; 0. The dynamics of the co-state

are
(4.19)
Notice that (4.9) implies that paths 2 and 3 can only be feasible when Dk-1 > 0. Notice
furthermore that, when path 1 is feasible for rk

= 1, then the dynamics of the co-state are

as in (4.19).

4.3.3

The optimal solution

In this section we derive the optimal solution using the path-coupling
we characterize

the set of candidate optimal depreciation

method.

First

schemes. For any depreciation

scheme, we denote J for the last period in which the depreciation

charge is non-zero, i.e.

d=

(d1, •.• , dJ, 0, ... ,0) with dJ > 0.
Due to the fact that the objective

(rl"",rN,Do,

tion scheme.

... ,DN-1),

function

in (4.5) is not strictly

there is in general not a unique candidate

convex in

optimal deprecia-

However, in the sequel we show that for any given value of J, there will

be at most one candidate

optimal solution.

This candidate

optimal solution equals the

optimal depreciation scheme, given that exactly J periods are used to depreciate the asset.
In general, several values of J will yield a depreciation scheme that satisfies the necessary
conditions, but there will be a unique value of J that yields the optimal scheme.
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In order to characterize the set of candidate optimal depreciation schemes, we introduce
the following definition. Intuitively this definition should be interpreted

as the solution of

the difference equations for Dk and Ak, given that the total amount is depreciated
periods.

in J

Definition 4.3.2 Consider the following recursive definition:
(4.20)
and
(4.21)
Then, if DJ-1 > 0 and AJ-1 > 0 are given, Dk and Ak can be determined recursively for
all k

= J - 2, ... ,0. Moreover, we define
\[I J(d) :=

where Do(d, J)

D - Do(d, J),
=

(4.22)

Do determined by (4.20) and (4.21) with DJ-1

=

d and AJ-1

=

a(1 -

FJ(d)).
The above definition shows how the candidate optimal solution can be calculated, once
the values of DJ-1 and AJ-l are known.
The following theorem provides necessary and sufficient conditions for
to be a candidate optimal depreciation

• d

(d1,

...

, dN)

scheme.

Theorem 4.3.1 A depreciation scheme
(4.8)-(4.14)

d=

d =

(d1, ... , d), 0, ... ,0) with dJ

> 0 satisfies

iff

satisfies:
(4.23)

where Dk and Ak, for k = 1, ... , J - 2, are determined by (4.20) and (4.21) with
DJ-1=dJ

andAJ_1 =a(I-FJ(dJ)),

• dJ ::; Fi1(1-

{

and

Aj), where

b(1- Fk+1(0)) + (1-

Ak

:= amin")'E[lk+l>lj

Xiv

:=

'Y)Ak+1}'

k = 1, ... ,N -1,

0
(4.24)
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Proof:

o

See Appendix.

The above theorem implies that all candidate

optimal depreciation

schemes can be

= 0, for J = 1, ... , N. Then, for any J for which W j(.) has a root

found by solving W j(.)

dj E (0, DJ that satisfies dj :::::F.l1(1 - Aj), there exists a candidate optimal depreciation
scheme for which the depreciation charges are given by (4.23).
The following proposition states that W;(.) is a decreasing function, so that its root can
be found easily. Moreover, the depreciation charge dj is the unique solution of Wj(.)

=

O.

Combined with (4.23), this yields at most N candidate optimal schemes.
Proposition

4.3.1

The function

W j(.) is decreasing.

:::::0::::: Wj(O), where Uj

root ijJWj(uj)

Moreover,

= (1-l1)(1-l2)···

W j(.) has a non-negative

(1-lj_1)D.

It is clear that W j(.) is decreasing iff Do(., J) is increasing, where Do(d, J) = Do

Proof:

determined by (4.20) and (4.21) with Dj_1 = d and Aj-1 = a(l- Fj(d)).
We now show by induction that Dk is increasing in d and that Ak is decreasing in d for all
k = 0, ... , J - 1.
The above statements

are trivially satisfied for k

from (4.20) and (4.21) that, if the statements

= J -1. Moreover, it follows immediately

are satisfied for k, they are also satisfied for

k - 1.
Finally, the fact that the root is less than or equal to Uj follows immediately from
d

=

Dj-1

=> d:::::(1-lj-1)Dj-2
=> d:::::(1 - l1)(1 - l2) ... (1 - lj_1)Do(d,

J) = Uj.

o

This concludes the proof.

Theorem 4.3.1 and Proposition 4.3.1 imply that there are at most N candidate optimal
schemes.

The following result shows how the set of potential

candidates

can be further

decreased.
Proposition

4.3.2 If a depreciation

scheme

(d1, ... ,dj, 0, ... ,0) with dj > 0 is optimal,

then dj satisfies
(4.25)

ifJ:::;N-1.
Proof:

o

See Appendix.

Since the objective function is strictly convex in (d1,

...

,dN), and the constraint set 'D is

compact, there is a unique optimal scheme. In order to find the unique optimal depreciation
scheme, one can proceed as follows. For every J

E

{I, ... ,N}:
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i) Check whether \pAuj) ~ 0 ~ wAO) , where uN
a(1 - FJ+l(O)))} for J < N.

= UN and uj = min{uJ, Fi1(1

-

= Wjl(O).

ii) If so, calculate dJ

iii) Evaluate the objective function in the resulting depreciation scheme given in (4.23).
Notice that it is not necessary to calculate Aj, since the condition dJ
be replaced by the stronger condition (4.25).

4.4

~

Fil(1

- Aj) can

Static constraints

In this section we determine the optimal depreciation charges in case of static constraints.
For ease of notation, we consider the case where dk E [ik' +00), and without loss of generality assume that T = 1. The problem to be solved is then:"

k Jd':(1 -

min(dl,.. ,dN) 2:~=1a
s.t.

2:~=1

dk 2:

H(y))dy

a; = D,

ik,

for k

(4.26)

= 1, ... , N.

For any depreciation scheme

d, we denote

J for the last period in which the depreciation

d = (dl, ... ,dJ,iJ+1,' .. ,iN) with dJ > iJ.
Similarly to the case with dynamic constraints, we define the functions dk(d, J), which

charge strictly exceeds the lower bound, i.e.

can be interpreted as the optimal depreciation charges given that the depreciation charge
in period J equals d, and that J is the last period where the lower bound is not binding."
Definition 4.4.1 For all J

< N, and k < J - 1, we define:
(4.27)

J-l

D- d -

If,J(d):=

N

Ldk(d,

J) -

P:= {k

E

{1, ... ,N} Ilf,k(ik)

2:

to zero.

sections,
sThe

We do not do that

here because

(4.29)

FkO

= Fk(-) -

for purposes

lk which

enables us to set all lower bounds

of interpretation

we prefer the problem in terms of the original FkO.
reason why the solution of the difference equation for Ak is not stated

to the dynamic
that

(4.28)

O}.

4Note that it is possible to define the functions
equal

ik,

L
k=J+l

k=l

these

depreciation

case),

is that

we can find a closed form expression

do not have to be determined
charges

given period

upon in the proof of Theorem

recursively.

J and its depreciation

4.4.1.

Therefore,
charge

and comparison
in this definition

for Ak as a function

we can immediately
d in period

J itself.

in later
(contrary

of J and d so

state

the optimal

This is elaborated
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In the following theorem we show that in the optimal solution it holds that the last
depreciation charge that exceeds the lower bound is the unique root of ~ J(-), which is a
strictly decreasing function. Furthermore, all other depreciation charges are given functions
of this depreciation charge and its period J. More precisely, we have the following result:
Theorem 4.4.1 The optimal depreciation scheme satisfies:

(4.30)

for some J E P. Moreover, the function ~ J(') is strictly decreasing.
Proof: It is clear that also this problem can be stated as a dynamic optimization problem
like in (4.5), but with the constraints replaced by
(4.31)

k= 1,... ,N.
The necessary conditions for optimality therefore are:
AN

O,Do =D,

=

and, for k

= 1, ... , N:

(1 - Fk(TkDk-l))Dk-1
Ak-l
Dk

= a(l-

+ rJlkDk-l = 0,
+ aAk(l -1'k) + arJlk1'k,

- AkDk-l

Fk(TkDk-l))rk

= (1 - 1'k)Dk-b

rJlk(TkDk-l
1'kDk-l

~

-lk)

= 0,

t;

rJlk ~ O,1'k E [0,1].
Therefore, the proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem 4.3.1 and Proposition 4.3.1. However, notice that the fact that dJ

= 1'JDJ-1

~

IJ

implies that rJu

= 0, so that
(4.32)

Moreover, the dynamics of Path 2 are now equal to those of Path 1. This implies that
(4.21) can now be replaced by
k
This yields the desired result.

= 1, ... J - 1.

(4.33)

o
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AB opposed to the case with dynamic constraints,

it can be shown that out of the set

of candidate optimal solutions, the optimal solution is the one in which J is maximal.
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.1 Let (dl,

...

,

dJ, IHI,' .. , IN) be a solution that satisfies (4.30) for some J E

{I, ... , N}. Then for every k ~ J, one has:
i) min{ak(lii) min{ak(lProof:
Fk-

Fk(lk)),aJ(1-

FJ(dJ))

Fk(lk)),aJ(l-

FJ(dJ))}

}(dk =

4) = aJ(l-

ak(l-

FJ(dJ))(dk

-lk),

Fk(dk)).

First notice that for any k, J ~ N and x E JR, one has:

l( 1- a J - k (1-

FJ(x))

) ? lk-

{?

-)
a k( 1- Fk(lk)

? a J( 1- FJ(x)

i) Follows from the fact that (4.27), (4.30), and (4.34) imply that if dk

ii) Is trivially satisfied for k

ak (1- Fk(dk))

).

(4.34)

> lk then

= J. For all k < J, one has:

ak (1- Fk (max{lk'
= ak (1 - max {Fk(lk),
= ak min{ 1 - Fk(lk),

=

= min {ak(l-

Fk-I (1- aJ-k(l - FJ(dJ)))}
1 - aJ-k(l - FJ(dJ))})
J
a -k(l - FJ(dJ))}

Fk(lk)),aJ(l

))

- FJ(dJ))}.
o

This concludes the proof.
The following proposition

states that the optimal depreciation

scheme is the one in

which J is maximal. Therefore, as opposed to the case with dynamic constraints,

there is

no need to evaluate all the candidate optimal solutions.
Proposition 4.4.1 The optimal depreciation scheme satisfies (4.30) for
J = max{k:

Proof:

Pl.

k E

Notice that J

E

(4.35)

P iff the allocation defined in (4.30) exists and satisfies dJ ?

IJ'

It therefore suffices to show that if J, K E P, and K < J, then the allocation as defined
in (4.30) for J yields a lower value of the objective function than the one for K. Let us
denote dJ and dK for the corresponding candidate solutions, i.e.

# = ~ax{lk'
{ di = lk'

Fk-1 (1 - aJ-k(l

- FJ(d~)))},

k

=

1, ... , J,

k

=

J

+ 1, ...

, N,

(4.36)

4.5. Effect of discount rate and distributions

since d} == Fjl

(1- aJ-J(l_

FJ(d}))),
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and, equivalently,

df[K_=m_ax{lk,Fkl(l-aK-k(l-FK(d~)))},
{ d - lk,
k

k_=l, ... ,K,
k - K + 1, ... ,N.

(4.37)

Then, the difference in objective function (expected discounted taxable income) for dJ and
dK is given by::

+l-

+]

2:~=1ak E [(Ck - dD
2:~=1ak E [( c, - df[)
= 2:~=1ak E [( c, - dD + + 2:~=K+l ak E [(Ck - #t/
- 2:~=1akE [(C df[t] - 2:~=K+l akE (Ck -lk)+]
k
2:~=1a Jdd{ (1- Fk(U))du - 2:~=K+l ak ft_~f(1- Fk(U))du
~ 2:~=1ak(l - Fk(dfJ) (df[ - d~) - 2:~=K+l ak (1- H(#)) (d~ -110).
k

-

Applying Lemma 4.4.1 ii) to the last expression then yields that:

2:~=1ak E [( c; -

dD

+] -

2:~=1ak E

[(Ck - df[) +]
K min {k(
-) ,a J (1- FJ(dJJ) )}( dkK -lk- - (dkJ -lk)-)
< 2:10=1
a 1- Fk(lk)
- 2:~=K+lmin { ak (1 - Fkak)), aJ (1 - FAd}))}(# -lk)
< 2:~=1aJ(l- FJ(d})) (df[ - Lk) - 2:~=1aJ(l- FJ(d})) (d~ -110)
aJ (1 - FJ(d})) (2:~=1df[ + 2:~=K+llk - 2:~=1#)
0,
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 4.4.1 i) and from replacing the minimum
by one of its components.

The last equality follows from the fact that dJ and dK are

feasible, and therefore both have components that until period J add up to D - 2:~=Hllk'
This concludes the proof.

0

The above proposition implies that the optimal solution can be found by determining the
maximal J for which the root of ~ J(.) is strictly larger than

fJ.

charges are then given by (4.30).
Notice finally that, whereas in the case of dynamic constraints

The optimal depreciation
J equals the number of

periods in which the asset is depreciated,

this is no longer necessarily the case here, since

dk is bounded below by lk' so that dHi =

LJ+i > 0 if IHi > O.

4.5

Effect of discount rate and distributions

In Section 4.5.1 we study the effect of the discount factor on the optimal depreciation
charges. We find that a lower discount factor works in favor of a more accelerated depreciation scheme. In Section 4.5.2 we study how a change in the distribution
cash flow in a certain period affects the optimal depreciation scheme.

function of the
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The effect of the discount rate

To focus on the effect of the discount rate, we assume all cash flows to be equally distributed.
Let us denote dSL for the straight line depreciation method, i.e. dSL

= (~, ... , ~), so that

the amount to depreciate is divided equally over all periods. In the next theorem we show
that dSL is optimal when all cash flows are equally distributed,
dSL E V.

there is no discounting, and

Theorem 4.5.1 If Fk(') = F(.) for all periods k, a = 1, and dSL E V, then dSL is optimal.

Proof:

Since dSL E V, it suffices to show that dSL is optimal for problem (4.26) with

II = ... = IN = O.
The fact that P-I(F(dN))

= dN, implies that
for all k.

Therefore, the depreciation charges in dSL satisfy (4.30) with J
and Proposition

N. Given Theorem 4.4.1

4.4.1, this yields the desired result.

0

We now show that, when cash flows are equally distributed,
are such that II

=

a < 1, and the constraints

2 l2 2 ... 2 IN (resp. II 2 I2 2 ... 2 IN), then the optimal depreciation

method with dynamic (resp. static) constraints is an accelerated depreciation method.
Theorem 4.5.2 When Fk(')

= F(.) for all k, a < 1, and II 2 l2 2 ... 2 IN (resp. /1 2

I2 2 ... 2 IN), then the optimal depreciation method with dynamic (resp. static) constraints
satisfies dl > d2 > ... > dJ.
Proof: Consider the case of dynamic constraints.
optimal depreciation scheme is such that:

d"
A"-1

= max { lkDk-l> F-1 (1 - Ak)},
= min {aA", a(1 - F(l"Dk-l) )lk + a(1

We know from Theorem 4.3.1 that the

- lk)Ad,

for all k :::; J - 1, and

Notice now that l"Dk_1
This implies that

is decreasing in k, and AI<is strictly increasing in k, due to a < l.

for all k

= 1, ... , J - 2.
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Furthermore, it is seen immediately that IJ
dJ

:<::::

1 and D J-1 = dJ imply that

= max {IJDJ-1, F-1(1 - (1 - F(dJ))} .

= 1 - F(DJ-1)
conclude that depreciation is accelerated.

Therefore, since 1 - F(dJ)

> AJ-1 it follows that dJ < dJ-b so we can

In case of static constraints, the proof is similar.

0

In conclusion one finds that a higher discount rate a (so a lower interest rate) implies
a less accelerated method. When the discount rate equals one, the optimal depreciation
scheme is straight line.

4.5.2

The effect of the distribution functions

In this section we show that the effect of a change in the cash flow distribution in a certain
period depends crucially on the type of regulatory constraints. Therefore, we present two
subsections, one for each type of constraint. In both cases, we introduce a change in the
cash flow distribution in period

K"

and keep the other cash flow distributions unchanged.

For notational convenience, we present results for the case where the new distribution
function assigns a higher probability to low cash flow levels. It will be clear from the
proofs, however, that similar results can be derived for the opposite case.
Dynamic constraints
We consider a candidate optimal solution, (di, ... ,dj, 0, ... ,0), that depreciates the initial
tax base in exactly J periods. The corresponding state and co-state variables are denoted
Dk and Ak respectively. We introduce a change in the cash flow distribution in period
and denote

(d1,

..•

,dJ,

K"

0, ... ,0) for the resulting candidate optimal solution.

When the cash flow distribution in a certain period is changed such that there is a
higher probability on low income in that period, then one might intuitively expect that
the depreciation charge in that period would decrease and the depreciation charges in all
other periods would (weakly) increase. In the following proposition we show that this is
not necessarily the case.
Proposition 4.5.1 If for a certain period

K,

< J the cash flow distribution function F,.(·)

is replaced by F,.(-) such that F,.(x) 2:: F,.(x) for all x

:<::::

d:, then the following holds:

i) If in the current optimal solution path 1is applied in period

(It!;:)

function satisfies FI<

dk 2:: d'k
L~=ldk

:<::::

L~=ld".

and the new distribution

1 - AI<then:

for all k >
:<::::

K"

K"

(4.38)
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ii) If in the current

optimal solution path 2 is applied in period
for all k 2:

dk :::;dk

K"

then:

K"

(4.39)

d > "",-I d;
L.Jk=l k - L.Jk=l k:
"",-I

iii) If in the current optimal solution path 1 is applied in period

K,

and

P",(It.S:)

> 1- All:,

then either (4.38) or (4.39) will result.
Proof: Let us denote dk(d, J), k

1, ... ,J -1 for the depreciation charges that result from

=

= d and AJ-1

(4.20), (4.21) and (4.23) with DJ-1

=

0:(1- FJ(d)).

Similarly, dk(d, J), k

1, ... , J - 1 denote these depreciation charges when F", (.) is replaced by

=

P",(. ).

Before we can start with the proofs of i), ii), and iii), we have to make the following three
observations.
First, notice that it follows from Theorem 4.3.1 that di,
all k = 1, ... ,J - 1. Moreover, by construction
J-1

L dk(d},

= dk(dj, J) and dk = dk(d}' J) for

J-1

J)

+ dJ =

Do

=

k=l

L dk(d~,

+ d~.

J)

(4.40)

k=l

= 1, ... ,J - 1. Indeed, take any
d> d. Then it follows from (4.20) and (4.21) that ).k < Ak and b, > D; for all k < J.

Second, notice that dk(d, J) is increasing in d for all k
Consequently

it follows from (4.23) that dk(d, J) > dk(d, J).

Third, the fact that p",(x) 2: FK(X)

for all x :::;d~ implies that P;;l(y)

y :::;F",(d~). Therefore, since F;;l(1-

AK)

:::;

:::;F;;l(y)

for all

c; it follows that
(4.41 )

The above three observations, combined with (4.20) and (4.21) yield that:
i) If the optimal path in period
dk(dj, J)

=

dk(dj, J)

dk(dj, J) :::;dk(dj, J)
This implies that L~:i

K,

is path 1 and

for all k

PI<(ItS:) :::;1 -

> K"

for all k :::; K,.

dk(dj, J)

+ dj :::;Do.
+ dJ = Do,

A"" then:

(4.42)
Now since dk(d, J) is increasing in d

it follows that dJ 2: dj. Therefore, it
can be derived from (4.42) that dk(d}, J) 2: dk(dj, J) for all k > K,. With (4.40) we
dk(dJ, J)

and, by definition, L~:i

conclude that L~=l dk

:::;

L~=l die·

ii) If the optimal path in period
dk(dj, J)

=

dk(dj, J)

dk(dj, J) 2: dk(dj, J)

K,

is path 2, then:

for all k 2:

K,

for all k < K.

(4.43)
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This implies that

I:~~~
dk(dj,

from (4.43) that dk(d;,J):S;

J)

+ dj ~ Do,

dk(dj,J)

so that dJ

for k ~

K"

:s; dj. Therefore one obtains

which results in (4.39).

iii) Similar to the proofs of i) and ii).

o

This completes the proof.

The above proposition shows that the effect of a change in the distribution function
depends crucially on the path that is optimal in that period. A particular change in the
distribution function in period

K,

can lead to either an increase or a decrease of the optimal

depreciation charge in any period k
in period

K"

i=

K,.

Moreover, even when the lower bound is binding

the change in the distribution function can affect the optimal solution. In the

sequel we see that this is an important difference with the static case. There, a higher
probability on low income always implies that the depreciation charge decreases in period
K,

and increases in all other periods. When the lower bound is binding in period

K"

the

optimal depreciation charges are unaffected by the change. The intuition for these results
is given in Section 4.7.
Static

constraints

This section deals with the effect of a change in the cash flow distribution in period
case of static constraints.

K,

in

We show that, as opposed to the dynamic case, a decrease in

the marginal contribution to the objective function in a certain period does imply that the
depreciation charge in that period decreases and all other depreciation charges increase. As
in the dynamic case, the optimal solution before (resp. after) any changes in the distribution
function is denoted (dr, ... , dN) (resp. (d1, ...
Proposition

4.5.2 If for a certain period

is replaced by

FI< (.)

such that

FI< (x)

K,

d

, N )).

< J the cash flow distribution function FI<(-)
:s; d'k, it holds that:

~ FI<(x) for all x

i) If d~ > i; then

dk ~ die
dl< :s; s;
ii) If d~
Proof:

for all k

i=

K"

(4.44)

= ll< then dk = diefor all k = 1, ... , N.

The Lagrangian for problem (4.26) is:
(4.45)
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Let us define the following functions:

= max{lk' Fk-1(1 - a-kJ.l)} , for all k.
dK(J.l) = max{l,., F;l(l
- a-"J.l)} ,
dk(J.l) = dk(J.l)
for all k =J
dk(J.l)

(4.46)
r:

Then it follows from the necessary Karush-Kuhn-Thcker conditions that there exists a J.l*
and a (J., such that:
dt,

=

dk(J.l*)

for all k.

dk

=

dk(p.)

for all k.

(4.47)

This implies that:
i) in case d; > l" :
dk(J.l*)

=

dk(J.l*)

d,,(J.l*)

=

F;1(1-

for k
a-"J.l*)

=J

f£,

::; F;1(1

- a-"J.l*)

(4.48)

= dK(J.l*),

so that 2:::=1 dk(J.l*) ::; 2:::=1 dk(J.l*) = Do = 2:::=1 dk({J.). Now since clearly, dk(J.l) is
decreasing in u, one can conclude that fl ::; J.l* which implies (4.44).
ii) in case d"
dK(J.l*)

=

= IK' one sees immediately that the optimum remains unchanged since
fl = u",

d,,(J.l*) and therefore

o

This completes the proof.

We conclude this section with a result that concerns the effect of a changed variance
on the optimal depreciation charges. It is often assumed that increased variance results
in a lower depreciation charge in that specific period, since it implies that there is more
uncertainty with respect to income. In the following corollary we show that this is not
necessarily true.
Corollary 4.5.1 If F,,(x)
the following holds:
dk ::; dt,

d" ~

a;

for all k

rv

N(fJ"O") and d~ > fJ, and F,,(x)

=J «,

rv

N(fJ"0-)

with 0- >

0",

then

(4.49)

Moreover, a strict inequality holds for all k with dt, > Ik.
Proof: First notice that 0- > 0" implies that F,,(x) ::; FK(x) for all x ~ d~. Now, the proof
is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.5.2.
0
When the depreciation charge in a period exceeds its expected income, increased variance
is an incentive to increase the depreciation charge in that period. The intuition is as follows.
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For the optimal depreciation charges the probability that income will cover the depreciation
charge is 'high enough'. If in this optimal solution depreciation
increased variance only increases this probability

exceeds expected income,

that income will exceed the depreciation

charge.

4.6

Numerical examples

In this section we illustrate our results with numerical examples.
lustrate the application of Theorem 4.4.1 and Proposition

In Section 4.6.1 we il-

4.4.1 to determine the optimal

depreciation charges. Moreover, we show that a lower discount factor yields a more accelerated depreciation scheme. In Section 4.6.2 we study the effect of uncertainty by considering
several scenarios for the distribution

functions of the cash flows. Finally, in Section 4.6.3

we show how a change in the cash flow distribution

in a certain period affects the optimal

outcome.
In all examples, the initial amount to depreciate (D), as well as the maximum number
of periods in which the asset can be depreciated

4.6.1

(N) are equal to 5.

The effect of the discount rate

In order to focus on the effect of discounting, we first assume that lk
Given that lk

=

lk

=

0 for all k.

= i, = 0 for all k, the set of dynamic constraints is equal to the set of

static constraints,

and Theorem 4.4.1 and Proposition

4.4.1 imply that in order to find the

optimal depreciation scheme, one should find the maximal J

E

P, which yields the optimal

number of periods in which to depreciate D. The corresponding

depreciation charges are

given by (4.30). We now illustrate this procedure in a numerical example.
The future cash flows have exponential distributions
The distribution

function and inverse distribution

with E[Gk]

= 3, for all k = 1, ... ,5.

function are:

= 1 - e-x/3,
for all x;::: 0,
F-l(y) = -3ln(1 - y), for all y E [0,1).

F(x)

In order to determine the optimal J, as defined in Theorem 4.3.1, we solve ~5(d) = 0,
i.e.

2::!=1 F-1 (1- a5-k(1_ F(d))) = 0,
d + 3 2::!=lln (a e= 0,
d + 3 2::!=1 ((5 - k) In(a) - d/3) = 0,

5- d<=?

J

5-

<=?

5-

<=?

d

5k
-

d3
/ )

= 1 + 6ln(a).

Consequently, for all a such that 1 + 6ln(a) > 0, i.e. for all a E (0.846,1], one has
= 5 E P, and therefore the optimal depreciation scheme has J = 5. Theorem 4.3.1 then
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yields the corresponding depreciation charges:
d5 = D4 = 1 + 6In(a),
and, for k = 1, ... ,4:

F-1

(1 -

aJ-k(l

- F(D4))) ,
= -3(5 - k) In(a) + D4.

dk

=

Straightforward
d1

=

calculations then yield:

1- 6ln(a),

d2 = 1- 3In(a),
d3

=

1,

d4 = 1 + 3In(a),

d5 = 1 + 6In(a).
For some values of

a

the results have been calculated and these are summarized

in the

following table.

~a=0.95Ia=0.91

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5

a=0.85j

1.000

1.308

1.632

1.975

1.000

1.154

1.316

1.488

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.846

0.684

0.512

1.000

0.692

0.368

0.025

We see that when a gets smaller, i.e. when the discounting effect gets stronger,
optimal method becomes more accelerated.

the

Notice that, when a = 1, the optimal method

is the straight line depreciation method, as stated in Theorem 4.5.l.
Now consider a :::;
0.846. Then it follows from the above that the optimal number of
periods in which to depreciate the total depreciation

charge D is less than 5. Therefore,

we solve ~4(d) = O.

L:~=l F-1 (1 - a4-k(1d + 3 L:~=l ((4 - k) In(a) -

5- d{=}

5-

{=}

d = (5 + 18In(a))/4.

Consequently, 4
d4

=

E

P iff

(5 + 18In(a))/4

> O.

F(d)))
d/3)

= 0,

= 0,
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So, the optimal depreciation scheme has J

= 4 for all a

E

(0.757,0.846].

Straightforward calculations then yield:

=
=
d3 =
d4 =
d5 =

d,

(5 -18In(a))/4,

d2

(5 - 6In(a))/4,
(5 + 6In(a))/4,
(5 + 18In(a))/4,
O.

As seen before, a lower value of a implies more accelerated depreciation, which in the above
case implies that the optimal number of periods in which to depreciate the asset decreases.

< 0.757 the asset is optimally depreciated in at most 3 periods.

For a

4.6.2

The effect of uncertainty

We now illustrate the effect of uncertainty on the optimal depreciation scheme. To focus
on the uncertainty effect, we again consider the situation where lk

= lk

=

O.

We consider three different scenarios for the cash flow distributions. All cash flows have
normal distributions C;

rv

N(3,O';),

with standard deviations as given in the following

table:

D scenario A I scenario B Iscenario C I
0'1

1

5

5

0'2

2

4

4

0'3

3

3

3

0'4

4

2

3

0'5

5

1

1

Whereas scenario A describes a situation where the uncertainty on realized payoffs
increases over time (e.g. due to the fact that a forecast for later periods is more uncertain),
the opposite holds for scenario B. Scenario B can for instance represent a new product
for which it is not uncertain whether or not it will be broadly used, but when this will
be. Scenario C is almost equal to scenario B, except for the higher variance in the fourth
period. The results are stated in the following table:
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B

a :0.81

a = 0.90 ~ a ~0.81 a = 0.90 ~ a ~0.81 a = 0.90 1

d1

2.902

2.629

2.882

1.343

d2

2.098

1.855

1.601

0.904

1.601

1.096

d3

0

0.516

0.517

0.706

0.517

0.892

d4

0

0

0

0.801

0

0

ds

0

0

0

1.246

0

1.469

2.882

1.543

For scenario A, both the discounting effect and the increasing variances over time work
in favor of a strongly accelerated method.

Scenario's Band

C with a

= 0.9 illustrate

that, in contrast to the case where cash flows are equally distributed (see Theorem 4.5.2),
the optimal depreciation method is no longer accelerated. The explanation is as follows:
The higher variances in the early periods imply that the risk of having a cash flow that
is lower than a given depreciation charge is higher in early periods than in later periods.
Therefore there is a trade-off between the discounting effect, which always works in favor
of accelerated depreciation, and the decreasing variances, which, since dt, < E[CkJ, work
in favor of the opposite. We see that, whereas the discounting effect still dominates for

a = 0.8, this is no longer the case for a = 0.9. Scenario C makes clear that increased
variance in period 4 can imply that it is optimal not to plan any depreciation charge in
that period. Then the lower bound (/4

4.6.3

= 0) becomes binding.

The effect of distribution functions and constraints

In this section we illustrate that the effect of a change in the cash flow distribution on the
optimal depreciation scheme depends crucially on the type of regulatory constraints.
We consider the depreciation problem with high variance cash flow distributions and an
expected loss in the second period. The distributions of the cash flows in periods 1,2,4,
and 5 are as follows:
C1

'"

N(2,3),

C2

rv

N(-1,3),

C4

'"

N(3,3),

Cs rv N(3,3).

For the cash flow distribution in period 3, we consider the following three scenarios:
- Scenario A: C3

rv

N(3, 3).

- Scenario B: C3

'"

N(3, 4).

- Scenario C: C3

rv

N(2, 4).
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Let us first consider dynamic constraints where depreciation is restricted to be at least
40% of the residual tax base in years 2, 3 and 4. The discount rate a equals 0.95. The
optimal depreciation charges and fractions for the three scenarios are given in the following
table.

I period

i

1

2.048 0.410

2.116 0.423

2.239 0.448

2

1.181 0.400

1.154 0.400

1.104 0.400

3
4

1.001 0.565

0.692 0.400

0.663 0.400

0.613 0.796

0.735 0.709

0.715 0.720

5

0.157 1.000

0.303 1.000

0.279 1.000

When comparing scenario A and scenario B, first notice that in scenario A, d3

= 1.001 <

3 = E[C3]. Therefore, the higher variance in scenario B implies that F3,B(X) ::::F3,A(X) for
all x :::;d3. Since 13 > 0.4 in scenario A, Proposition 4.5.1 i) or iii) applies. The numerical
example indeed shows that the change in the cash flow distribution in period 3 yields a
decrease not only in period 3 but also in period 2. The decrease in period 2 can be explained
as follows. Since the expected result in this period is very low, the lower bound is binding.
As opposed to the static case, the firm can affect the lower bound on the depreciation
charge. More specifically, depreciating more in the first period results in a lower residual
tax base, and as a result the lower bounds on d2 and d3 decrease. Furthermore, notice
that, due to the change in period 3, the lower bound becomes binding there too. The
depreciation charges in periods 4 and 5 increase as stated in Proposition 4.5.1 i).
Let us now compare scenario B and scenario C. The lower expected value in scenario
C, implies that F3,c(X)

:::: F3,B(X) for all x. Now, since path 2 is optimal in scenario B,

Proposition 4.5.1 ii) applies. We see that in this case the depreciation charges in periods
2, 3, 4 and 5 decrease. Again, the increase in the depreciation charge in period 1 allows to
decrease the lower bounds that apply to periods 2 and 3.
Let us now consider the static case. The optimal solutions for scenarios A, Band
with lower bounds equal to

l2

= 0.7,

l3 =

are presented in the table below.

0.7,

i, = 0,

C,
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I period
1
2
3
4
5

i

ffiHE
d;

d,

d;

1.002 1.097 1.196
0.700 0.700 0.700
1.440 1.073 0.700
1.114 1.241 1.370
0.744 0.889 1.034

The effect of the change in the distribution function on the optimal solution is as expected. More risk (scenario A

--->

scenario B) or a lower expected cash flow (scenario B

--->

scenario C) both imply a lower depreciation charge in period 3, and higher depreciation
charges in all other periods. Scenarios with even lower expected values than in scenario C,
result in the same optimal scheme as found in scenario C (see Proposition 4.5.2 ii)).
As opposed to the dynamic case, the effect of a change in period 3 does not depend
on whether the constraint in period 2 is binding. The optimum is therefore more robust
compared to the dynamic case.

4.7

Comparison static and dynamic constraints

In this section we summarize the differences between the static and dynamic constraints
and the implications for the firm and the regulator.
First, there is an important difference in the number of periods in which the tax base
can be depreciated. When the firm faces static constraints the regulator implicitly imposes
a minimal number of periods in which the tax base is depreciated.

When lower bounds

are dynamic (so based on the residual tax base), the number of periods used can be fully
determined by the firm. As a consequence, the depreciation life is not restricted and the
optimal number of periods in which to depreciate follows from the optimization process.
Second, there is an important difference in the effect of a change in the distribution
function in a certain period

K.

In the static case, a higher probability on cash flows that

are not sufficient to cover the depreciation charge in a certain period implies that in the
optimal solution the depreciation charge allocated to that period decreases. As a result the
depreciation charges in the other periods increase. In the dynamic case however, this is not
necessarily true. The depreciation charges in all other periods can then either decrease or
increase, depending on the path that is optimal in the initial optimal solution and on the
size of the change in the distribution function. The intuition for this difference is as follows.
The fact that the lower bounds depend on the earlier depreciation decisions allows the firm
to decrease those lower bounds by increasing the earlier depreciation charges. This can
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imply that depreciation

charges in periods other than

tax base. If the lower bound is binding in period

K"

K,

decrease due to the lower residual

then, contrary to the case with static

constraints, the change still has an effect on the optimal solution.
In conclusion, the optimal solution when facing static constraints
respect to estimation errors in the cash flow distributions,

is more robust with

but leaves less room for strategic

tax planning.

4.8

Conclusion and future research

In this chapter we determine the optimal depreciation scheme given that the objective is to
minimize expected discounted future tax payments. Whereas previous research (including
Chapters

2 and 3) focused on comparing different methods,

tion scheme given constraints
constraints

imposed by the tax authority

here the optimal depreciais determined.

We consider

on the fraction of the initial depreciable value, as well as constraints

fraction of the remaining depreciable value. This optimization

on the

process also yields the opti-

mal depreciation life (the optimal number of periods in which to depreciate the asset). The
effects of the discount rate, the cash flow distributions

and the constraints

Our results make clear that the degree of uncertainty

(e.g. the variance) in future cash

are analyzed.

flows largely affects the optimal choice. Decisions based solely on the expected value of
future cash flows can therefore be critically off-mark.
constraints,

we find that the dynamic constraints

With respect to the two types of

allow for more strategic behavior of the

firm, but also result in less robust optimal solutions with respect to changes in the cash
flow distributions.

Finally, we analyze how the effect of an increase in the variance of a cash

flow depends on the expected cash flow and on the optimal depreciation
in that period.

charge planned

We find the surprising result that, contrary to what is often assumed, an

increase in the variance may lead to a higher optimal depreciation

charge in that period.

This is the case when the expected cash flow is less than the planned depreciation charge.
For future research it is interesting to consider a game-theoretic
tax authority
considerations,

has to set the constraints.

approach where the

Crucial points there are that, due to welfare

the objective of the government is more complex than maximization of tax

revenues, and that the information on the cash flow distributions

will be asymmetric.

This

can possibly be a starting point for a discussion to increase or decrease the freedom of firms
in choosing the tax depreciation method.
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4.9

Appendix

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1
Define

A;:" :=0,

Ik

:= argmin,Ellk,l]

b(l- Fk(O))

+ (1- I)Ak},

k

= 1, ... , N.

=» Suppose that d satisfies (4.8)-(4.14). We will now show that it satisfies (4.23) and
dJ

::::;

Fil(l- Aj).

First observe that (4.8)-(4.14) imply that Ik < 1 for all k
equivalently, DJ

= 0 and

Indeed, if DN-1
T/2N

=

= 1, ... , J - 1 and IJ = 1, or,

DJ-1 > O.
> 0, then since AN = 0, (4.9), (4.12) and (4.13) imply that

(1- FN(DN-l))DN-l

> 0,

IN = 1,
T/IN

=

O.

= 0, so that J = N in this case. If DN-1 = 0, obviously the
= D > 0, and Dk ::::;Dk-1 for all k, implies that there exists a unique k < N
such that Dk = 0 and Dk-1 > O. Since dJ > 0, and d, = 0 for all i ~ J + 1, it follows that
k = 1.
It therefore follows that path 1 or path 2 is applied in periods k = 1, ... ,J - 1. ConseIt therefore follows that DN
fact that Do

quently, (4.9) and (4.10) imply that:
(4.50)

= 0, ... , J - 2.
= 1, implies that in period J either path 3 is followed, or path 1 with
IJ = iJ = 1. The dynamics in both cases imply that:
for k

Moreover, IJ

(4.51)
Now take an arbitrary k ::::;
J - 1. Then Dk-1 > 0 and Ak > 0 imply that ik, as defined
in Lemma 4.3.1, exists.
We can now apply Lemma 4.3.1, which yields that:
• Path 2 is feasible iff ik < lk, and then Ik
• Otherwise, path 1 is feasible, and then Ik

= lk·
= ik.
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It therefore follows from (4.9) that:

= 'YkDk-1 = Dk-I - Dk,

dk

(4.52)

Fk-l(l-Ak)},

=max{lkDk-l,

for all k ::; J - 1. This implies that
Dk-I

= max{ 1~klk ' Di; + F;I (1 - Ak)}'

DJ-I

=

dJ,

so that dk satisfies (4.23) for all k ::; J - l.
Moreover, notice that it follows from (4.21) that the minimal value of AJ that can
be reached with 'Yk E [lk,1] for k
1-

2 J + 1 equals Aj.

FJ(dJ) 2 Aj.
It therefore remains to show that wJ(dJ)

i.e. Do(dJ,

J)

=

Do

=

=

Therefore, 'T/2J

2 0 implies that

O. This follows immediately

from (4.8),

D.

-e=) Suppose that (dl, ... , dJ, 0 ... ,0) satisfies (4.23) and dJ ::; Fil (1- Aj).

We will show

that there exist variables 'Yk, Ak, 'T/Ik, 'T/2k, and Dk, for k = 1, ... , N, that satisfy (4.8)-(4.14),
and lead to depreciation charges as in (4.23).
Therefore, we define the following variables:

= max{ ~
= dJ,

Dk-I
DJ-I

,

Dk

+ F;I (1 -

k ::; J - 2,

Ak)},

(4.53)
k

Dk =0,

2 J,

and
Ak

= min{ aAk+l> a(l - Fk+l (lk+lDk))lk+l

AJ-I = a(1Ak = Ak,

+ a(l

- lk+l)Ak+d

0::; k ::; J - 2,

FJ(DJ-I)),
J ::; k < N,

(4.54)

AN =0.
'Yk

= (Dk-I

'YJ

=

'Yk

= 'Yic,

- Dk)/ Dk-I,

k::; J - 1,
(4.55)

1,
k

2 J + 1,

'T/Ik = (Ak - (1- Fk("(kDk-I)))Dk-l,
'T/2k = 0,
'T/lJ
'T/2J

= 0,
= (1 - FJ(DJ-I)

'T/Ik = 'T/2k = 0,

k::; J - 1,
k ::; J - 1,
(4.56)

- Aj) DJ-I,
k2J+l.
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> 0, and consequently, by construction, Dk > 0, and

By definition, one has DJ-1
Dk+l

s: Dk/(1
lk

=

for k = 0, ... ,J - 1. This implies that lk

-lk)

1

max { lk '-D

k

Fkl (1 - Ak)},

k-l

E

[lk' 1], and:

= 1, ... , J - 1.

Now notice that lk = lk implies that:

DL, F

1

k-

s: l«,
s: Ak,

(1 - Ak)

=?

1 - Fk(lkDk-l)

=?

Ak - (1 - Fk(lkDk-l))

2: 0,

and lk > lk implies that:
lk
=?
=?

l

= -D

k-l

Fk-l (1 - Ak) ,

= Ak,
Ak - (1 - Fk(TkDk-l))
= 0.
(1 - Fk(Tk(Dk-l))

This implies that "11k 2:

°

° for all k s: J - 1, and, by definition, "11k = ° for J s: k s: N.

Obviously, also "12k 2: for all k < N.
Furthermore, one can check that for all k
(1- FkbkDk-l))Dk-l
Ak-l

=

QT(l-

{ TJlkbk - lk)
TJ2k(1 - lk)

+ "11k -

- AkDk-l

FkbkDk-l))Tk

s: N,

+ QAk(1

= 0,
=

0,

It therefore only remains to show that Do
WJ(DJ-l)

"12k = 0,

-,k),

= 0. This completes the proof.

D, but this follows immediately from

o

Proof of Proposition 4.3.2
Let us denote

1'1, ... , /YJ

for the fractions that yield the optimal depreciation charges in

= 0, the vector ("h, ... ,~fJ,I, ... ,l) must satisfy the
necessary conditions for optimality. Now lHI = 1 implies that AJ = Q(l - FJ+l(O)) so
periods 1, ... ,J.

Then, since DJ

that TJ2J is non-negative iff (4.25) is satisfied.

0

Chapter 5
Optimal depreciation: reinvestments
and a progressive tax structure
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the issue of optimal tax depreciation is analyzed in a 'going-concern' setting
where the firm reinvests and faces a progressive tax system. Let us first summarize the
evolution of tax depreciation literature.

Wakeman (1980) has shown that in a situation

where there is a flat tax rate and where taxable income is non-negative in all periods and
for all depreciation methods under consideration, the most accelerated method is preferable
for tax purposes. This is a consequence of the fact that a more accelerated method typically shifts taxable income to later periods, and when future money is discounted, paying
taxes later is preferable to paying them now. These results depend on the assumptions
of non-negative income and the flat tax rate. The fact that less accelerated depreciation
can be optimal in case future cash flows are stochastic and the tax structure is progressive
is shown in the second chapter of this thesis. This analysis is extended in Chapter 3 by
taking into account the possibility of changing the depreciation method. These chapters
(and Wakeman, 1980) thus focus on the choice between different depreciation methods.
Chapter 4 extended this research by not restricting to the choice between different predefined methods, but instead determining the optimal depreciation scheme given uncertain
future cash flows.
The above described literature on optimal tax depreciation considers a static situation where a given value has to be depreciated over a maximum number of periods. In
practice, most firms regularly undertake investments and adjust their depreciation policy
accordingly. Moreover, many countries do not use a flat tax rate in corporate taxation.
This motivates the issue of optimal tax depreciation given reinvestments and a progressive
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tax system.' In order to study the effects of the tax system on the optimal depreciation
charges, we focus on a firm in a steady state with respect to its investment policy, i.e. the
firm makes replacement investments in order to compensate for technical deterioration,
that its capital stock remains constant.f

so

Therefore, considering investments implies that

the difference between economic depreciation

and tax depreciation

becomes relevant for

the results. The replacement investments are equal to the economic depreciation.
The main results are as follows. The firm reaches a steady state with respect to tax
depreciation

after a finite number of periods. In the steady state the depreciation charge

equals the amount that is reinvested. Before the steady state is reached, the optimal policy
trades off the benefits of accelerated depreciation and of constant depreciation.

Accelerated

depreciation shifts taxable income to later periods, but constant depreciation can lead to a
lower marginal tax rate. Therefore, contrary to what is often believed, the most accelerated
method is not necessarily the best from a tax perspective,
income is always positive and deterministic.

and this even holds if taxable

From a technical point of view it is interesting

that the path coupling procedure, which is mostly used for solving continuous time dynamic
models, is now applied within a discrete time setting.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the model is formulated.

The model

is solved in Section 5.3 by using the path coupling method. Readers that are less interested
in technical details can skip Section 5.3 and move on directly to Section 5.4, where the
results are economically analyzed.
future income is stochastic,

In Section 5.5 the model is extended to cases where

and where depreciation

is limited.

In Section 5.6 we draw

some conclusions.

5.2

The model

Consider a firm in a steady state with respect to its capital stock. The capital stock level is
thus constant and equals K. The implication is that, in order to keep the stock of capital
goods constant, only replacement investments are carried out. In this way we are able to
focus exclusively on the firm's depreciation

policy." The firm produces with this capital

stock, and revenue is a function C(·) of K. Since the firm is in a steady state, revenue is
constant and equals, say, C in all periods.
The initial tax base of assets, which is the initial amount to be depreciated in the future
1For a dynamic model where the depreciation policy is taken as given and the firm optimizes over its
investment policy, see Chapter 6.
2For dynamic models of the firm the typical final situation is a steady state, where only replacement
investments are made (see e.g. Van Hilten et al. 1993).
3In order to avoid confusion, notice that in general the firm is not in a steady state with respect to its
depreciation policy.
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periods, is denoted by
i

+ 1.

D.

Furthermore, let D, be the tax base at the beginning of period

Hence, according to this notation Do =

D.

The control variable (tax depreciation

rate) in period i is the fraction Ii E [0,1] of Di-1 depreciated in period i. This implies that
the amount di depreciated in period i equals liDi-l'
Apart from the tax depreciation, there is also economic depreciation that reflects technical deterioration, which is constant in the steady state. As just explained, in order to
remain in this steady state the firm carries out replacement investments I, which equal the
amount of economic depreciation (say a fraction

f3 of capital stock K). In this way the

capital stock remains constant over time. However, investments not only affect the capital
stock. The tax base of assets also increases with I. Here it is important to note that the
development of the tax base is unaffected by economic depreciation, but instead depends
on tax depreciation. This results in the following dynamics and constraints:
D,

=

Do

= D,

+ I,

(1-,i)Di-1

for i E IN \ {O},

(5.1)
(5.2)

Ii E [0,1]'

for i E IN \ {O}.

(5.3)

Since the firm is in a steady state, it is assumed that a positive amount of dividend is
paid, so that the constants C and I are related in the following way:

(5.4)

C> I.

Finally the tax system is defined. A progressive tax system most often consists of
several tax brackets.

To keep the optimization problem tractable, we approximate this

discontinuous function by a twice differentiable increasing function T(.).

The function

should yield non-negative taxes for positive income, and no taxes for negative income. The
marginal rate should be increasing but less than 1 (otherwise tax payments would exceed
taxable income). Therefore we consider tax functions that satisfy:

T(X) = {

°

V x ::; 0,

>0

V z

> 0,

(5.6)

T(X) < X,
T'(X) >0,

Vx>O,

Vx

> o.

From this specification it follows that

T'(X) < 1.

(5.7)
(5.8)

T'(O) = 0,
TI/(X) > 0,

(5.5)

(5.9)
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Now, since taxable income in period i equals revenue C minus tax depreciation 'YiDi-J,
the taxes paid in period i equal."

(5.10)
The objective is to minimize the present value of all tax payments.P In order to properly
compare the value of tax payments in different periods, we take into account the discount
factor

Q.

The optimization

problem then is:

00

min I>i-lT(C - 'YiDi-l)
'Y1.

s.t. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3).

5.3

(5.11)

i=l

(5.12)

Solution of the control problem

When solving the model with the path coupling method, the following steps will be made:

(1) Specify the necessary conditions, (2) specify and analyze the paths, and (3) determine
the optimal sequence of the paths.

5.3.1

The necessary conditions

In order to derive the necessary conditions, we formulate the current value Hamiltonian (see
for details Feichtinger and Hartl 1986, pp. 504-509) with A as the current value costate
(adjoint)
obtain

variable.

After replacing the min in (5.11) with the max of the negative, we

with the accompanying Lagrangian:
(5.13)
4Notice that we do not explicitly model investment tax credits. However, when tax creclits are subtracted
from tax payments, they do not affect the optimal depreciation scheme since investment expenditures (and,
consequently, also tax credits) are constant over time. When investment tax creclits are subtracted from
taxable income, one can simply replace C by C minus the amount of the tax credit. Additionally, it holds
that all the results in this chapter extend to the case where T(X) < 0 when x < 0, as long as T(X) remains
convex and IT{x)1 < [z],
5Notice that, when all revenue (after tax and replacement investment) is paid out to the shareholders
as dividends, this is equivalent to maximizing shareholder value.
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where ttu (T]2i) equals the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint

Ii ~

°

(,i

< 1). The

necessary conditions, for all i E IN \ {O}, are:

= T'(C - liDi-1)Di-1 - ).,iDi-1 + T]li - T]2i=
).,i-1 = aLD = aT'(C - liDi-lh + ).,i(l- li)a,

L:

D,

=

(5.15)

+ I,

(1 - li)Di-1

T]lili =

(5.14)

0,

(5.16)
(5.17)

0,

(5.18)

= 0,
n« ~ 0, for j = 1,2,
T]2i(1 - Ii)

,i

(5.19)
(5.20)

E [0,1].

5.3.2

The paths

The different policies the firm can apply follow from the complementary

slackness con-

ditions (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19). The policies (paths) in period i are determined by the
possible combinations

of the sign of the Lagrange multipliers

TJ1i

and

TJ2i'

The following

T]2i

> imply that

table presents the possible paths for period i:
2

1
TJli
TJ2i

=0
=0

3

4

>0 =0 >0
=0 >0 >0

Clearly path 4 is not feasible in an arbitrary period since
Ii

= 0 and

TJli

°

> and

°

Ii = 1 at the same time. Now the necessary conditions for the three resulting

paths are analyzed.
Path 1: TJli = TJ2i = 0
The policy of the firm on this path is to depreciate a fraction Ii E[0,1] that is determined
by the discount rate and the tax: system, but not by the constraints.

Equation (5.14) now

becomes:
(5.21)
Since Di-1

~

I > 0, this implies that
(5.22)

Based on this expression an intuitive explanation can be given in terrns of marginal revenue
and marginal cost with respect to the objective function. When a fraction Ii is depreciated,
the marginal 'revenue' of depreciation is T'(C-,iDi-1).

The marginal 'cost' of depreciating
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is the shadowprice Ai, which reflects the loss of value to the fum due to a marginal decrease
of the tax base. Now depreciation is chosen in such a way that marginal revenue and cost
are exactly equal according to (5.22).
From (5.22) we can also conclude that tax depreciation,

7iDi-l,

decreases as a function

of Ai, since T(.) is increasing. Moreover, together with (5.15), (5.22) implies that
(5.23)
Hence, on Path 1, Ai increases with i, which via (5.22) implies that tax depreciation
decreases on this path.
As we will see later on, and as is intuitively clear, the shadow price of the tax base is
positive. Therefore, from (5.22) it can be obtained that the optimal depreciation rate
on path 1 is given by:
_
"Ii

=

Path 2:

C - T,-I(Ai)
Di 1

1'i

(5.24)

•

n« > 0, TJ2i = a

From (5.17) it is obtained that on this path the policy is to depreciate nothing, i.e. "Ii

= O.

Due to (5.15) it is found immediately that the dynamics of the co-state is the same as
on Path 1, so (5.23) holds. Since nothing is depreciated, the tax base increases with I.
Finally, (5.14) implies that

Since

17li

>

a on this

path, it follows that:

Ai> T'(C).
Apparently, the marginal cost of depreciation (Ai) exceeds marginal revenue (,'(C)),

so

that the firm would optimally like to have a negative depreciation. Since depreciation is
restricted to be non-negative, the second best thing to do is to depreciate nothing, and
therefore the optimal "Ii equals zero.
Path 3:

n« = 0, TJZi > a

Together with (5.18),

TJ2i

>

a implies

that on this path the policy is to depreciate as much

as possible, i.e. "Ii = 1. From (5.15) one finds the dynamics of the co-state when Path 3 is
applied in period i:
(5.25)
From expression (5.1), it can be concluded that after using this policy in a period, the tax
base in the next period will be equal to I. Furthermore, (5.14) leads to:
,'(C - Di-1)Di-1

-

AiDi-l

-

TJ2i

= 0,
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and, given that

> a on this path, it follows that:

'T]2;

Hence, in order to find a balance between current revenue of depreciation and future revenues that are foregone by depreciating now, the firm would optimally like to depreciate
more than the tax base. This is a consequence of the fact that the immediate reduction
in tax payments is greater than the gain that can be achieved by deferring taxes to future
periods. Therefore, the second best thing to do is to depreciate the whole tax base.

5.3.3

The optimal solution

After having established the characteristics of the paths, the next step is to derive the
optimal sequence. In this section, first all sequences of paths that satisfy the necessary
optimality conditions are determined in Proposition 5.3.2. This results in a number of
candidate optimal solutions. In Proposition 5.3.3 it is shown which one of them is optimal.
Lemma 5.3.1 Path 2 will never occur in an optimal solution.
Proof:

o

See Appendix.

In the next lemma it is shown that, once it is optimal for the firm to depreciate the whole
tax base (reinvestments of the last period plus the residual tax base) in a given period, it
is optimal to depreciate the replacement investments at once in all the following periods.
In terms of the model this means that, if "Ii

= 1 is optimal in period i, it is optimal to have

'Yk = 1 in all later periods (k > i).
Lemma 5.3.2 When at time i it holds that "Ii

= 1 is optimal, then 'Yk = 1 is optimal for

all periods k ;:::i.
Proof:

In order to prove this lemma, we first show that depreciation decreases when Path

3 is applied immediately after Path l.
When Path 1 is applied in period i and Path 3 in period i + 1 it holds that:

= T'(C - 'YiDi-l),
period i + 1 --t Ai = aT'(C - Di).

period i --t A;

This implies that
T'(C - 'YiDi-l)
With

T" (.)

>

a it

< T'(C - D;).

follows that 'YiDi-l

> D;
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Furthermore, while presenting Path 1 in Section 5.3.2, we found that depreciation decreases
when Path 1 is applied in subsequent periods.
We now show that if "Ii

= 1 in the optimal solution, then Path 3 is optimal in all periods

k~i+l.
We know from Lemma 5.3.1 that Path 2 is never optimal. Now suppose that in an optimal
solution "Ii

=

1, and Path 1 is applied in period i+ l. Then, since the depreciation charge in

period i equals Di-l> it follows from (5.1) that the maximal depreciation charge in period
i

+ 1 is D;

=

I.

Since we found that depreciation decreases when either Path 1 or Path 3 is applied next,
this would imply that in all periods k ~ i + 2 the optimal depreciation charges would be
strictly less than I. This is clearly suboptimal since this policy is strictly dominated by
the policy were "IkDk-l

=

I for all k ~ i + 2, since the latter yields a strictly lower present

value of future tax payments. We have therefore shown that it is never optimal to apply
Path 1 immediately after a period i where "Ii

=

l. Since applying Path 3 in a certain period

k implies that "Ik = 1, the proof is complete.

0

The following proposition states that the firm always enters a steady state with respect
to the tax base at a finite point of time. At this steady state it holds that "Ii

= 1 and

D, = I, i.e. investment expenditures are expensed immediately rather than depreciated. In
Section 5.5 we will consider the case where the maximum fraction that can be depreciated
in one period is strictly less than 1, so that immediate expensing is not allowed.
Proposition

5.3.1 The optimal strategy is to apply Path 1 until a certain period J, and

Path 3 from thereon, where J
Proof:

=

1 implies that Path 3 is applied from the beginning.

Application of Path 3 in period i implies that "Ii

=

1, so that Lemma 5.3.1 and

Lemma 5.3.2 imply that it is sufficient to show that Path 1 cannot be followed optimally
until infinity.
Using Path 1 from period 0 until infinity implies that

so, given that Ao is positive" and that a < 1, it follows immediately that this inequality
cannot be satisfied for arbitrary large i.
0
6From (5.22) it is obtained that A is non-negative on Path l. Furthermore, on Path 1 it holds that
etA; = Ai-I' So if AQ = 0, then Ai = 0 for all i in case Path 1 is applied until infinity. Then, (5.14) implies
that Di-I = 0 or "!iDi-1 > C for all i. The latter implies that Di-I - D; > C as long as Di-I > O. This
implies that eventually the tax base becomes zero or negative in both cases, which is contradictory to (5.1)
and (5.20). Hence, AQ must be positive.
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Now, the only thing that is left to do is to determine the optimal J and the optimal
fractions

,1" .. ,

We first focus on the case where jj > I. This corresponds

'J-1'

to a

firm that reached the steady state with respect to investments at least one period before
the start of the planning horizon. Then, the last period before the start of the planning
horizon, reinvestments equal to I are added to the non-negative tax base, so that jj > I.
The next proposition restricts the possible values of J. Before presenting this proposition, we first need the following definition.
Definition 5.3.1 Let n(.,.) : m+ x IN \ {O}

---->

m

be defined as follows:

k-1

ned, k) =

b + (k

- 1)1 - d -

L [c - r,-l

(5.26)

(cl-ir'(C - d))] .

i=l
The root ofn(.,k)

will be denoted

Note that for any k

E

elk.

IN\ {O}, the function n(., k) is strictly decreasing and has exactly

one root.
The intuition of the function n(.,.) is as follows. Consider a depreciation
enters the steady state in period J. In Proposition
the depreciation

scheme that

5.3.2 we will show that when d equals

amount in period J, the last J - 1 terms of ned, J) represent the depre-

ciation charges in periods 1, ... , J - 1, as a function of d. Consequently, since the first
two terms of

n (d, J)

represent the maximal amount that can be depreciated

until period

J, a solution where the steady state is reached in period J can only be feasible if ned, J)

= O.

The following proposition characterizes the set of candidate optimal depreciation strategies, i.e. those strategies that satisfy the necessary conditions for optimality

(5.14)-(5.20).

Proposition 5.3.2 The optimal strategy has the following form:

C - r,-l(aJ-ir'(C

~=

- DJ-1))

Di-1

,i =

'

1,

for i = 1, ... , J - 1,

(5.27)

for i = J, ...

(5.28)

,00.

where
(5.29)
for some J that satisfies
Proof:
i

Proposition

2:: J, and

,i <

elJ

E

[1, jj] .

5.3.1 implies that there exists a period J such that

1 for all i < J. Therefore, (5.28) is satisfied.

,i

1 for all
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Since Path 1 is applied before J with 't«

< 1, it follows that in period J (5.25) holds,
= a.Ai for all i :S J - 1, and

while in all periods i :S J - 1 we have (5.23), i.e. .Ai-I
.AJ-I = ar'(C
we find

- DJ-I).

.Ai

= a.J-ir'(C

.Ai

=

This enables us to solve the difference equation for the costate and

for i = 0, ... , J - 1,

- DJ-I),

a.r'(C - I),

for i = J, ...

(5.30)
(5.31)

,00.

Note that the costate variables in (5.30) are functions of DJ-I.
the

"fi'S

can be determined, also as a function of DJ-I,

From these costate variables,

using (5.24). This yields (5.27).

"fi'S in (5.16) leads to n (DJ-I,
J) = 0, so that DJ-I = elJ,
and (5.29) is satisfied. Notice that this implies that the amounts depreciated in periods

Subsequent substitution of the

1 until J equal the amount that was initially to be depreciated plus all reinvestments in
these periods.
Finally, we show that
that

elJ

E [I, D]. From (5.20), (5.16), and (5.29) it follows immediately

elJ = DJ-1 2: I. Given that the maximum possible amount of depreciation
b, that depreciation charges decrease on Path 1, that depreciation

1 equals

in period
decreases

when going from Path 1 to Path 3, and that the depreciation charge in period J equals
dJ

= DJ-1 2: I, it follows immediately that
J-I

DJ-I

=

b ;

(J -1)1 -

Ldk:S D,
k=l

so that a feasible solution arises when DJ-1

= elJ E [I, Dj. Calculating backwards using

this DJ-1 yields a depreciation scheme that satisfies all necessary conditions.

0

The above proposition implies that the optimal strategy will reach the steady state in
a period J that satisfies

elJ

E [I, D], where

elJ

is the unique root of n(., J). Moreover, it

yields the optimal depreciation charges in all periods before the steady state, as a function

elJ.

elJ

E

[I, iJ], so that it

remains to determine the J that corresponds to the optimal solution.

It will turn out

of J and

In general, there will be multiple J's that satisfy

that it is optimal to use that strategy out of the set of the candidates that satisfy the
necessary conditions where
maximal J with

elJ

E

"fi

= 1 is postponed as long as possible, i.e. the optimal J is the

[I, iJj. Therefore, contrary to what is often thought, depreciating

more slowly strictly dominates a more accelerated depreciation scheme. Before this result
can be mathematically derived, we first study the set of periods J that yield a candidate
optimal strategy.
Lemma 5.3.3 Let ZeIN

Z:= {k E IN\ {O}

\ {O} be defined as follows:

I elk

E [I,D]}.

(5.32)
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The set Z has the following properties:

i) Z is non-empty.
ii)

elk

is decreasing in k for all k

E

Z.

iii) Ifi E Z, then k E Z for all k ~ i,
iv) k

E

Z <=> 0.(1, k) ~

o.

v) Z is finite, and

b-

k E Z =* k ~ -15-

I

+ 1,

where 15= C - I - (r')-l(QT'(C

(5.33)
- /)).

D

Proof: See Appendix.

Notice that the fact that Z is finite implies that an optimum exists. Indeed, for every
J

E

Z there is a candidate optimal strategy as given in Proposition 5.3.2, and the optimal

strategy is the one in which total discounted tax payments are minimal. In the following
proposition we show that, in comparing the present value of future tax payments for two
potential optimal solutions as given in Proposition 5.3.2, the solution with the highest value
of J yields the lowest discounted future tax payments. This immediately implies that the
optimal strategy is the solution of the form as given in Proposition 5.3.2 where Ii

= 1 is

'postponed as long as possible'.
Proposition 5.3.3 An optimal depreciation scheme exists, and it is given by (5.27), (5.28)
and (5.29) for
J = max{k

(5.34)

100(1,k) ~ oj .

Proof: The fact that an optimum exists follows immediately from Proposition 5.3.2 and
Lemma 5.3.3 v).
Now, for any J E IN \ {a}, we denote Tax(J)

for the discounted future tax payments for

the candidate optimal solution that satisfies (5.27), (5.28) and (5.29). Similarly, we denote

1/,

and DLI for the corresponding depreciation fractions and residual tax base in period

to

Given Proposition 5.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.3 iv) and v), it suffices to show that for any

J, M E Z with M < J, it holds that Tax(J)

< Tax(M).
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time period depreciation is bounded from below by zero. On the other hand tax payments
are only increasing with net revenue as long as net revenue is non-negative, i.e. in case
of negative net revenue the firm does not receive any money from the government. The
implication for optimal behavior is that the decision maker will fix its amount depreciated
such that for each period this amount will never exceed the firm's revenue.
While determining the amounts depreciated two major effects can be distinguished: the
discounting effect and the progressive tax effect. Let us first elaborate on the discounting
effect. To look at this effect in isolation replace for the moment the progressive tax system
by a linear one so that, independent of the level of net revenue, the same amount of tax
need to be paid on an additional unit of net revenue. Due to discounting the periods are
weighed in such a way that larger weights are assigned to earlier periods. Consequently,
an optimal depreciation schedule will accomplish that tax payments are minimized in the
first period, which can be achieved by depreciating as much as possible in the first period.
For the case that the tax base (including the investment expenditure of the first period)
falls below the per period revenue, i.e.

D

< C, this implies that the total tax base is

depreciated in the first period, while in the periods after that, the investment expenditure
I is depreciated immediately. In case

D>

C the amount C will be depreciated in the first

period (as remarked above it makes no sense to depreciate more than C). The implication
is that net revenue equals zero so that the amount of tax paid in period 1 equals zero too.
Then at the beginning of the second period the tax base equals Dl

= D - C + I. In case

Dl < C the total tax base will be depreciated, otherwise the firm depreciates C resulting
again in zero tax payments. And so on and so forth.
To study the progressive tax effect in isolation assume for the moment that a is very close
to 1, so that almost no discounting takes place. Since the tax function

T (.)

is convex, tax

payments are minimized if the firm depreciates in such a way that net revenue is equal for
all periods. Since revenue is constant over time it follows that also the amount depreciated
is constant.

In each period the tax base increases with the investment expenditure, and

therefore the amount depreciated will be at least as high as I. More precisely, the amount
depreciated converges to the sum of the investment expenditures from period 1 onwards
plus the initial tax base (D), divided by the amount of time periods considered. Because
our planning period has infinite length, it follows that the amount depreciated converges
to I in all periods. Formally, we have the following result, where the steady state implies a
steady state with respect to tax depreciation (since the firm is already in the steady state
with respect to the optimal firm size).
Proposition 5.4.1 Let J( a) denote the period in which the steady state is reached and let
d;(a) denote the depreciation charge in period i in the optimal solution, both as a function
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of a. Then,
lim J(a)

=

lim di(a)

= I,

a.....
1
a.....
1

(5.35)

00,

(5.36)

for all i E IN \ {O}.

Proof: Since our aim is to study the effect of a converging to 1, we now consider a being
variable, and therefore we denote 0.(1, k, a) for the function as defined in Definition 5.3.l.
It is seen immediately that
lim 0.(1, k, a)

a .....
1

= fJ -

I

> 0,

for all k.

Therefore it follows that, for all k, there exists an ak E [0,1) such that 0.(/, k, ak) > 0,
which implies that J(ak) > k. As a consequence we can conclude that

=

sup J(a)

(5.37)

00.

aEla,l)

Since J(.) is increasing in a (see Proposition 5.4.3) this implies that
lim J(a)

a .....1

=

(5.38)

00.

In order to show (5.36), notice that

0.(d, k, 1)

=

b- d-

Therefore, the root of 0.(., k, 1) equals
Now, since Proposition
in period J(a)

for all k.

(k - l)(d - I),
i>+(~-l)I.

5.3.2 implies that in the optimal solution the depreciation

(denoted dJ(a)(a))

charge

is given by the root of 0.(., J(a), a) (denoted dJ(a)(a)),

it follows immediately from (5.38) that

· d J(a) ()a
1im

=

0---+1

1·im

k--+oo

fJ + (kk -

1)1

I

=.

Together with (5.27), this implies that for all i ::;J(a), one has
lim di(a) = lim liDi-1

a:--Iol

a-+l

= a"'"
lim DJ-1
1
This concludes the proof.
The above proposition implies that, when there is no time value of money (a

o

= 1), the

progressive tax effect implies that depreciation is as smooth as possible over the whole time
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Figure 5.1: The optimal depreciation scheme.
horizon. We will elaborate more on the effect of a on the optimal depreciation scheme in
Proposition 5.4.3.
In the solution of our problem the discounting effect and the progressive tax effect are
combined. We saw that due to the first effect, from the first period onwards the amount
depreciated is maximal but not above the revenue C, while the above proposition states
that the second effect causes an amount depreciated that is constant over the planning
period. Combining the effects leads to a solution where on an initial time interval [0, J]
the amount depreciated decreases over time. Then on the second time interval (J, 00) the
amount depreciated exactly equals the investment rate for all time intervals. The solution
is depicted in Figure 5.1 which is drawn in such a way that on the first interval the amount
depreciated decreases with increasing speed. This holds in general for cases where the third
order derivative of the tax function is non-positive, as is shown in the following proposition.

Proposition 5.4.2 Depreciation is accelerated. Moreover, if

111

7

charges decrease over time in an accelerated way on Path 1, i.e.
fldk

where

< fldk-l,

for k

=

2, ... ,J,

(.)

:s 0,

then depreciation
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Proof:

The fact that depreciation is accelerated follows immediately from parts A) and

B) of the proof of Lemma 5.3.2, and the structure of the optimal solution as given in
Proposition 5.3.1.
Given (5.27) it holds that:
D..dk

-

D..dk-1

= (dk - dk-1) - (dk-1 - dk-2)
= - T,-1 (O/-kT,(C - DJ-1)) + T,-1 (oJ-k+lT'(C

+ T,-1 (aJ-k+1T'(C
From the convexity of T'-I(.),
D..dk

-

- DJ-1))

- DJ-1))
J
k
- T'-1 (a - +2T'(C
- DJ-1)).

which holds since T"'(.) :::;0, it can now be obtained that

D..dk-1

< - (T'-I)'

(aJ-k+1T'(C

+ (T'-I)'

- DJ-1)) aJ-kT'

(aJ-k+1T'(C

(C - DJ-1) (1- a)
- DJ-1)) aJ-k+1T' (C - DJ-1) (1- a)

<0.

o

This concludes the proof.

One crucial feature of the solution is the time J at which the initial time period with
decreasing depreciation amounts passes into the second time interval where depreciation
equals the investment level. In the next proposition, we show that both a lower discount
factor or a lower initial tax base imply that the initial time period is shorter. A lower discount factor implies that the discounting effect becomes stronger relative to the progressive
tax effect, so that it makes sense that the tax base reduces at a faster rate. This results
in a sooner arrival at the second time interval in which the tax base just equals the per
period investment expenditure.

Similarly, a lower initial tax base implies that it reaches

zero sooner, so that the first time interval will be shorter.
Proposition 5.4.3 The period J in which the steady state is reached in the optimal solution is increasing in a and
lim J(a)

D.

Moreover,

= 1.

0->0

Proof: Let us again denote 0.(1, k, a) for the function as defined in Definition 5.3.1, and
take any al

< a2 < 1.
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It follows from Proposition 5.3.3 that

Since n(I, J(ex2)

+ 1,.)

is clearly increasing in exthis implies that

Now, Proposition 5.3.3, together with Lemma 5.3.3 iii), yields that

so that we can conclude that J(.) is increasing in a. The proof of the fact that J is
increasing in D is similar.
Finally, it can be seen immediately from the objective function that, when ex = 0, it is
optimal to depreciate as much as possible in the first period, i.e. J(O)

= 1.

0

The above proposition implies that the number of periods over which the initial tax
base is divided increases with ex. Therefore, the more risky the firm, the more accelerated
the optimal depreciation scheme, since a more risky firm faces a higher cost of capital.
In conclusion, the combined effect of discounting and a progressive tax structure implies that the optimal solution with respect to tax depreciation is as follows: Depreciate
accelerated, balancing the time value of money and the increase in marginal tax rate, until
tax depreciation equals replacement investments.

Then the steady state of the tax base is

reached. The firm will remain there by equating tax depreciation, economic depreciation
and investments.
Finally, let us consider the scenario where the initial tax base does not exceed the
replacement investment level, i.e.

D ::; I.

This can be caused by, e.g., the fact that the last

period before the planning period no investments are undertaken. When

D ::; I,

the optimal

solution is to depreciate the whole tax base as fast as possible. In that case, the maximal
initial depreciation (D) is less than the depreciation in the steady state. The reason to
delay depreciation in the above analysis was that the discounting effect was outweighed by
the progressive tax effect. This is not the case in this situation, since depreciation in the
first period is less than in later periods (where the tax base is at least I), so that both the
time value of money (shifting depreciation to earlier periods) and the progressivity of the
tax system (smoothening depreciation charges) give an incentive to depreciate the whole
initial tax base

D immediately

in this situation. Then, after depreciating

equals I, so that the steady state is reached.

D

the tax base
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5.5

Extensions of the model

In this section we focus on two extensions of the model. First we impose an upperbound
the maximum fraction that is depreciated.
8

on

So instead of 'Yi :::; 1, we assume 'Yi :::; 8 for some

< 1. Notice that this implies that immediate expensing of investments is not allowed.

Second, we show that the results extend to the case where future income is stochastic.

5.5.1

Limited depreciation

Let us consider the optimization problem (5.11) - (5.12) with constraint (5.3) replaced by
0:::; 'Yi

<8<1

i E IN \

(5.39)

{O}.

An example of such a limitation is the U.S. regulation on real estate depreciation, which
states that real estate can not be depreciated over less than 27.5 years.
First consider the path coupling procedure.
where 8

=

It can be seen easily that, as in the case

1, Path 2 will never be part of the optimal solution. However, the upperbound

(8 < 1) changes the characteristics

of Path 3. As a consequence, it does not necessarily

= 8 is optimal in period i, it is also optimal in period i+ 1. As a

hold now that when 'Yi

result, we cannot exclude the possibility that Path 1 is applied again after applying Path
3. The intuition is as follows. Applying Path 3 in the case where 8
steady state with respect to depreciation

is reached.

=

1, implies that the

However, when c5 < 1, the solution

will only converge to a steady state, but never actually reach it (except for the boundary
case where the steady state is already reached initially).
The conclusion is that we cannot exclude the following sequence of paths to be part of
the optimal trajectory:
PI ~ ... ~ PI ~ P3 ~ ... ~ P3 ~ PI ~ ... ~ PI ~ P3· ..
In the sequel we show that, although the optimal sequence of paths could change, the same
economically relevant results hold as obtained in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, in the sense that
depreciation

is accelerated and balances time value of money and progressivity of the tax

system.
First, we analyze the case where the initial tax base is such that, when depreciating
the maximum amount,
depreciation

8D > I,

the tax base of assets decreases, or in other words, the initial

can exceed the replacement investments.

which corresponds to the constraint

D >I

Mathematically

this is equivalent to

in the case where c5

= 1. In order to

show the structure of the optimal depreciation scheme, we need the following lemma.
Lemma

5.5.1 If c5D

> I then so, > I, for all i.
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Proof:

See Appendix.

o

The above lemma now allows to show that the optimal depreciation scheme will be
decreasing over time.
Proposition
Proof:

5.5.1 In the optimal solution depreciation is accelerated, i.e.

di+l

< di.
o

See Appendix.

In the following proposition we show how the optimal depreciation scheme trades off
the benefits of more accelerated depreciation because of the time value of money, and more
constant depreciation because of the progressive tax structure.

Since the firm will not

end in a steady state with respect to tax depreciation, one needs to consider a finite time
horizon (say of length N) in order to solve the set of equations recursively. The following
proposition yields the optimal depreciation charges in this case.
Proposition

5.5.2 The optimal depreciation charges di, i

= 1, ... , N, follow from the

following set of equations:
d, = Di-1

-

D,

+ I,

i= 1,... ,N,

where

. {

o, - I}
+ C - T ,-l( Ai,) ~'

Di-1

=

Ai-1

= max{oAi' aT'(C - (Wi-da + (1- a)A;o}

AN

mill D, - I

i

= 1, ... , N,
i = 1,... ,N - 1.

=v,

where p equals the marginal salvage value of

DN

at time N.7 Now, for any given DN-1,

the

above set of equations can be solved, and the optimum is found by determining the value of
DN-1

that yields Do

Proof:

= D.
o

Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.3.2.

Notice that the depreciation charges and the tax base of assets decrease over time. In the
long run, the tax base will approach 1/15. This implies that, when depreciating a fraction

a of this

tax base, the depreciation charge will converge to I. It therefore holds that the

depreciation charge converges to the same level as when

a=

1. Notice however that, as

7If all future periods are not of value anymore, then it holds that AN = O. However, corresponding the
going concern idea, the value of AN can be set equal to the shadow-price of an extra unit of tax base, which
yields AN = T'(C - I). Here I represents the depreciation charge when the fum is close to the steady state
to which it converges, since in this steady state it holds that dN = DN-1 - DN = I.
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opposed to the case where fl

= 1, this does not correspond to immediate expensing, since

the tax base will always be higher than I.
Finally, let us now describe the optimal solution when flD ::::;I. In this case, we can (as
in the case when fl

= 1) prove that it is optimal to depreciate as much as possible each

period. Formally we have:
Proposition
i E IN \

5.5.3

When flD ::::;I, the optimal fractions to depreciate equal-v;

= fl for

all

{O}, which implies that
(5.40)

so that limi->oo di
Proof:

= I and limi_oo D, =

i·
o

See Appendix.

Notice that, although in each period depreciation is maximal, the resulting depreciation
scheme is not accelerated. The depreciation charges converge from below to I, which is
the depreciation charge in the steady state. A higher value of fl will increase the speed of
convergence, and when fl = 1, the steady state will actually be reached after one period,
as we saw in Section 5.3.

5.5.2

Stochastic income

In this section we show that all the results obtained in the case of deterministic income carry
over to the case where the income C, in period i is a random variable with a probability
function that does not change over time. This is the stochastic version of the steady state
as described in the foregoing sections.
Let us denote F(·) for the distribution function of income Ci. We assume that F(·)
is continuous with domain [a, b], with possibly a

=

and/or b

-00

= 00.

The objective is

now to minimize the expected future discounted tax payments, so that we need to solve
optimization problem (5.11) - (5.12), with the objective function replaced by:
00

min

00

L E [O'i-1T(C

j

-,iDi-l)]

~1

= min

L O'i-1
~l

1
b

T(C -'iDi-l)dF(c).

a

In order to describe the optimal solution we define the following function:
¢(x) :=

lb

T'(C - x)dF(c).

In analogy to the deterministic case, one then obtains the following result.

(5.41)
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Proposition 5.5.4 The optimal strategy has the following form:
q,-l (OtJ-'q,(DJ_l))

"Yi =
"Yi = 1,

D'-l

'

for i = 1,

,J - 1,

for i = J,

, 00.

where D J -1 solves the following equation:

J-1

b + (J -

1)1 - DJ-1 -

L cp-1(OJ-i¢(DJ_1))

=

0,

i=1
and J is the maximal value for which the above equation has a solution DJ-1 E [I,D].
Proof:

In order to derive the necessary conditions for optimality in this case, we use

Fubini's theorem to obtain the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to "Yi and Di-1.
This yields the following results.
On Path 1
Ai

=

On Path 2
Ai >

bi E

lb

T'(C - "YiDi-1)dF(c)

bi =

lb

(0, 1)) one finds that

= ¢hiDi-1)'

(5.42)

0) it holds that

T'(c)dF(c)

= ¢(O),

(5.43)

and on Path 3 ("Yi = 1) one has
(5.44)
Concerning the dynamics of Ai one can show that on Path 1 and Path 2, as in the nonstochastic model, it holds that:
(5.45)
and on Path 3 one has:
(5.46)
Now it can be seen that the proofs of Proposition 5.3.1, Proposition 5.3.2, and Proposition
5.3.3 extend to this case, where
i.e. 1'i = ¢-1(Ai)/ Di-1•

1'; is no longer

given by (5.24) but solves equation (5.42),
0

The above proposition shows that the structure of the optimal depreciation scheme
is identical to the one obtained in the deterministic case. The only difference is that the
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marginal tax rate

7' (C

- x) is replaced by the expected marginal tax rate ¢( x). In a similar

way we can show that all the qualitative results obtained in Section 5.4 extend to this
case, as long as the probability distributions are identical for all time periods (so a steady
state, but with uncertainty). The conclusion therefore is that, even under uncertainty, the
optimal depreciation scheme will be mainly determined by the time value of money and the
progressivity of the tax system, where the former works in favor of an accelerated scheme
and the latter works in favor of a constant scheme.

5.6

Conclusions

This chapter determines the optimal depreciation policy in a going concern setting for firms
that face a progressive tax structure.

The important determinants in the depreciation

decision are the time-value of money and the progressivity in the tax structure.

Due

to the first effect, firms tend to depreciate as accelerated as possible, since future tax
deductions are discounted. Due to the latter effect, firms have an incentive to smoothen
the depreciation in order to face the lowest marginal tax rate.

As a consequence, the

optimal schedule is accelerated and balances the tradeoff between the discounting effect
and the progressive tax effect. After a finite number of periods, the firm reaches its steady
state with respect to tax depreciation, where all replacement investments are depreciated
at once (i.e. expensed). In the last section it is shown that the tax base converges to a
steady state (but never actually reaches it) when the maximum fraction of the tax base
that can be depreciated is limited to be less than one. In this case it is simply not possible
to expense the investment costs immediately. The tax base will remain larger than the
investment level, but the amount of tax depreciation again converges to the investment
level. Furthermore, it is shown that results of the model extend to the case where future
income is uncertain.
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5.7

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 5.3.1
Since it is clear that following Path 2 from a certain period on until infinity is suboptimal,
it is sufficient to show that if Path 2 is applied in period i, it cannot be followed by Path
1 or Path 3 in period i

+ 1.

Suppose that Path 2 is applied in period i. Then it follows from (5.14) and (5.15) that:

Ai> /(C),

(5.47)

Now, let Path 3 be applied in period i + 1. Then it follows from (5.15) that for period i + 1
it holds that:

Ai = ar'(C - Di) < r'(C),
which is contradictory to (5.47).
Finally, let Path 1 be applied in period i + 1. From (5.22) and (5.23) it is obtained that
for period i + 1 we have:

Then again this leads to a contradiction with (5.47), since

This completes the proof.

D

Proof of Lemma 5.3.3
i) Follows immediately from the fact that 0.(b, 1) = 0, so that
ii) Evaluating 0.(" k
0.(dk,k

+ 1) in dk

for some k E Z yields:

+ 1) = 0.(dk,k) + I - [C - r,-l(akr'(C = 1-

Since

it follows that:

[C - r'-\akr'(C

-

dk))]

.

dk))]

,

d1 =

band

1 E Z.
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a!1(d HI).
ad

iii) Together with

"

< 0, It holds that dk+1 < dk·

Therefore, because

d = D,

ii) implies that

1

(5.48)
It now follows immediately from ii) and (5.48) that k

+1EZ

implies that k E Z.

iv) Since 0(., k) is strictly decreasing for all k, it follows from (5.48) that
k

E

Z

O(I,k)

<=}

o.

~

(5.49)

v) Let us denote
8 := C - I - (T')-I (ca'(C - 1)).

(5.50)

Then it follows from the convexity of T(.) and the fact that a < 1 that 8 > O. Moreover,
for any j ~ 1, one has:

C - I - (T,)-1 (cYT'(C - 1)) ~ 8.

(5.51)

This implies that
k-l

O(I,k)

=

D-

L (C -

I -

I - (T,)-1 (ak-iT'(C

- 1)))

i=1

:S

D - I - (k -

1)8.

Therefore,
O(I,k)~O

D-

=*k:S-

I

-+1,

8

so that it follows from ii) that Z is finite.

o

This concludes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 5.5.1
Let

Di

b, be the
<

Di-1

sequence of tax bases that results when 'Yi = 8 for all i. Then it follows that

for all i. Indeed, by induction, starting with

8Do = 8D

> I, one has
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Now assume that

b, < Di-I.

This leads to:

It is clear that, for any sequence Ij
is not lower than

:s: fJ,

j E IN, the resulting tax base in period i, Di-b

Di-I.

Therefore we can conclude that

o

This yields the desired result.

Proof of Proposition 5.5.1
It suffices to show that depreciation decreases when:
A) Path 3 is applied immediately after Path 1.
B) Path 1 is applied in subsequent periods.
C) Path 1 is applied immediately after Path 3.
D) Path 3 is applied in subsequent periods.
The proofs of A) and B) are similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3.2.
C),D): When applying path 3 in period i, so that d;
I. From Lemma 5.5.1 it now follows that D,
dHI

=

IHIDi

:s: fJDi < fJDi-

1

< Di-I.

= fJDi-l, one has D, = (l-fJ)Di_1

+

Therefore it trivially follows that

= di.

0

Proof of Proposition 5.5.3
We show that any depreciation scheme that has Ik < fJ in at least one period k, is not
optimal. Therefore, we denote di(fJ) for the depreciation charges that result when

Ii

= fJ

for all i, and similarly we denote di(r) for the depreciation charges for a given strategy that
has

Ii

< fJ in at least one period. The corresponding strategies will be shortly denoted So

and S7 respectively.
It can be shown by induction that

Since

si: <

I, this implies that
for all i.
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Let us denote k for the first time-period in which (when using strategy S1) rk < b, which
implies that dk(r) < dk(b).
If di(r) ~ di(b) for all i > k, it is clear that S1 is suboptimal,
depreciation

since So yields higher

charges in all periods. Therefore we now consider the case where there is at

least one period m

> k in which dm(r) > dm(b), and without loss of generality, we can

assume that m is the first period where this happens. Then we have the following:

The amount dm(r) -dm(b)

can now be shifted to periods k, ... ,m-I,

which improves the

objective function due to both the discounting effect and the progressive tax structure.

The

former is true since tax payments are deferred to later periods, and the latter holds because
the distance between subsequent levels of taxable income decreases.
proof.

This concludes the
0

Chapter 6
Effects of tax depreciation on optimal
firm investments
6.1

Introduction

Chapters 2 until 5 dealt with the choice of the tax depreciation method. In these chapters
it is made clear that the tax depreciation rate can be used as a strategic tool rather
than a real representation of the decrease in economic value of the assets. Besides tax
minimization a lot of other factors influence the strategic choice of the tax depreciation
rate (see e.g. Scholes and Wolfson (1992) for a thorough overview of the different factors
that influence this choice). Of course, this strategic behavior implies that it would be a
coincidence if the resulting tax depreciation rate equals the rate of economic depreciation.
This motivates the set up of this chapter where the aim is to determine optimal investment behavior, while there are different values for tax depreciation and economic depreciation. More precisely, it is studied how the difference between these two depreciation rates
influences the optimal dynamic investment policy of the firm, as well as its optimal long
run capital stock. Consequently a model must be designed where the productive capital
stock, which is affected by economic depreciation, differs from the tax base of assets. The
tax base increases through investments and is reduced by tax depreciation. Moreover the
development of the tax base over time is influenced by the fact that the firm is allowed to
carry forward losses in order to reduce future tax payments. The firm's aim is to invest
such that it maximizes shareholder value, which consists of the discounted dividend stream
over time plus the discounted value of the firm at the end of the planning horizon.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the optimization problem of the
firm is specified as an optimal control problem.

Section 6.3 contains the mathematical

analysis, whereas the two resulting optimal trajectories are extensively analyzed in Section
6.4. Section 6.5 contains some concluding remarks.
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6.2

Model

Let K,

=

K, (t) denote the stock of productive capital by time t, and I

= I (t) represent

the gross investment rate at time t. The derivative of a function K with respect to time is
denoted by

k. Then the relation between capital stock and net investment is given by
(6.1)

where (3 > 0 is the constant rate of economic depreciation.
With Kl(t) the firm produces goods which are sold on the market leading to a revenue
denoted by C (Kl(t)).
and for all K > 0

The revenue function is twice differentiable and satisfies C(O)

= 0,

C' (K) > 0,
C" (K) < O.
The economic intuition of these assumptions is that without any capital stock, revenue
equals zero, and furthermore the firm faces decreasing returns to scale. The new feature
in this chapter is the distinction between economic depreciation and tax depreciation.
Consequently the capital good stock that represents the tax base of the assets will differ
from the productive capital good stock K1.

Therefore we introduce K2

=

K2 (t) being

the capital good stock that represents the tax base of the assets. Furthermore, the firm is
allowed to carryover possible losses to future periods, so that taxable income is lowered in
those later periods. Denoting the tax depreciation rate by I (r> 0 and constant) the firm
makes a loss in terms of taxable income if it holds that

The above implies that the evolution over time of the tax base is given by

(6.2)
where x:
J(2

=

x if x < 0, and 0 otherwise. Hence, when losses result they are added to

so that in future periods they can be subtracted from profits before taxes.
Investments are assumed to be irreversible (convincing arguments for this assumption

can be found in, e.g., Dixit and Pindyck, 1994):

let) 2 o.
Concerning tax payments it holds that there is a fixed tax rate T

(6.3)

> 0 to be paid over

taxable income (revenue minus tax depreciation) if positive, so that the firm's tax payments
equal
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The firm behaves so that it maximizes its value for the shareholders. This value equals
the discounted value of dividend payments over the planning period plus the value of the
firm at the end of the planning period. This firm can choose to spend its net revenue (which
is revenue minus taxes) on investments or dividends (denoted by D

= D (t)), which leads to

the following expression for the dividend payments, that are restricted to be nonnegative:
(6.4)
In general, the final value of the firm depends on the level of the state variables at the
planning horizon, and is thus of the form
date.

f (Kl (z), K2 (z)), where z denotes the horizon

This value represents the discounted dividend stream the firm generates from z

onwards. To specify the final value we must find an expression for this discounted dividend
stream. Most of the contributions in this area (see, e.g., Van Hilten et al. 1993) take the
discounted value of equity as a proxy for this stream, but Hartl (1988) has shown that the
discounted value of equity underestimates the discounted dividend stream. Therefore we
follow a different approach here. We start out by assuming that the planning period is long
enough for the firm to reach its optimal long run value of productive capital stock denoted
by

K: (we specify this value later}'.

Since it is the optimal long run size, the firm has no

incentive to deviate from this value of the productive capital stock, implying that from z
onwards it will hold that

K~,

(6.5)

I(t) = f3K;.

(6.6)

K1(t)

=

Concerning the development of K2(t) we can obtain from (6.2) and (6.6) that

K2 (t) = K2 (z) e-1(t-z)

,

+ (1- e-1(t-z)) ~K;,

(6.7)

where it is implicitly assumed that the firm does not make any losses from time
(Later we will show that once the firm starts to make profits, i.e. C (Kl(r))

z

onwards.

-,K2(r)

> 0,

at time r , it will not make losses for any t > r. This means that our assumption only
fails if the firm did not make any profits before time z. We exclude this case in what
follows.) Introduce a constant shareholder time preference rate

T

> O. Now we obtain from

(6.4)-(6.7) that the final value of the firm is given by

f (Kl (z), K2 (z))

=

[XJ D (t) e-r(t-z)dt
1 - T C (Kdz))

T

+ ( (,f3T ) _ ~) x, (z) + -'-TK2
TT+,

------------------------1Van Hilten et al. (1993) show that firms typically
stock.

r

T+,

(z) (6.8)

end up in a steady state with respect to the capital
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From (6.4) and (6.8) we finally derive that the objective of the firm can be mathematically expressed by

(c (K1(t)) - T [C (Kl(t)) -,K2(t)]+

maxlZ
I(t)

0

1- T
+--C
(Kdz))

r

+

(,{JT

(

rr+,

- I(t)) e-rtdt

,
) - -(J) Kt{z) + --TK2

r

r+,

(z).

(6.9)

The resulting optimal control problem is formed by (6.9), subject to the state equations
(6.1), (6.2), and the constraints (6.3) and (6.4).
In order to limit the number of possible scenarios we add some additional assumptions.
First, tax depreciation rates are only considered in the range

{J ::; , ::;

r

+ {J,

(6.10)

so that tax depreciation at least covers technical deterioration, but does not exceed the
deterioration costs plus the discount rate (it will be difficult to get legal support for higher
depreciation rates).
Second, it is assumed that the revenue function satisfies the following requirements:
C'(K) > (J,

(6.11)

C'(O) ~ 1 ~ T
C'(oo) ::; r

+ (J,

(6.12)

+ {J,
(J

C(K) > 1- TK,

(6.13)
for all K::; K;,

(6.14)

Expression (6.12) denotes that it is always optimal for this firm to start production
since, for the stock of productive capital being equal to zero, marginal revenue exceeds the
user cost of capital. The next inequality indicates that it cannot be optimal for the firm
to keep on growing, since revenue net from depreciation costs falls below the time value
of money if productive capital stock is sufficiently large. Finally, expression (6.14) implies
that investments needed to replace deteriorated capital goods can always be financed out
of the revenue after paying taxes, as long as productive capital stock is less than its optimal
long run size.
In the sequel, we often omit the dependency on time t for notational convenience, when
this does not harm the understanding.
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6.3

Analysis of the control problem

6.3.1

Optimality conditions

To derive the conditions that are necessary to fulfill for a solution to be optimal, Pontryagin's maximum principle is applied.? To do so, we first define the current value Hamiltonian

= C(Kl)-T(C(Kl)-,K2t-1

H(K1,K2,I,Al,).d

+Al (J - (3K1)
where Ai

+ A2 (I - ,K2 + (TK2 -

C (Kl))+) , (6.15)

= Ai (t) , i = 1,2 are the current value adjoint variables. Define the Lagrangian
= H(K1,K2,1,Al,A2)

L(K1,K2,1,Al,A2,'fll,'fl2)

+'fll (C(Kl) - T (C (Kd -,K2t

-

1) + tnl

, (6.16)

where 'fli = 'fli(t) , i = 1,2 are Lagrange multiplier functions.
The necessary conditions for optimality are (with ~~ denoted L,;):

L/ = -1
).1

+ Al + A2 -

rAl - LKJ

=

=

(r

'fll

+ ttz = 0,

+ (3)

(6.17)

Al - (1 + 'fll) (1- Tl(c--rK2>O)) C' (K1)
(6.18)

+ A2C' (Kl) l(c--rK2~O)'
).2

=

rA2 - LK2

=

(r

+ ,1(c--rK2>O)) A2

'fll (C(Kl) - T (C (Kt} -,K2)+
'fl21 = 0,

-

1) =

- (1 + 'fll) T,I(c--rK2>O),

(6.19)

0,

(6.20)

'fll ~ 0,

(6.21)

'fl2~ 0,

Al (z)

=

1 - T C'
r

A2 (z)

= -'-T.

+,

ttc, (z)) + ( ?(3T ) _ ~) ,
r r

(6.22)

r

(6.23)

r+,

Strictly speaking, the adjoint equations (6.18) and (6.19) only hold for C (Kl) '" ,K2,
where the Lagrangian is differentiable. At the points where the Lagrangian is not differentiable, the differential equations (6.18) and (6.19) must be replaced by the differential
inclusions (see, e.g., Clarke 1983):
)..1 E [ (r

+ (3)

Al - (1

+ 'fll)

(1 - T) C' (K1)

,

(r

+ (3)

Al - (1

+ 'fll - A2) C' (Kl) ] ,
(6.24)

)..2 E [ (r

+ ,».2 -

(1

+ 'fll) T, , rA2].

(6.25)

2See, e.g., Feichtinger and Hartl (1986) for an elaborate treatment of Pontryagin's maximum principle
applied to economic problems.
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6.3.2

The paths

From the complementary slackness conditions (6.20) and (6.21) it can be obtained that
there are four possible paths.

On each path we make a distinction between a situation

where the firm's taxable income is positive (meaning that G (KI) - ,K2

> 0), and the

complementary case where taxable income is non-positive. The first situation is denoted
by Path iA, i = 1, ...,4, and for the other situation we write Path iB, i = 1, ...,4. Next, we
provide a characterization of the paths.
Path 1:

'T}l = 'T}2

= O.

On this path it holds that
(6.26)
so that dividends as well as investments can be positive.
From (6.2) we obtain that on Path 1B the evolution of the tax base K2 is given by
(6.27)
while it can be obtained from (6.26) that
G(Kd

- I:::::

o.

Hence, in any case the tax base K2 is non-increasing on Path lB.
Furthermore, when exploiting the optimality conditions (6.17)-(6.19) it is possible to
prove that KI < 0 on Path lB. The proof goes as follows. From equation (6.17) it is
obtained that on this path it holds that

which implies, together with (6.18) and (6.19), that

After differentiating this expression with respect to time it is obtained that

"

G (KdKI

.

r .

= - A~AI > 0,

where the greater-than-sign follows from the fact that (6.19) implies that.x2 > 03, so that
from .xl + .x2 = 0 it is obtained that .xl < O. Now, KI < 0 is derived from G"(KI)KI
and G"(KI) < O.
3It

also

follows from (6.19) and (6.23), combined with the coupling procedure, that

.\2 > O.

).2

>0

> O. Consequently,
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Path 2: Til> 0,'fJ2 = O.
Here, no dividend is distributed so that all financial means are used for investment:

which implies that investment is always positive since the tax rate T is less than one. Moreover, from (6.14) it is obtained that](1

> 0 on both Path 2A and Path 2B, if KI < K{.

Concerning the development of K2, on Path 2A it holds that

where the inequality sign follows from the fact that on an A-path it holds by definition
that C (K1)

,K2 > O.

-

On Path 2B we have both

and (6.27). This leads to the conclusion that ](2

=

0 on Path 2B. Hence, we now know

that
a(C(KI)

at -

,K2)

-

_

C' (K) K· 1

1

,

K·

2>

0

,

which implies that, given the fact that C (KI) -,K2

needs to be less than zero on a B-path,

Path 2B is not sustainable on a sufficiently long time interval.
Path 3: n, = 0,'fJ2 > o.
The complementary slackness condition (6.21) implies that on this path no investments
will be carried out, so that on the A-part
](1

=

](2

= -,K2 < o.

-(3KI < 0,

For the B-part the dynamics of K2 change since C - ,K2 < 0, so that ](2

= -C(KI) < O.

Path 4: 1]1 > 0, 'fJ2 > O.
The complementary slackness conditions (6.20) and (6.21) imply that
1= 0 = C (Kl) - T (C (K1)

-

,K2)+

.

The implication is that KJ must be zero on this path. However, from (6.1) and (6.3) it
can be obtained that

Hence, Path 4 is an infeasible path and does not need to be considered any further.
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6.3.3

on optimal firm investments

Path synthesis

In the previous subsection we presented the paths that the optimal solution can consist
of. Next, we have to determine in what sequence these paths occur. This can be done
by applying a formal path coupling procedure
procedure

exploits the continuity

properties

(see, e.g., Van Hilten et aL 1993). This

of state and co-state variables in order to

check whether one path can precede another path.

The following proposition

useful information

since it implies that a B-path can

for this path coupling procedure,

provides

never be preceded by an A-path.
Proposition 6.3.1 If at time T it holds that C (Kl(T)) -'YK2(T)
is that C (Kl(t))
Proof:

Define the auxiliary function g(I)

1<2 = I - C(Kl))
g(1)

- 'YK2(t) < 0 at any time t <

=

:::::0, then the implication

To

it(C(K1)

=

- 'YK2).

On a B-path

(with

it holds that:

C'(K1)k1

-

'Y1<2= (C'(K1)

-

+ 'YC(K1)

'Y)I

-

C'(K1){3K1,

which is linear in I. This implies that

and

g(O) < g(1) :::::g(C(Kl))

if C'(1<l) ~ 'Y,

g(O) > g(1) > g(C(Kd)

if C'(K1)

Given that 'Y ~ (3, C(.) is concave, and C(Kl)

< 'Y.

:::::'YK2 (B-path), it holds that:

g(O) = 'YC(K1) - (3C'(K1)K1,
> 'YC(K1) - (3C(K1),
~ 0,
and

g(G(Kl))

C'(KdC(K1)
- C'(K1){3K1,
= G'(Kd [C(K1) - {3K1] ,
> O.
=

This implies that g(1) > 0 for all I E [0, C(Kl)],
over time when the firm is on a B path.

so that C(K1) - 'YK2 is strictly increasing
0

Also from an economic point of view this is an interesting result, because it says that
whenever there exists a time interval where the firm pays no taxes, this must be an initial
time interval.
The path coupling procedure starts at the end of the planning period and then works
backwards in time. So, first it is determined which path can be a final path. If the planning
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period is sufficiently long, the firm typically ends up in a steady state path where dividend
is paid to the shareholders.

This is shown in various other dynamic models of the firm

(see, e.g., Van Hilten et al. 1993). Here we only consider cases where the firm ends up in a
steady state path. Concerning the final path the following proposition can be established.
6.3.2 If the final path is a steady state path, then Path IA is the final path.

Proposition

On this path the productive capital stock is implicitly given by
C'(K*)
1

Ki

=

(_r + 1') (r + (3) .
I-T

(6.28)

r+1'

is the unique steady state level of capital stock at which marginal revenue of investment

equals marginal cost and the firm has a positive after tax income.
Proof:

o

See Appendix A, Section 6.6.

The coupling procedure goes on by checking which path(s) can precede the final path,
followed by checking which path(s) can precede the path(s) before the final path, and so
on and so forth. Once no feasible predecessor can be found the procedure terminates.

A

sequence of paths starting with an initial path, before which no other path can occur, and
ending with a final path, is called a master trajectory. Carrying out this exercise for our
model we arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition

6.3.3 Application of the path coupling procedure leads to the following three

master trajectories."
MTI: Path 2B ->Path 2A ->Path lA,
MT2: Path 2B ->Path IB ->Path 3B ->Path 3A ->Path lA,
MT3: Path 3B ->Path IB ->Path 3B
Proof:

-s Patt:

3A ->Path IA.

o

See Appendix B, Section 6.7.

It follows from Theorem 2 on p. 285 in Seierstad and Sydsaeter (1987) that an optimal
control exists. Since for every initial state of the firm there is only one solution that satisfies
the necessary conditions, this solution is optimal.

Depending on the initial state of the

firm, its optimal policy will start at some point during one of the master trajectories. If for
example the firm's taxable income is positive at the initial point of time (i.e. C (K1)-I'K2

>

0), the optimal policy begins at the A-part of a master trajectory.

...

4Strictly speaking, in MT2 and MT3, the sequence IB -> 3B can also be IB ......3B --+ IB -> 3B ->
-> IB -> 3B. This however can be excluded for functions CO with C"'(·) $ 0, e.g. functions in the

class C(K1) = aK1

-

bKf.
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On Path 3 the firm does not invest so that both capital stocks are decreasing.

In

Subsection 6.3.2 it was found that on Path IB productive capital stock is decreasing while
K2 is non-increasing. Therefore, it can be concluded that MT3 is a master trajectory on
which it is optimal to decrease the firm's size until the optimal steady state is reached.
Hence, this trajectory will only be applied when the firm is 'large' in the beginning, i.e. when
marginal cost initially exceeds marginal revenue. In the next section only optimal dynamic
investment behavior of initially 'small' firms, i.e. when marginal revenue initially exceeds
marginal cost, is analyzed, so that MT3 will not be considered any further.
On the two master trajectories MTI and MT2 the firm starts out on Path 2B, which is
a B-path, so that C (Kl) - ryK2 :S O. Furthermore, on this path it holds that Al + A2 > 1.
Now it depends on which of these two inequalities changes first its sign, which master
trajectory will be applied: if it happens first that C (K1)

-

ryK2 becomes positive, then

Path 2B passes into Path 2A and MTI will hold. On the other hand, if it happens first
that Al + A2 becomes equal to one, then Path 2B will be followed by Path IB so that we
are now on MT2. Apparently, the initial value of ryK2

-

C (K1) will be relatively large on

MT2 compared to MT1. Therefore, in the next section, the scenario where MTI applies
is denoted by 'moderate initial losses', while the scenario for MT2 is called 'large initial
losses'.

6.4

Economic analysis

In this section the economic implications of the two master trajectories MTI and MT2 are
discussed. Both start out with Path 2B on which Al +A2 > 1. The economic interpretation
of a co-state variable is that it equals the discounted contribution to the objective from
a marginal increase of the corresponding state variable. Consider now a situation where
the firm carries out an additional unit of investment. On the one hand this increases the
firm's expenditures by one unit, but on the other hand it generates an additional unit of
Kl and of K2. The contribution to the objective of this extra unit of Kl and K2 equals
Al

+ A2'

Hence, starting out by Path 2B is only optimal if at the initial point of time

it holds that the marginal contribution to the objective of investment exceeds marginal
cost. Therefore it is optimal to invest maximally (Path 2!). As already mentioned at the
end of the previous section, here we only analyze firms that are 'small' in the beginning,
i.e. for which initially marginal revenue exceeds marginal cost. Before analyzing the two
situations (moderate initial losses (MTI) and large initial losses (MT2)) in more detail, we
study the final path (the steady state), and present a result that relates to, and extends,
the accounting literature concerning the valuation of deferred taxes.
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6.4.1

Analysis of the steady state

Path 1A is the final path of both master trajectories.

From (6.17) it is obtained that on

this path it holds that
(6.29)
Substitution of the transversality conditions (6.22) and (6.23) into this expression gives
I

C(K1(Z))=

(r)

(r + (3)

1-T+1'

(6.30)

r+1"

Comparing this expression with (6.28) learns that K1(z)

= K~.

From (6.19) it is obtained that
A2

(»<

_1'

T

-¢=?

r+1'

..\2

(»<

O.

This implies that the transversality condition (6.23) can only be satisfied if

..\2 =

0 on

= 0, which, via (6.18),
= 0 on this path. Hence, it holds that K1(t) = K~ on Path lA

the whole final Path lAo Now, from (6.29) it is derived that also X,
in turn implies that K1
throughout.

The implication is that on the final Path 1A only replacement investments

are carried out, i.e. I(t)

= (3K~. The remaining revenue is used to pay dividends to the

shareholders.
The following proposition deals with the evolution of tax depreciation and the tax base
of assets in the steady state.
Proposition

6.4.1 In the steady state, the following holds:

i) the tax base of assets K2 converges to ~

as time goes to infinity, and

ii) tax depreciation converges to economic depreciation i.e. "(K2

->

{3K1 as time goes to

infinity.
Proof:

Substitution of the investment level I

following evolution of the tax base on this path:

This implies that
K2 > 0

-¢=?

K2 < {3K;h,

K2 < 0

-¢=?

K2 > {3KU"(,

= {3K~ of Path 1A into (6.2) gives the
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from which it can be concluded that Kz converges to ~

on Path 1A.

o

The new feature in this chapter is that we have different values for the economic depreciation rate ((3) and the tax depreciation rate (,). Therefore it is interesting to find out in
what way this model feature affects the optimal long run level of productive capital stock
K~, which is implicitly given by (6.28) (or (6.30)). First, if the depreciation rates were
equal, it is obtained from (6.28) that
(1- T)(G'(K;)

- (3)

= r,

(6.31)

Hence, the optimal long run capital stock level is determined such that marginal revenue,
net from depreciation and tax, equals the shareholder time preference rate. This is the usual
formula for the final steady state level of capital stock in dynamic models of the firm (see,
e.g., Van Hilten et al. 1993).
The highest value of, under consideration here equals r
corresponding value of K; is implicitly given by
(1 _ T)(G'(K*)

_,)

= r _ (1 - T)r(r
2r

1

+ (3

+ (3

(cf. (6.lO)). Then the

+ (3).

The following proposition deals with the effect of tax depreciation on the optimal long
run capital stock level.
Proposition
6.4.2
ciation rate ,.
Proof:

The steady state capital stock level K; is increasing in the tax depre-

From (6.28) it is obtained that
(6.32)

so that

ex:

0,1 > O.

This completes the proof.

(6.33)

o

It can thus be concluded that the optimal long run level of productive capital stock
increases with-y. Economically, this is easy to understand, since a higher value of, implies
that capital is depreciated faster so that in earlier periods more can be subtracted from
revenue before paying tax. In this way, tax payments are deferred to later periods so that
investments become more profitable due to the time preference rate r, Compared to the
existing literature on optimal firm investments it can be concluded that, if the firm's tax
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depreciation rate exceeds the economic depreciation rate, the firm optimally grows to a
higher level.
Finally, we look at the value of the tax base of assets.
Proposition 6.4.3 The marginal value generated by the tax base of assets in the steady
state equals ~'
Follows immediately from differentiating f(Kl,

Proof:

K2) in (6.8) with respect to K2,

since

of

T~

(6.34)

~K (K1(z), K2(Z)) = -.
2
r +~

u

o

This concludes the proof.

This expression for the value of the deferred tax liability is obtained by Sansing (1998)
under the assumption of zero NPV (net present value). Here it is shown that this formula
extends to the case where the assumption of zero NPV does not necessarily hold.

6.4.2

Firm with moderate initial losses

The scenario of moderate initial losses corresponds to master trajectory 1. This is the
situation where the firm, when investing maximally, has positive taxable income by the
time it first reaches its optimal long run capital stock level. The solution that holds in this
scenario is depicted in Figure 6.1.
At the initial point of time it holds that the firm's taxable income is negative, i.e.

e (K1)

- ~K2 < 0, so that the firm does not need to pay any profit tax. This implies

that a B-path is applied first. Furthermore, the marginal contribution to the objective of
investment exceeds marginal cost, which means that it is optimal for the firm to start out
investing maximally. This happens on Path 2. Therefore, the firm starts out on Path 2B.

e (K1) - ~K2 increases
- ~K2 becomes positive the firm has to pay taxes,

In Section 6.3.2 it was proven that on Path 2B taxable income
over time. At the moment that

e (K1)

and thus Path 2B passes into Path 2A. The firm invests maximally on Path 2A which
implies that
(6.35)
On this path all revenues are retained and used for investments. As can be obtained from
expression (6.35), K, as well as K2 contribute to investment. With K; the firm produces
goods which are sold on the market leading to an after tax revenue (1 - T)

e (Kl)'

Tax

depreciation, which linearly depends on K2, can be subtracted from the firm's income
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Master Trajectory 1

1A
K1'

..
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2A

28

o

Time
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Figure 6.1: Kl(t) for moderate initial losses.

before paying taxes. This reduces the tax payments with T,K2,
be interpreted as revenue generated by the tax base K2.

so that this amount can

From (6.14) it can be obtained that (6.35) implies that productive capital stock increases
on Path 2A, if K, S; K; (it will turn out later that this inequality holds on Path 2A). Since
the revenue function exhibits decreasing returns to scale,

k, > 0 implies that marginal

revenue decreases over time. At the moment that it becomes equal to marginal cost, it
need not be optimal anymore to invest maximally. Therefore, as soon as this happens,
Path 2A passes into Path lAo
Path 1A is extensively analyzed in the previous section. It is shown there that when
path 2A passes into path lA a steady state is reached, and that on this path K,
us now return to Path 2A, where it was concluded that

=

Ki- Let

tc, > 0 provided that K, < K;.

This inequality indeed holds, since on Path 2A capital stock increases to the steady state
level

K;

so that the stock of productive capital must be below this steady state level

on Path 2A. Shrinking, while approaching K;, is impossible on Path 2A, because (6.14)
implies that (1 - T) C (Kn

+ T,K2

-

f3K;

> 0 for any positive K2, so that via (6.35) it is

obtained that Kl > 0 when K, approaches K; on Path 2A.
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6.4.3

Firm with large initial losses.

The situation with large initial losses is defined as the case where the firm, when investing
maximally, has negative taxable income by the time it first reaches its optimal long run
capital stock level. This corresponds to MT2. The solution in this case is depicted in
Figure 6.2.
As in the previous subsection, at the initial point of time taxable income is negative and
the firm is that small (Le. low level of the stock of productive capital) that the marginal
contribution to the objective of investment exceeds marginal cost. Therefore, also here the
optimal policy is to apply Path 2B, thus start out investing at the maximal level, implying
that no dividends are paid.
The difference with the case in the previous subsection is that, at the moment the
marginal contribution to the objective of investment equals marginal cost, taxable income
is still negative. Hence, a B-path must still be applied at this stage, which implies that Path
2B will pass into Path lB. Since the marginal contribution of investment to the objective
is given by Al

+ A2

and marginal cost of investment is always equal to the expenditure

of one unit of money, we can derive that Al

+ A2

must decrease on Path 2B to make the

coupling with Path 1B possible. Concerning the time derivative of Al on Path 2B we can
derive from (6.17) and (6.18) that

Furthermore,

from (6.19) it is easily obtained that ).2

make it possible that Al

+ A2

=

TA2

> O. Hence, in order to

decreases on Path 2B, it must hold that
(6.36)

From the path coupling procedure (see Appendix B, Section 6.7), it is obtained that, at
the moment that Path 2B passes into Path 1B, the productive capital stock exceeds K;.
This means that on Path 2B there exists a point of time where the firm kept on growing
while productive capital stock had already reached its optimal long run value. The reason
that it was not optimal to stop growing there, is that at that particular point of time
taxable income was negative. Note that K; was determined on Path 1A as the steady
state level on which marginal revenue equals marginal cost, but under the condition that
taxable income is positive. However, when taxable income is negative, marginal revenue of
investment

equals C' (Kn, while under positive taxable income marginal revenue equals

(1 - T) C' (K;)

+ T,. Now, it can be concluded from (6.10) and (6.36) that

"Y

< C' (K;),

so that marginal revenue under negative taxable income exceeds marginal revenue under
positive taxable income. Hence, given the fact that for positive taxable income marginal
revenue equals marginal cost, it must hold that for negative taxable income marginal
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Figure 6.2: K,(t) for large initial losses.

revenue exceeds marginal cost when KI equals K~ on Path 2E. Therefore it is optimal for
the firm to keep on growing at that stage.
The previous paragraph learns that at the start of Path IE productive capital stock
exceeds its long run level. Therefore, with the application of Path IE the firm starts a
contraction phase. On Path IE investment is still positive but below the economic depreciation level. On this path investment is determined such that the marginal contribution
to the objective of investment equals its marginal cost (i.e. Al

+ A2 =

1). To accomplish

this, productive capital stock decreases over time, so that, as time passes, higher marginal
revenue counterbalances the fact that the moment of time that taxes must be paid comes
nearer. At a certain point of time investment must be negative in order to keep the marginal
contribution to investment equal to marginal cost. Since investment is irreversible, this is
not possible. The second best thing to do at this stage is to keep investment equal to zero,
but the consequence is that the marginal contribution to the objective of investment falls
below marginal cost of investment. This explains the occurrence of Path 3E after Path
lB.
It is easy to show that on the sequence we had so far, thus Path 2E

-4

Path 1B

-4

Path

3E, taxable income increases over time. At the moment taxable income becomes positive,
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Path 3B passes into Path 3A. Then the firm starts to pay taxes, while still refraining
from investment. This phase stops at the moment that productive capital stock reaches
its optimal long run level

Kr

where investment jumps to the replacement level and the

remaining revenue is paid out as dividends to the shareholders. This happens on Path lA,
which is extensively analyzed in Section 6.4.1.

6.5

Concluding remarks

This chapter has studied the standard dynamic investment model of a firm, extended with
a different depreciation rate for tax depreciation than for economic depreciation.

This

model feature was motivated by the fact that firms can have several incentives to choose
a tax depreciation method that differs from economic depreciation.

Furthermore, it was

possible for the firm to carry forward losses in order to reduce future tax payments. The
results were derived by optimal control theory and application of a formal synthesizing
procedure that goes back to Van Loon (1983).
So-called master trajectories were developed that end up in a steady state equilibrium
where dividend is paid out. For firms that are initially 'small', it turned out that two
different master trajectories can occur. The first is one in which the firm grows maximally
until the steady state equilibrium is reached. The second optimal policy is one where initial
maximal growth is continued beyond the long run steady state level, which is followed by a
contraction phase, that goes on until the same steady state equilibrium is reached. Using
these master trajectories, the solution path of firms with different initial states can be
determined.
In more detail, with respect to the optimal dynamic investment strategy to reach the
optimal long run level (the master trajectories) and the initial situations that lead to one
particular optimal trajectory, we found the following.
1. The firm should initially grow until it first reaches a level of capital where marginal
revenue of investment equals marginal cost. Then, depending on the initial tax base of
the assets, and on the difference between tax depreciation and economic depreciation,
two situations can occur:
2i. A firm with low initial tax base and/or not very accelerated tax depreciation
will have a positive taxable income by the time it first reaches a level where
marginal revenue equals marginal costs, so that it is optimal to stabilize at this
level (see 3. for the steady state level).
2ii. In contrast, when the initial tax base of assets is high and/or tax depreciation
is strongly accelerated, the firm will still have a negative taxable income by the
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time it first reaches its optimal long run level. It is shown that in this case the
firm can increase shareholder value by investing maximally at this time, which
implies that the capital stock grows to a higher level. In order to anticipate the
reduction in marginal revenue that will take place from the moment the firm
will start paying taxes, the period of maximal investment is followed by a phase
where the firm optimally invests less than the economic depreciation, so that the
capital stock slowly decreases. Subsequently, the firm stops investing, so that
it shrinks to its long run optimal stock level. From thereon the firm stabilizes.
At some point during the phase with zero investments, the firm starts paying
taxes.
Another important consequence of the difference between the economic depreciation
rate and the tax depreciation rate is that the optimal long run capital stock level changes.
Deferring tax payments to a later date by choosing a higher tax depreciation rate implies
that the firm should grow to a higher level.
More specifically, regarding the optimal long run capital stock level we found that:
3. The optimal long run capital stock level is the unique level at which marginal revenue
of investment equals marginal cost, and taxable income is positive.
4. A firm that uses more accelerated tax depreciation has a higher optimal long run
capital stock level.
5. While maintaining the optimal capital stock level in the long run, tax depreciation
converges to economic depreciation, but the tax base of assets is lower than the
economic value of the capital stock.
6. The formula for the value of the deferred tax liability as given in Sansing (1998) holds
also in the case where the assumption of zero NPV is released and/or the firm faces
decreasing returns to scale.
As an illustration, consider the Dutch tax law concerning Research & Development
expenditures. In order to stimulate R&D, these expenses are allowed to be depreciated at
once (expensed). Our results indicate that this regulation indeed stimulates R&D, since
first, it is more likely that the optimal investment policy is (2ii), which implies a higher
level of investments, and second, the long run capital level is higher.
The implications for mature firms are that when a firm can adopt a higher tax depreciation rate, it should optimally grow to a higher capital stock level. Furthermore, when the
firm can carry forward some losses - so that taxable income can become negative for some
periods - it can increase shareholder value by investing more and consequently growing
initially. Later on, the firm has to shrink to the optimal size again. So, contrary to what

6.5. Concluding remarks
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is often believed, mature firms that face difficult periods with losses, should invest more if
in the long run the old revenue level can be re-established. This is in fact the case with
many takeovers.'
In this chapter the optimal investment behavior of a firm for a given rate of tax depreciation is determined. Chapter 5 deals with the situation of constant replacement investments
and optimizing with respect to the tax depreciation rate (under a progressive tax system).
A possible extension would be to introduce this tax depreciation rate as a control variable
in the model where investment is also a control variable. Then, the investment rate and the
tax depreciation rate are simultaneously optimized over time. It is however expected that
the qualitative results of this chapter and Chapter 5 extend to this more general model
where both control variables are optimized simultaneously.

5When Baan Company defaulted, the long run perspectives of the product that Baan was selling were
good. Our insights support the fact that Invensys engages in important investments to takeover Baan
Company.
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6.6

Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 6.3.2
To show that path 1A can be the final path, the necessary conditions (6.37) - (6.39),
),1

= (r + ,6)A1 - C'(K1)(1- T),

),2 = (r
Al

(6.37)

+ ,)A2 - ,T,

+ A2 =

(6.38)
(6.39)

1.

together with the transversality conditions have to be solved. The transversality conditions

10. Together

imply that A2(Z) =
),2

with (6.38) one has:

= o.

Furthermore, from (6.39) it follows that ),1

+ ),2 =

0, and thus ),1

= O. Given (6.37) and

(6.38) this implies that:

Combined with ),i

= 0, this yields the equilibrium:

Hence, the transversality conditions imply that the co-state variables must be constant
on this path, which implies that also K1 is constant, so this is a steady state path. The
question remains whether this steady state path is sustainable until infinity. This can be
done by investing I(t)
that (1 - T)C(K~)

= f3K~,

where K~ satisfies (6.28). For these investments it holds

> f3K~ = I (see (6.14)). This implies via (6.4) that D > O.
K1 = ),1 = ),2 = O. (Note that there is no steady state

So one obtains a steady state with
with respect to K2')

Moreover, suppose that on Path lA, A2(t) < T,/(r

+ ,)

that A2 is decreasing (resp. increasing) so that A2(U)

< T,/(r + ,) (resp. » for u ~ t. A

similar argument holds for AI, since Al

+ A2 =

(resp.

».

Then (6.38) implies

1. This implies that if the firm is on Path

lA, but not in a steady state (it does not satisfy the transversality conditions), then it
cannot satisfy the transversality conditions without leaving Path 1A.
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It now remains to show that the other paths cannot be the final paths.
For Path IE, the only equilibrium is:
Al = 1,
A2 = 0,

+ f3,

C'(Kd = r

so that the equilibrium conditions imply that

x, = 0. Consequently, one has

K2(t) = f3K; - C(K;).
It is verified easily that K2 < 0, so that Path IE has to be abandoned at a certain point
in time.
This argument holds for all paths iE, independent of the values of Ai. The transversality
conditions can be satisfied, but when the time-horizon is long enough, it is not possible to
end in a situation where no taxes are paid.
Finally, notice that on Path 2, one has

k, > 0, and on Path 3, one has k, < 0. Therefore

it is seen that an equilibrium is not possible. This leads to the conclusion that the final
path is lA, and that this is a steady state path.
To prove that Ki is the unique steady state level at which marginal revenue equals marginal
cost and taxable income is positive, consider the firm in a steady state at time t*. This
implies that investments satisfy I(t)

=

f3Kl(t*) for all t :::::to. We now determine the

marginal value of investment at time t*. Due to the extra investment x at time t*, the
evolution over time of the capital stock and the tax base after t* is given by:

Kl(t,x)

= Kl(t*) + xe-.B(t-t'l,

K2(t,x)

=

K2(t)

+ xe--y(t-t').

Since taxable income is positive, the marginal value generated by the additional investment
is then given by:

~1

00

oXlx=o

=

e-r(t-t') [(1- T)C(Kl(t*)

+ xe-.B(t-t')) + T,(K2(t)

+ xe--y(t-t'))]dt

1

t'

00

e-r(t-t')

[(1 -

T)C'(KI (t*))e-.B(t-t·)

+ T,e--y(t-t')] dt

t'

= _1_(1_ T)C'(Kl(t*))
f3+r

+ ,T_1_.

,+r

It now follows that the latter expression equals 1 (the marginal cost of the additional
investment), iff

C'(Kl(t*))

=

(1~ T +,) (~:~) .

Since C'(.) is strictly decreasing, this implies that K1(t*)

= Ki.

0
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6.7

Appendix B

Path Coupling Procedure
To obtain the optimal sequence of paths, a formal synthesizing procedure (path coupling)
is applied. It determines which path(s) can precede a given path, exploiting the continuity
of state- and costate variables, and the necessary conditions for optimality.
The following definition will be helpful.
Definition 6.7.1 We define
(6.28), this implies that:
1(3
1= - +

2

~{32
4

+

(r

i to be the fixed point of the equation C'(K;(ry)) =

1. Given

+ (3)r

1-T

.

Straightforward calculations yield:

i>
so that

~(3+

J~({3+2r)2

={3+r,

i tJ. [(3,{3 + r).

We now proceed to determine the master trajectories. The following notation will be used.
The instant at which path i is coupled before path j will be denoted

ti,j

(irrespective of

whether they are A or B paths). The time instant just before this coupling will be denoted
t~j'

Lemma 6.7.1 The following sequence of paths is a master trajectory:
MT1 : 2B
Proof:

->

2A

->

1A.

In order to show that a sequence of paths is a master trajectory, one has to

show that the paths can be coupled before each other without violating the optimality
conditions, and that no other path can precede the first path in the trajectory. To do so
we subsequently prove that

(i) Path 2A can be coupled before path 1A.
(ii) Path 2B can be coupled before the sequence 2A
(iii) Nothing can be coupled before the sequence 2B

->

->

1A.
2A.
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[(i)] The fact that

>'1 and

..\2 are continuous (see e.g. Feichtinger and Hartl 1986) implies

that, in order to couple Path 2A before lA, one must have 7]1(h,l) = O.

[(ii)] We first describe the dynamics on Path 2A, given that it is coupled before 1A.
Path 2A has I
.\1

= (1 - T)C(Kl)

+ ,T

K2 :::':(1 - T)C(Kl)'

= (r + (3)..\1 - (1 + 7]1)C'(Kl)(l

.\2 = (r

+ ')..\2 -

and
(6.40)

- T),

(1 + 7]l)tT,

(6.41)
(6.42)

"\1+"\2=1+7]1'
Condition (6.14) therefore implies that

tc, > O. Since C(.) is concave, this implies that

C'(K1)

is decreasing over time on Path 2A.

'\1, '\2,

and therefore

Since '\1(t2,1)

=

'11 are

continuous on 2A

---+

lAo Furthermore, one has 7]2(t2,1)

=

0, .\1 is continuous, and C'(.) decreases over time, it follows that .\l(t2,l)

O.

:s:

O.
Furthermore, since on Path 2A one has 7]1 :::': 0, we know that 7]1(t2,1) :::': O. Together

:s:

wit.h (6.41), this implies that '\2(t21)

+ .\2 (t2,l)
Furthermore, .\i'
.\l(t2,l)

O. From (6.42) it now follows that rh(t2,l)

=

< O.
i = 1,2 are always non-increasing on this path.

Suppose .\; is zero at a certain time

7

This is seen as follows.

because of the change in ..\;, then it follows that

:s: 0, since il1(7-) = .\1(7-) + .\2(7-) :s: 0, and C'(K1) decreases over time.
We can conclude that on Path 2A before the final path, ..\1,..\2 and 7]1 are non-increasing.

.\;(7-)

The fact that ill < 0 on Path 2A implies that only Path 2B can precede 2A. Since at
the coupling point h,2, one has C(Kl)
differentiable at t2,2'

- ,K2 = 0, the costate variables do not have to be
Instead, (6.24) and (6.25) apply.

[(iii)] In order to determine what can precede Path 2B, we look at the dynamics of the
costates. On Path 2B, one has:
(6.43)
This is equal to:

Furthermore, the necessary conditions of this path are:
.\1 = (r + (3)..\1 - (1 + 7]1 - "\2)C'(K1),

(6.44)

.\2=r..\2'

(6.45)
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[(v)] We show that when Path 2B is coupled before another B-path, it cannot be preceded
by another path.
Preceding paths (lB or 3B) have

'\1 +'\2 ~ O. This implies that C'(Kl)

> r + 13. We then

find from (6.44), (6.45) and (6.42), together with the fact that 2B is a growth path, that
just before the coupling instant, one has ill
ill(t;:.)

(t2,) ~ O. This implies:

= (r + j3)Al - (1 + 171- A2)C'(Kl)
= rA2 - [C'(Kl) - (r + 13)] AI,

+ rA2,

~ O.
Furthermore,
(6.51)

R-r),

Since Al > 0 (AI + A2 :::::1, and A2 ~
and '\1 = [(r + 13) - C'(Kl)]Al
< 0, this is
clearly positive, so ill has increased to its negative value. Therefore, it is negative along
the path. This implies that only a path with 171> 0 can precede Path 2B, but Proposition
6.3.1 implies that Path 2A can not precede Path 2B.
This concludes the proof.

D

Lemma 6.7.3 The following path sequence is a master trajectory:
MT3 : 3B
Proof:

->

IB

->

3B

->

3A

--->

7

1A.

Goes along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 6.7.2 and is therefore omitted.

o
In the following proposition, we prove that there are no other master trajectories, so that
the optimal investment strategies are determined.
Proof of Proposition

6.3.3

It suffices to show that MT1, MT2 and MT3 are the only master trajectories of problem
(6.9).
In order to prove this, it is necessary to show that:
(i) MTI,

MT2 and MT3 are master trajectories.

7Strictly speaking, the sequence IB --> 3B can also be IB --> 3B --> IB --> 3B --> ... --> IB --> 3B. This
however can be excluded for functions GO with Gil!(-) :'00, e.g. functions in the class G(K!) = aK! - bKr.
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(ii) There is no part of MTl,

MT2 or MT3 that can be preceded by paths that are not

in these master trajectories, and
(iii) There are no other possible couplings before the final path lA.
[(i)] See Lemmas 6.7.1, 6.7.2 and 6.7.3.
[(ii)] In the proofs of Lemmas 6.7.1,6.7.2 and 6.7.3, it is made clear that the couplings in
MTI are unique, and that the couplings for MT2 and MT3 are unique taking into account
footnote 6. There were no other couplings possible than the ones that resulted in the
master trajectories.
[(iii)] In order to prove this part, all paths other than 2A and 3A must be proven to be not
feasible before the final Path lA.
• Path IB before Path lA: Path IB is a shrinkpath.
lA at time t1,1,

~1

and

~2

When coupling Path IB before

can be discontinuous (see (6.24) and (6.25)). K, however

= G'(K;).

is continuous. Therefore at time tl,l we have G'(Kl)

Since Al

+ A2 =

1,

this implies:
~1

+ ~2 = 0,
+ (3) - r+f3
r+(I-Th}
I-T
r+-y

=}

{(r

=}

_Tr+f3r+(I-Th

,= i·
I-T

=}

Since

r+-y

-

+ rI:L
=
r+-y

r+(I-Th
r+-y

°

,

-T
"

i > r + (3, the proof is complete .

• Path 2B before lA: Path 2B can precede Path lA. Using the fact that
ill

< 0, the proof is similar to the case lB

-+

lA and results in , <

Furthermore we know that nothing can precede 2B

-+

~1

+ ).2 =

i·

lA. This implies that 2B

-+

lA could be a master trajectory. This master trajectory is a special case of master
trajectory

1, that starts with Path 2B and has Path 2A for an infinitesimal small

interval. However it is just one special case, dependent on all starting values and
variables, such that full investments result in

G(Kl) = ,K2,
G'(K1) = G'(K;),
at the coupling instant t2,1' Therefore we neglect this possibility, since it is a boundary
case and a special case of MTl.
• Path 3B before lA: This coupling is not feasible. Using the fact that ).1

-"'2 > 0, the proof is similar to the case lB

when,

-+

lA.

+ ~2

This coupling is only feasible

> i.

This completes the proof.

o

Chapter 7
Net operating loss carryovers:
valuation and effects on firm
investments
7.1

Introduction

A firm's tax loss carryover is a valuable asset because it shelters some portion of the firm's
future income from tax. The financial accounting system reflects a tax loss carryover as
a deferred tax asset, perhaps offset by a valuation allowance.'

This chapter characterizes

the relation between the market value and the book value of a firm's tax loss carryover.
Furthermore,

the effects of loss carryovers on the optimal investment date, when the firm

has a real investment option, are analyzed.
Amir et al. (1997), Ayers (1998), and Amir and Sougiannis (1999) empirically investigate
the relations between market and book values using linear regression models in which stock
price is explained by accounting variables. The regression coefficient on the deferred tax
asset from a tax loss carryover represents the market-to-book
We characterize both the level of the market-to-book

ratio of the deferred tax asset.

ratio and the way this ratio changes as

the amount of the loss carryover and the length of time until expiration changes. We show
that the market-to-book

ratio of the tax loss carryover reflects four factors. First, because

neither the deferred tax asset nor the valuation allowance is discounted

to its present

value, the book value tends to exceed the market value. Second, a valuation allowance
is not established under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as long as the
probability that some of the loss carryover will expire is less than 50 percent. This causes
lFirms should recognize a valuation allowance when there is a greater than 50% probability that some
of the loss carryover will expire unused. The purpose of this valuation allowance is to let the financial
accounting system better reflect the value of the loss carryover.
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the book value to tend to exceed the market value for those firms without a valuation
allowance, but with some positive probability of having a tax loss carryforward expire.
Third, the market value of the tax loss carryforward reflects the mean level of future tax
savings associated with the carryforward, whereas the net book value reflects the median
level of future tax savings, due to the fact that the valuation allowance is based on the
median level of income. If the distribution of future tax savings is positively skewed, the
market value can exceed the book value. Fourth, a positive probability on zero income
before expiration of the loss carryover can make the market value exceed the book value
drastically, even for non-skewed distributions.

This is due to the fact that the firm has

an option to abandon the project if the rate of income is negative. This option increases
the market value, but does not affect the book value. The market value is based on the
expected level of income if positive.

Taken in combination, these factors imply that the

market-to-book ratio of a firm's tax loss carryover is less than one if the firm does not
have a valuation allowance, whereas the market-to-book ratio of a firm with a valuation
allowance could be less than or greater than one.
We also show that the effect of the size of the loss and the expiration date of the loss on the
market-to-book ratio of the deferred tax asset depends on whether the firm has a valuation
allowance. The ratio is decreasing in the size of the loss and increasing in the expiration
date for a firm without a valuation allowance; the reverse holds for a firm with a valuation
allowance.
Our study relates to the research of Amir et al. (2001), in which it is argued that the
deferred taxes recorded under U.S. GAAP are overstated because they are not discounted
to present value. We identify other factors that cause the value of deferred tax assets
to differ from one, including implicit taxes associated with loss carryovers and differences
between the mean and the median levels of future taxable income. This last factor implies
that it is possible for the market-to-book ratio of the deferred tax asset to exceed one.
Amir et al. (1997), Ayers (1998), and Amir and Sougiannis (1999) each report regression
coefficients on either the deferred tax asset or the valuation allowance that exceed one. If the
only difference between book value and market value related to present value discounting,
one would expect the regression coefficient to be between zero and one. The results of our
model provide possible explanations for why regression coefficients could exceed one.
Miller and Skinner (1998) and Schrand and Wong (2000) examine the extent to which
managers use the deferred tax asset valuation allowance to manage earnings. We do not
consider earnings management in this study. Instead, we examine a benchmark case in
which both the deferred tax asset and valuation allowance comply with the literal requirements of GAAP; therefore, earnings management plays no role in our study. Our study is
similar in spirit to Sansing (1998) and Guenther and Sansing (2000) in that we examine
the relations between stock price and financial accounting variables in a model in which the
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investment decisions that affect the market and book values of deferred taxes are modeled
explicitly.
We furthermore examine the effect of the loss carryover on investment. In our model, the
expenditure that creates the loss carryover also provides the firm with an opportunity to
make an investment''.

This investment opportunity is a real option in the spirit of Dixit

and Pindyck (1994). We show that the higher the loss carryover, the faster the firm makes
the investment, which weakly decreases the value of the firm's real option (the value of the
investment project excluding the value of the loss carryover). This can be thought of as
an implicit tax (Scholes et al. 2002) associated with the tax loss carryover. This implicit
tax manifests itself as a decrease in the market-to-book ratio of a firm's physical assets due
to a tax loss carryover and as a decrease in the market value of the loss carryover itself.
Therefore, the effects of the tax loss carryover may manifest themselves in physical assets
as well as in deferred tax assets.
In Section 7.2 we present a general model without the investment timing decision. We derive
the market-to-book ratio of the deferred tax asset. To study the effect of discounting, we
look at the market-to-book ratio when the rate of income is not stochastic.

In order to

investigate the effect of uncertainty, we examine the difference between the book value of
the loss carryforward and the expected future tax savings associated with the carryover by
focusing on the special case in which the interest rate is zero and the rate of future income is
stochastic. Section 7.3 extends our analysis to cases following a merger in which the use of
the acquired corporation's loss carryforward is limited under Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
§382. Section 7.4 derives the firm's investment timing decision in the presence of the tax
loss carryover. The effects of a loss carryover on the exercise of a real investment option as
well as the effects of the real option on the value of the loss carryover are analyzed. Section
7.5 summarizes and concludes the chapter.

7.2

Valuation of the loss carryover

In this section, we derive the market value of the firm's tax loss carryforward and the book
value of the firm's deferred tax asset and valuation allowance. We will focus on the ratio
of the market value and the book value of the net operating loss carryforward. The firm
owns assets on date zero that will generate income in perpetuity.

The stochastic rate of

income is denoted by Y, and a possible outcome is denoted by y. We assume that Y is a
random variable with a probability density function

fe) and a cumulative density function

F(·). Note that Y is uncertain as of date zero, but is constant in the sense that once Y is
2The model also applies to firms with a real option to invest and an existing loss carryforward, not
necessarily created by a first stage investment.
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realized, it does not vary over time. Let p be the probability that Y

> 0, so that Y ::;0

with probability 1 - p. In the latter case, the firm decides to abandon the project, so that
realized income is equal to zero. The fact that the firm has the option to abandon the
project if the realisation y of Y is negative, implies that the market value of the firm is
determined by Y+

= max{O, Y}. The firm has a net operating loss carryforward (NOL)

equal to L that will expire on date w if it is not used. The firm faces a tax rate

T

on its

taxable income.
Given a possible outcome y of Y, the following holds with respect to taxable income.
Taxable income is y per unit of time if there is no NOL, and zero otherwise. In the latter
case, the NOL decreases at a rate of y per unit of time until it is either fully used or until it
expires on date w. All after-tax cash flows are distributed to the shareholders as dividends
as they are generated. The stock price V is equal to the present value of all future after-tax
cash flows, discounted at the interest rate

T.

In the absence of a loss carryforward (L

= 0) the present value of future after tax cash

flows for a given y is equal to:
(7.1)
Therefore, the firm's stock price Va is:

Va =

rX) y(l

ia

- T) f(y)dy
T

= E[Y+](l - T).

(7.2)

T

In order to determine the stock price in the presence of a NOL, we need to determine the
present value of future after tax cash flows for any possible realization y of Y. We therefore
distinguish between two different cases. In the first case, L ::;wy, which implies that the
NOL is fully used before it expires. We refer to this case as case I. The stock price in case I
consists of two parts. The first part is the present value of pretax cashflows earned between
dates zero and L/y, at which point the NOL is fully used. The second part is the present
value of future after-tax cash flows earned after date L/y. This yields for a given y:

(7.3)
In the second case, L> wy, which implies that some of the loss L expires on date w. We
refer to this as case II. The stock price in case II also consists of two parts. The first part
is the present value of pretax cashflows earned between date zero and w, at which point
the NOL expires. The second part is the present value of future after-tax cash flows earned
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after date w. This yields for a given value of y:

=

VII

1

w
ye-rtdt

+

1"0 y(1 -

T)e-rtdt

rw

y(1 - T)
Ty(1 - e- )
:::...-'..._--'+ -=--'-----"r

(7.4)

r

Now, in the general case when Y is uncertain the value of the loss carryover on date zero
reflects the possibility that some of the NOL will expire on date w (y < ~), and the
possibility that all of the NOL will be used (y 2: ~).

Therefore, the value reflects an

average of VII, the value when y < ~, and VI, the value when y 2: ~. Since the market
value of the NOL is equal to zero when y :::::0, we have
V

=

1

W

L/

VIIf(y)dy

+

o

100 ~f(y)dy

(7.5)

L/w

Substituting the values of VI and ~I

from equations (7.3) and (7.4) into equation (7.5)

and subtracting the value of Vo from (7.2) (the value of the firm with L
value of a firm's loss carryforward which is denoted by VCF.

1

L

VCF

= -T
r

7.2.1

W

/

y(1-

e-rw)f(y)dy

+ -T
r

0

Joo y(1-

=

0) yields the

One has

e-rL/Y)f(y)dy.

(7.6)

L/w

Deferred tax asset and valuation allowance

We now consider how L is reflected in the firm's financial accounting statements when future
income is uncertain. The firm pays zero tax when the loss is incurred and, assuming the loss
cannot be carried back, records a deferred tax asset (DTA) equal to

T L,

less any valuation

allowance under SFAS No. 109. Because NOLs can only be carried forward a limited
number of years (IRe §172(b)(1)), SFAS No. 109 requires that a valuation allowance must
be established under certain circumstances. Paragraph 96 reads as follows:
"The Board believes that the criterion required for measurement of a deferred
tax asset should be one that produces accounting results that come closest to
the expected outcome, that is, realization or nonrealization of the deferred tax
asset in future years.

For that reason, the Board selected more likely than

not as the criterion for measurement of a deferred tax asset. Based on that
criterion, (a) recognition of a deferred tax asset that is expected to be realized
is required, and (b) recognition of a deferred tax asset that is not expected to
be realized is prohibited."
Paragraph 97 reads in part:
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"The Board intends more likely than not to mean a level of likelihood that is
more than 50 percent."
Paragraph 9S reads in part:
"The board acknowledges that future realization of a tax benefit sometimes
will be expected for a portion but not all of a deferred tax asset, and that the
dividing line between the two portions may be unclear. In those circumstances,
application of judgment based on a careful assessment of all available evidence
is required to determine the portion of a deferred tax asset for which it is more
likely than not a tax benefit will not be realized."
We define the median y* of the function F(y) to be the solution to:
F(y*)

v:

In case

= 1/2.

(7.7)

:'S 0, the book value of the NOL is equal to zero, since the valuation allowance

will equal the deferred tax asset. Therefore, in the sequel we will focus on the case where
y* > 0, or equivalently, p > 0.5. Because a valuation allowance is required if there is a
greater than 50 percent probability that some of the loss L will not yield a future tax
benefit, a valuation allowance must be established if L > wy*, and cannot be established
otherwise. The valuation allowance is:
VA

7.2.2

= max{O, T(L - wy*)}.

(7.S)

Market-to-book ratios

Next, we derive the ratio between the market value of the net operating loss carryover and
the book value of the NOL. We consider two types of firms. A type-A firm is one that
has not recognized a valuation allowance because L :'S wy', so V A

= O. A type-B firm has

> wy*, so V A > O.
= O. We let f3A denote the ratio of the market value of the loss

recognized a valuation allowance because L
For a type-A firm, V A

carryforward, VCFA, to its book value:
f3

= VCFA
A

DTA'

(7.9)

For a type B-firm the market-to-book ratio equals
VCFB
f3B

= DTA- VA

(7.10)

In the sequel we will show that these ratios are mainly determined by two effcts: discounting
and uncertainty.

In order to distinguish the two effects, now first consider the situation
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where Y is known.
considerations.

ratio then only reflects time value of money

The following proposition deals with this discounting effect.
7.2.1 When Y is known with certainty to be y (Y

Proposition

0< (3A =

0<

The market-to-book

(38

=

y(l - e-rL/y)
rL
1- e-rw
rw

<

= y a.s.}, it holds that
(7.11)

< 1, and

(7.12)

l.

Furthermore, for firms of type A (YWA > LA) and B (YWB < LB) with identical pretax cash
flows y:
iff

Proof:

D

See appendix.

Proposition

7.2.1 shows that the coefficient (3A is between zero and one, is increasing in Y,

and is decreasing in rand

L. Under certainty, the future tax savings associated with L are

equal to the book value of the deferred tax asset. Therefore, the term (3A diverges from one
only because of time value of money considerations.

The factors that cause (3A to diverge

from one are the length of time it takes to realize the tax benefits (~) and the opportunity
cost to the firm of delaying the realization of the tax benefits (r) . As either the length of
time it takes to realize the benefits or the interest rate approaches zero, (3A approaches
one. As was the case with (3A, (3B is between zero and one because the coefficient only
reflects time value of money considerations.

In this case, the length of time it takes to use

the tax loss L reflects the remaining carryforward period
shows that the market-to-book

W

instead of~.

Proposition

7.2.1

ratio of a firm's NOL depends on the length of time the loss

carryforward shelters the firm's income from tax. A firm that fully uses its loss carryover
does so by date ~, while a firm that loses part of its loss carryforward uses losses until date
w. The longer it takes a firm to use the loss carryover, the lower the market-to-book

ratio

of that loss carryforward.

= 2, LA = LB = 30, WA = 20, and WB = 10. In this case,
DTA = 30T, firm A has no valuation allowance, and VA = lOT for firm B. (3A < (38

Example

7.2.1 Suppose that y

because firm B uses its asset faster than does firm A, in 10 years for B as opposed to
15 years for A. Likewise, suppose y = 2, W = 20, LA = 30, and LB = 50. Then (3A >
(3B because firm A uses its loss carryforward for 15 years, whereas firm B uses its loss
carryforward for 20 years.

o
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Therefore, if firms A and B have the same L but some of firm B's loss expires unused
because it has a shorter carryforward period w over which the NOL can be used, the
market-to-book ratio of firm B is higher than that of firm A. In contrast, if firms A and
B have the same w, but some of the NOL of firm B expires because it has a greater loss
carryforward, then the market-to-book ratio of firm A is higher. Therefore, the effect of
the expiration of some of the NOL on the market-to-book ratio is theoretically ambiguous
in the certainty case.
Let us now return to the case where the rate of future income Y is uncertain. Remember
that {3A = ~~~.Substituting DT A = TL and VCP from equation (7.6) yields:
{3A

L
= Jo /w y(l - e-rW)f(y)dy

+ J;jw

y(1-

e-rL/Y)f(y)dy.
(7.13)

rL

The difference compared to {3A from Proposition 7.2.1 is that Y is a random variable instead
of a constant.

Whereas {3A reflected time value of money considerations in the certainty

case, {3A in (7.13) reflects time value considerations and the possibility that part of the loss
L expires unused. To quantify the effect of an expiring loss on {3A, we derive upper and
lower bounds on {3A in absence of time value considerations, i.e., when the interest rate
equals zero.
Proposition
holds that:
1
2

7.2.2 For the market-to-book
.

- < lun{3A < p::;
Proof:

r->O

ratio of the loss carryover

r

of a type-A firm it

1.

o

See Appendix.

The lower and upper bounds of {3A reflect the valuation allowance rules of SPAS 109. The
probability of losing a portion of a firm's loss carryover can be as low as zero percent or as
high as 50 percent without recognizing a valuation allowance. When L is sufficiently small,
the probability that the tax benefit associated with L is fully used is close to p, and so {3A
is close to p when L is close to zero. As L increases, (3A falls because the probability that
some of the loss L will expire unused grows. This probability can be as high as 50 percent
without recognizing a valuation allowance. This result shows that even in the absence of
discounting, the book value of the deferred tax asset can exceed its market value.
Next, we consider the market-to-book ratio for a firm for which V A

=

T(L-wy*),

B firm. Remember that, because VA> 0 for a type-B firm, (3B = nif!'vA.
DTA = TL, VA = T(L - wy*) and VCF from equation (7.6) yields:
{3B

LW

= Jo / y(l - e-rw)f(y)dy

+ J;;w
rwy*

so a typeSubstituting

y(l - e-rL/Y)f(y)dy.
(7.14)
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As was the case with f3A, f3B reflects both time value of money considerations and the
difference between the expected future tax savings and the book value of the tax loss
carryforward. To quantify this difference, we again determine the upper and lower bounds
of f3B when r

= O.

Proposition 7.2.3 For the market-to-book ratio of the loss carryover of a type-B firm it
holds that:
1.
2

E[Y+]
y*

- < lImf3B < --.
r~O

o

Proof: See Appendix.

As L grows sufficiently large, the probability that some of the loss will expire converges to
one. As that happens, the market-to-book ratio f3B converges to E~+l, which is the ratio
of the expected level of future tax benefits (TwE[Y+]) to the amount of future tax benefits
that are reflected on the balance sheet (DT A - V A

=

TWY*).

The V A may overstate the

expected unused portion of the loss because V A reflects the median unused loss while the
stock price reflects the mean unused loss. If the distribution f(y) is positively skewed, f3B
may exceed one. The fact that the coefficient can become greater than one is illustrated in
the following example, for a distribution f(y) with positive skew and zero probability on
negative income.
Example 7.2.2 Let Y be lognormally distributed with a location parameter IL and disper2
sion parameter (j2. Then E[Y] = el-'+u/2, y* = e", and ~y = eu2/2. Because an increase
in

(j2

increases E[Y] but not y', ~

could exceed one by a substantial margin.

o

The following example shows that the market-to-book ratio can exceed one even when the
income distribution is symmetric.
Then it holds that y' = IL and E[Y+] > E[Y] = J.t.
1/,Jiir when IL converges to zero. In that case, the
market-to-book ratio converges to +00.
o

Example 7.2.3 Let Y ~ N(IL,

(j2).

In particular, E[Y+] converges to

Note that because the ratio E~+l can become substantially larger than one, the marketto-book ratio can also exceed one for positive r. When E[Y+]

> y' and r > 0, the market-

to-book ratio could be either greater than or less than one, depending on the relative sizes
of the two effects.
Next, we examine the effects of the parameter L on the market-to-book ratios f3A and
f3B. As before, we focus on the special case in which r = 0 so as to distinguish between
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the effects of present value discounting from the differences between the book value of the
deferred tax asset and the expected future tax savings associated with that asset.
Proposition 7.2.4 examines the effect of the loss L on the market-to-book ratios.
Proposition
(i)

Proof:

7.2.4 VVhen r

(ii)

limL~o f3A
Q& <0

(iii)
(iv)

VVhen L
~>O

(v)

hmL~oof3B

iJL

iJL
.

=P

=0:

< 1,

'

= wy', f3A = f3B,
'

E[Y+)

= v: .
o

See Appendix.

Proposition 7.2.4 shows that the relation between L and the market-to-book ratio f3 is not
monotone. When L is close to zero, the probability that it will yield a tax benefit of T L
is close to p, so the market-to-book ratio is close to p. As L grows, both the market and
book values grow; however, the market value grows more slowly because the probability
that some of the loss will expire unused grows with L; this causes the market-to-book ratio
to decline when 0

< L < un)", When L ;:::wy', the market value continues to grow with L,

while the book value remains at wy*; this causes the market-to-book ratio to increase as L
increases. As L becomes arbitrarily large, the market-to-book ratio converges to the ratio
of the mean future tax savings to the median future tax savings.
Comparable to Proposition 7.2.4, the next proposition examines the effect of the expiration
date w on the market-to-book ratios.
Proposition

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Proof:

7.2.5 VVhen r
liImw~O!-'B
~ = ~y'
~<O
Ow

'

,

= f;, f3A = f3B,

(iv)

VVhen w
Q& > 0

(v)

limw~oof3A

Ow

=0:

'

See Appendix.

= p.
o

As was the case in Proposition 7.2.4, Proposition 7.2.5 shows that the market-to-book
ratios of type-A and type-B firms respond differently to changes in w. When w is close
to zero, the probability that some of the loss carryover will expire unused is close to one,
causing the market-to-book ratio to converge to the ratio of the mean future tax savings to
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the median future tax savings. As w increases, both the market and book values increase;
however, the market value grows more slowly, which causes the market-to-book ratio to
decline when 0 < w <
value remains at

T L;

f.. When w 2': f., the market value continues to grow, while the book

this causes the market-to-book ratio to increase as w increases. As w

becomes arbitrarily large, the market-to-book ratio converges to p because the probability
that the loss will yield a future tax benefit converges to p, the probability on a positive
rate of income.
Propositions 7.2.4 and 7.2.5 show that the relation between the market-to-book ratio and
the firm's tax attributes Land w depends on whether the firm has a valuation allowance.
The ratio is decreasing in L and increasing in w for a firm without an allowance; this
relation reverses for a firm with a valuation allowance.

7.3

Effects of §382 limitations

Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code limits the use of the tax loss carryforward of a
corporation that is acquired in a merger or stock purchase. The annual limitation is the
product of the value of the acquired corporation and the long-term tax-exempt interest
rate (IRC §382(b)(1)). In this section, we examine the effects of the §382 limitation on the
market-to-book ratio of the loss carryforward.
We let the parameter 7r denote the maximum amount of loss carryforward that can be used
per unit of time under §382. This implies that the amount of the loss that is used per unit
of time equals:
Z

(7.15)

= minj-r , Y}.

7.3.1

Valuation

First, we consider the market value of the loss carryforward.

There are two cases to

consider. First, when 7rW < L, some part of the loss will expire unused at date w, because
the maximum amount of loss that can be used equals min {7r, Y}w

:S 7rW < L. Equation
7r when y > 7r

(7.6) and the fact that the amount of the loss used per unit of time equals
implies that:
VCF

= -T
r

1"
0

y(l - e-rW)f(y)dy

+ Tr

1

00

7r(1- e-rW)f(y)dy.

(7.16)

7r

Second, when 7rW 2': L, the level of income y will determine whether some of the loss will
expire unused.
L[u:

When y < Lliu, part of the loss will expire unused at date w. When

< y < tc, all the loss will be used by date L/y. Finally, when y > 11", all the loss will be
> L/y because the

used, but due to the §382 limitation, this will only happen at date L/7r
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amount that can be used per unit of time equals 1f < y. Therefore, as in equations (7.6)
and (7.16) we find the following expression for the market value of the NOL carryforward:

vep =

;

JoL/W y(l - e-rW)f(y)dy

+; Jr/w
7.3.2

y(l - e-rL/Y)f(y)dy

+ ; J1I"00 1f(1

(7.17)

- e-rL/1I")f(y)dy.

Valuation allowance

Because the amount of the loss that can be used per unit of time is the stochastic variable
Z

= min{1f, Y}, SFAS No. 109 implies that the valuation allowance equals:
VA

= max{O,T(L -

wz*)},

(7.18)

where z" denotes the median of Z. This in turn implies:
z* =

. { 1f,y *} .
mln

(7.19)

Therefore, it follows that
VA

<

max{O, T(L

-

wy*)}

if y*

max{O, T(L

-

W1f)}

if y* ~

tt
tt ,

so that the valuation allowance is not affected by §382 as long as either 1f ~ y' or
If 1f < y* and

W1f

W1f ~

L.

< L, then the §382 limitation changes the book value of the deferred tax

asset by increasing the valuation allowance.

7.3.3

Market-to-book ratio

The effect of a §382 limitation on the market-to-book

ratio depends on whether the limi-

tation changes the valuation allowance. If it does not, the limitation decreases the market
value of the carryforward
book ratio to decrease.

without decreasing its book value, which causes the market-to-

Proposition 7.3.1 If either 1f ~ y* or n ~ ~, the §382 limitation decreases the marketto-book ratio.
Proof:

o

See Appendix.

Next, we consider the case in which the §382 limitation affects both the market value and
the book value of the loss carryforward, which occurs when 1f < y* and 1f < ~. In that case,
the net book value of the loss carryforward is

TW1f,

and the market-to-book

ratio ({3c) is:

(7.20)
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When the §382 limitation reduces the net book value of the loss carryforward by increasing
the valuation allowance V A, the effect of the limitation on the market-to-book ratio can
be an increase or a decrease, dependent on the level of the market-to-book ratio without
the limitation and the size of

7f.

The effects in this case are formalized in the following

proposition.

Proposition

7.3.2 If

7f

< Lt

u: and

7f

< y*, so that the §382 limitation affects both the

market value and the valuation allowance, then the following holds .

• If {3A (13B) <

l_:~rwp then the §382 limitation

sufficiently low values of
of

and decreases the market-to-book ratio for higher values

7f .

• If {3A ({3B) 2':
all values of

Proof:

tt

increases the market-to-book ratio for

l_:~rwp then the §382 limitation

decreases the market-to-book ratio for

tt .

D

See Appendix.

Propositions 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 show that the §382 limitation could either increase or decrease
a firm's market-to-book ratio. The limitation always decreases the market value of the loss
carryforward, but only decreases the net book value of the loss carryforward when the limitation is sufficiently low. Therefore, for sufficiently large values of

tt

(7f 2': min{L/w,y*}),

the limitation decreases the market-to-book ratio because it decreases the market value
but has no effect on the book value. But if the limitation is low enough to affect the
firm's valuation allowance, then the §382 limitation may as well increase or decrease the
market-to-book ratio of the NOL. When in the absence of the §382 limitation the marketto-book ratio is high (exceeds

l_:~rwp),

the reduction in market value due to the §382

limitation dominates the reduction in book value. When without the §382 limitation the
market-to-book ratio is moderate (lower than
the market-to-book ratio for low values of

tt

1-;~"'''p

< 1), the §382 limitation increases

and decreases the market-to-book ratio for

high values of zr,
The above proposition is the effect of both discounting and uncertainty. When eliminating
discounting by setting r

= 0, we find that, when the limitation causes a valuation allowance

for a type A-firm, then the §382 limitation always weakly increases the market-to-book
ratio. In contrast, when r > 0, a decrease is possible. Notice that under certainty, {3B is
always moderate since p

= 1, so that the second case of Proposition 7.3.2 will never result.
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from the investment by waiting, which is offset by the lower investment cost associated
with waiting. In addition, however, firms with L > 0 face an additional cost of waiting
because waiting postpones the use of the tax loss carryforward.

On top of the fact that

waiting postpones the use of the tax loss carryforward, it also increases the probability
that some of the NOL will expire unused. Therefore, firms with loss carryforwards exhibit
less patience because they have higher waiting costs. This finally implies that if firms have
the same cash flow distribution and w, a firm with a valuation allowance will invest sooner
than a firm that does not have a valuation allowance. This is due to the fact that when
Y and ware the same, the VA is recognized due to the higher loss carryforward.

This

tax induced early exercise of firms with a loss carryforward implies that, compared to the
case where we abstract from the NOL, the real option value (the value of the real option
excluding the value of the NOL) decreases. This can be seen as an implicit tax.
In the sequel of this section we study how this real option affects the valuation of the assets,

i.e. the loss carryover L and the physical asset K e-aT.

7.4.2

Valuation of the NOL before investment

Let us now consider the market value of the tax loss carryover at date 0, the date at
which the expenditure L occurs. Notice that this differs from the date that the physical
investment occurs if T* >

o.

The value of the loss carryforward, denoted VCF, is the difference between equations
(7.25) and (7.21):
VCF

ve-rT*

Va

[~:T+

+ E[Y+](l

Y)

rL
TY(l- e- /
r

f(y)dy

+ .:

(1 -

e-r(W-T*))

- T) [e-rT* _ e-rTo] _ K [e-(a+r)T* _ e-(a+r)To]

T: f(Y)dY]
(7.26)

r
The first term in VCF is the present value of the future tax savings associated with the
NOL. It differs from the value of the NOL once the physical investment occurs by the
discounting term e-rT* and the fact that the period over which the NOL shelters the firm
from tax decreases with an increasing T*. The second two terms represent the effect of the
loss carryover on the value of the firm's future investment opportunities. They reflect two
countervailing forces. On the one hand, investing earlier than To results in income in the
period between To and T*. On the other hand the investment is more expensive at time
T*. The latter effect dominates the first (otherwise To would not have been the optimal
investment date for firms without a loss carryforward, since T* would then dominate To).
When To = T*

= 0, the last two terms are zero.
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We characterize the properties of the market value as of the date of the initial expenditure
L in the next proposition.
Proposition 7.4.2 If TO'= T'

= 0, then the real option does not affect the market value

of the NOL carryover. IfT* < To, then the real option lowers the market value of the NOL
carryover.
Proof:

o

See Appendix.

As mentioned before, the tax induced early exercise of the real option can be seen as an
implicit tax. The above proposition shows that this manifests itself in the lower market
value of the NOL.

7.4.3

Valuation of the physical asset

When deriving the value (stock price) of the physical asset, we study the cash flows,
abstracting from the tax reductions due to the loss carryforward. The stock price V is equal
to the expected value of the present value of all future after-tax cash flows, discounted at
the interest rate r. In the absence of a loss carryforward (L

= 0) the firm's stock price

Vo

is equal to:
Vo

= (JO

r) f(y)dy

y(l-

io

r

= E[Y+](l

- r).

(7.27)

r

The book value of the assets is K e-O:T', and so the market-to-book ratio of the physical
assets is (at each point in time after the investment date T*):

E[Y+](l- r)
-xe-«:

(7.28)

The market-to-book ratio is an increasing function of T*. Now Proposition 7.4.1 implies
that the market-to-book ratio of the physical assets will be highest for firms without a tax
loss carryforward and lowest for a firm with a tax loss carryforward that will in part expire.
Therefore, there is a tax-induced difference in the relation between the market and book
values of the firm's physical assets depending on whether a firm has a tax loss carryforward
and whether part of that carryforward will expire.

7.5

Conclusions

This chapter examines the ratio of the market value to the book value of a firm's tax loss
carryforward and the effects of a tax loss carryover on the firm's investment decisions.
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With respect to the market-to-book ratio of the loss carryover, we examine three effects:
discounting, uncertainty and §382 limitations. In order to isolate the discounting effect we
consider the case where income is known. To specify the uncertainty effect, we focus on
the special case in which the interest rate is zero so as to distinguish between the effects
of time value of money considerations and the effects of losing a tax benefit due to the
statutory expiration of a tax loss carryforward.
Analysing the certainty case shows that the market-to-book ratio of the deferred tax asset
is less than one. The failure to discount the book value of a loss carryforward to its
present value causes the market-to-book ratio to be less than one. This we refer to as the
discounting effect. Under certainty, the market-to-book ratio depends on the number of
years that the loss carryover will shelter a firm's income from tax. The market-to-book
ratio of a firm that will lose a tax benefit because the loss carryover expires unused could
be greater than or less than the ratio of a firm with a loss that will not expire, because
expiration causes both the market value and the book value of the loss to decrease. The
critical feature is the time period over which the loss is used, not whether some of the loss
expires unused.
The effect that we characterize as the uncertainty effect implies that the ratio of the future
expected tax benefit from the loss carryforward to the book value of the loss carryforward
could be less than or greater than one. When there is more than a 50 percent chance
that the loss will yield a future tax benefit, the full amount of the loss carryforward is
recorded as a deferred tax asset; in that case, the market-to-book ratio is less than one.
But when there is more than a 50 percent chance that part of the loss will expire unused,
the market-to-book ratio can exceed one. This occurs because the market value reflects
the mean future tax benefit, whereas the book value reflects the median future tax benefit.
Positive skew in the distribution of future taxable income can cause the market-to-book
ratio to exceed one. The uncertainty case also suggests that the size of the loss and the
length of time until the loss expires have different effects on the market-to-book ratio for
firms with and without a valuation allowance (which is recorded when the probability of
a loss expiring exceeds 50 percent.) Besides the positive skew, another explanation is due
to a strict positive probability that the rate of income will be zero (or negative in which
case the firm abandons the project). 1£ this probability approaches 1/2, the market-to-book
ratio approaches infinity since there is always a positive market value (the small probability
that the firm will experience some tax shelter from the NOL), but the book value can be
arbitrarely close to zero. This implies that the market-to-book ratio can exceed one even
for symmetric income distributions.
The presence of a §382 limitation triggered by the acquisition of a corporation with a loss
carryforward could either decrease or increase the market-to-book ratio. 1£ the limitation
does not affect the firm's valuation allowance, then the §382 limitation decreases the firm's
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market-to-book ratio; if the limitation causes the valuation allowance to increase (thus
decreasing the net book value of the deferred tax asset), then the limitation can either
increase or decrease the firm's market-to-book ratio, dependent on the market-to-book
ratio in the absence of the §382 limitation and the level of the limitation.
In this chapter, we furthermore study the effect of a NOL on the value of real investment
options and the effect of a NOL on the investment timing decision. A net operating loss implies that the firm has an incentive to invest sooner. This is due to the fact that, compared
to firms without a loss carryover, the firm with a NOL faces additional costs of waiting.
Postponing the investment implies deferral of the use of the loss carryforward.

further-

more, the probability that some of the NOL expires unused increases with postponing the
investment.

Compared to the case without loss carryover, this reduces the value of the

investment option (abstracting from value resulting from the tax deductions due to the
NOL carryover) since the firm has a tax induced premature exercise of the option. This
reduction in option value can be seen as an implicit tax. We show that this reduction in
firm value may manifest itself in a lower market value of the deferred tax asset associated
with the loss as well as in a lower market-to-book ratio of the physical assets after the real
option is exercised, i.e. the physical investment is made.
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7.6

Appendix

Proof of Proposition

7.2.1 When Y is known to be y, one has:

VCFB

=
=

DTA

=TL

VAB

= TL -wy.

VCFA

..

rY(l-e-rL/y)
r

rY(l-e-rw)
r

ThIS YIelds f3A

y( l_e-rL/y)

=

=

and f3B

rL

-;w .

1

-rw

Furthermore, the definitions of type-A and type-B firms imply that ~

WA

ratios i3A and f3B are both of the form
firm B. The expression

1_;-'

l-C',

z

where z

=

< y <

!£a
for firm A and z
y

!:.ii. The
WB

= rWB for

is decreasing in z, which implies that i3A > f3B if and only if

~y <WB'
Finally, we need to prove that the coefficients f3A and f3B are between zero and one. The
function l-e-'
is positive for positive values of z and less than one. The latter follows from
z
the fact that e-Z > 1 - z.

Proof of Proposition
it at r = 0 yields:
i3A

w
= r

l

0

7.2.2:

Applying I'Hopital's rule to equation (7.13) and evaluating

Lw

1

00

+

yf(y)dy

/

o

f(y)dy.

Differentiating f3A with respect to L indicates that when r
Lw
Jo / yf(y)dy
£2

W

For any type-A firm, O:S L :S
r

(7.29)

L/w

oo

= 0, i3A approaches Jo f(y)dy

= 0, i3A is decreasing in L, since

<0

(7.30)

.

Once again applying l'Hopital's rule shows that, when

unj",

= p as L approaches zero, which yields the upper bound of

-?

i3A = p. Substituting L = wy' into equation (7.29) yields i3A = Jt
f(y)dy + JyO: f(y)dy.
The first term could be arbitrarily close to zero; the second term equals 1 - F(y*) =
and thus the lower bound of f3A is

Proof of Proposition
it at r = 0 yields:
w

i3B

Jo

L

W

/

7.2.3:

yf(y)dy

= --------'----

!.

0

Applying l'Hopital's rule to equation (7.14) and evaluating

+ L J;jw
wy'

!,

f(y)dy.
(7.31)
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Differentiating f3B with respect to L gives

J;jw

Of3B _

oL -

so that when

t:

>0

f(y)dy
wy'

= 0,

(7.32)

'

f3B is increasing in L. For any type-B firm, L

>

Substituting

un)",

L = wy' into equation (7.31) yields

=

f3B

+

Y.f(y)dy
y

(yo

Jo

1y'

00

f(y)dy.

The first term could be arbitrarily close to zero; the second term equals 1 - F(y*)
and thus the lower bound of f3B is ~. Applying L'Hopital's rule shows that, when r
converges to

Proof

Jo

oo

= ~,

= 0, f3B

fey )dy as L approaches infinity, so the upper bound of f3B is E~+).

:.

of Proposition

7.2.4:

When 0

D

< L ::;wy', VA = 0 and thus the market-to-

book ratio is f3A. When L > wy', V A> 0 and thus the market-to-book ratio is f3B. The
statements (i) until (v) now immediately follow from the proofs of Propositions 7.2.2 and
7.2.3.

D

Proof

7.2.5: When 0 < w <

of Proposition

ratio is f3B. When w :::::
:f;, V A

:f;, V A

> 0 and thus the market-to-book

= 0 and thus the market-to-book ratio is f3A· One now has:

(i) Applying I'Hopital's rule to equation (7.31) and evaluating it at w

Jo

oo

(ii)

:.

8/3B __
8w -

fZ/w

f(y)dy
w2y'

(iii) Substituting w

Jye:'
(iv) ~

=

<.

=

0

:f; into equations

(7.29) and (7.31) yields f3A

=

f3B

=

Jt :.f(y)dy+

f(y)dy.

=

JoL/WYj(Y)dY

> O.

(v) Applying L'Hopital's rule to equation (7.29) and evaluating it as w
f3A

f3B

= ~.

f(y)dy
L

= 0 yields

=

Jt f(y)dy

Proof of Proposition

= p.

->

00

yields
D

7.3.1: There are two cases to consider. If 7r < ~, then the effect of

the §382 limitation on VCF

is equal to the difference between equations (7.6) and (7.16).

Differentiating equation (7.16) with respect to 7r yields:
oVCF

--=

07r

7(1-

crw)
r

J; f(y)dy

>0.

(7.33)
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Therefore, we only need to show that equation (7.6) exceeds equation (7.16) when
Subtracting equation (7.16) from equation (7.6) and setting

t:

[y(l_e-rL/Y)
L

r

L/w
If 7r

~

-

(l_e-rW)]

(7.34)

then the effect of the §382 limitation on V C F is equal to the difference between

~,

equations (7.6) and (7.17). Differentiating equation (7.17) with respect to
7(1- e-rL/rr

oVCF
--

_

=

07r

rLe-rL/
rr

roo f(y)dy

K
)

of Proposition

[O,min{L/w,y*}],

(7.35)
tt

lim fJo
rr~O

rW7r

7r

approaches infinity, and thus

7.3.2: First notice that fJo is decreasing in

r y (1 _ e-rw)

i

=

7r

on the interval

< O.

f(y)dy

(7.36)

0

approaches zero, one finds by applying L'Hopital:
rr
rw
limrr~o Jo y (1 - e- ) f(y)dy

=

+

rw
(1 - e- )

rw

rw

roo f(y)dy

l

w

Y
-L

L/

r

o

(1 -

e-rw) f(y)dy

+

/00 -

1
L/w rw

so that
,60 - ,6A =

-1
L/w rw

00
/

(1- e-rw) f(y)dy

-

(1 -

I.

= 1 - e-rw p. (7.37)

io

Now we show that, when L/w < yO, it holds that liffirr~L/w,60
has:
fJo

0

tc.

since

= __ 1_2

Now when

yields:

> O.

J«

Furthermore, equation (7.17) converges to equation (7.6) as

ofJo
07r

7r

r

equation (7.6)exceeds equation (7.17) for all finite values of

Proof

= ~.

= ~ yields:

o.

f(y)dy>

rw

7r

7r

rw
< fJA. For

7r

= Lf ui otie

e-rw) f(y)dy,

Y (1 - e-rL/y)
-L
L/w r

(7.38)

f(y)dy

< O.

(7.39)

Similarly one can show that when 7r = y' < L/w it holds that fJo < ,6B.
The value of,6c decreases from
the proof.

Proof

of Proposition

l_::rw p to a level strictly lower than fJA (,6B).

This concludes
0

7.4.1:

Setting the derivative of V (see (7.25)) with respect to T equal to 0 yields the following
equation:
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It is seen immediately that the left hand side is increasing in L and increasing in T, and that
the right hand side is decreasing in T. Therefore it follows immediately that the solution
T* of this equation is decreasing in L.

0

Proof of Proposition 7.4.2:
When T*

= To = 0 the result follows immediately since

T)]

E[Y+](1[

[-rT"
e

r

-e -r7:*]
0

-

K [e-(a+r)T" -e -(a+r)7:*]
0

(7.40)

of equation (7.26) reduces to zero. One therefore has:
VCF

=

[j

OO

w_LT'

Ty

(1

e -rL/y)

-r

f(y)dy

t=: (1 -

+ Jo

-

e-r(w-T*))

TY]

-:;: f(y)dy

.

In case To > 0, the term (7.40) becomes negative (otherwise To would not be optimal in
the absence of the option). One now has:
VCF

<

(-rL/y)e
~!'T' Ty 1 -r
00

e-rT*
[

f(y)dy

+

1~

(1 - e-r(w-T*))

It can be shown that the right hand side of the inequality is decreasing T*.

T: f(y)dy

]

.
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Chapter 8
A partial ranking method for solving
resource allocation problems
8.1

Introduction

In this chapter we study solving resource allocation problems with a convex separable
objective function, a convex resource-usage constraint and bounded variables. The optimization problem from Chapter 4, which concerns optimal tax depreciation with static
constraints, is a special case of this set of problems. In fact, solving that problem with
static constraints by dynamic optimization gave us the new insights that are the basic ideas
for the new algorithm presented here.
We focus on the continuous variable resource allocation problem of the following form:
min(d" ...,dNJ I:~=1fk(dk)
s.t. I:~=1gk(dk) :s: D,
lk :s: dk :s: Uk,
for k

(8.1)

= 1, ... ,N,

where the performance functions fk(')
tiable and convex,

lk E

1R U {-oo} and

and the resource-usage functions gk(') are differenUk E

1R U {+oo}. The applied operations research

literature provides numerous examples of optimization problems that can be written as a resource allocation problem. For some practical applications see, e.g., Helgason et al. (1980),
Nielsen and Zenios (1993), and Chapter 4.
Apart from its practical applications, the above problem is also important in heuristics and
branch and bound algorithms for solving the integer valued resource allocation problem
(see e.g. Bretthauer and Shetty 1995, Ventura and Weng 1995).
For the case of quadratic objective functions, several efficient algorithms have been developed, see e.g. Pardalos and Kovoor (1990), and Shetty and Muthukrishnan

(1990).

Concerning the solution of problem (8.1) with a linear resource-usage constraint, the most
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efficient methods described until now are due to Zipkin (1980) (which is a generalization
and extension of Luss and Gupta 1975), Bitran and Hax (1981), and Nielsen and Zenios
(1992). Kodialam and Luss (1998) extend the approaches of Zipkin (1980) and Bitran
and Hax (1981) to allow for a more general convex resource-usage constraint in case of
variables that are unbounded from above. Similarly, Bretthauer and Shetty (1995) extend
the approach of Nielsen and Zenios (1992).
When comparing the approaches for the case with a linear resource-usage constraint, we see
that Bitran and Hax (1981) obtain information on lower or upper bounds that are binding
by solving resource allocation problems with unbounded variables, whereas Zipkin (1980)
obtains that information by a combination of ranking, specific function evaluations, and
solving resource allocation problems with unbounded variables. Once this information is
available for all variables, it remains to solve a resource allocation problem with unbounded
variables, which is equivalent to solving one equation in one unknown. When the variables
are bounded from both below and above, both algorithms in general require several iterations, each of which involves solving an equation. When the variables are unbounded from
above, Zipkin's algorithm requires only one equation to be solved. However, the variables
need to be ranked. Kodialam and Luss (1998) compare these two approaches for variables
that are unbounded from above and conclude that in cases where there is a closed form
solution to the problem with unbounded variables, the algorithm of Bitran and Hax (1981)
is more efficient. The opposite holds when no such closed form solution is available. In
addition, their numerical examples show that in case of Zipkin's approach, the ranking of
the variables on average takes 20%-25% of the total time needed to solve the problem, so
that important improvements can be achieved if the ordering time is reduced. Nielsen and
Zenios (1992) express all the decision variables as a function of the Lagrange multiplier
of the resource-usage constraint, so that only one equation needs to be solved even in the
presence of both upper and lower bounds. In order to reduce the numerical complexity of
root searching, however, a sequence of length 2N is ranked. This ranked sequence is the
basis for the information gathering concerning whether bounds are binding or not.
We present an algorithm where information on whether or not bounds are binding is obtained exclusively through evaluation of given functions in the lower and/or upper bounds.
During these function evaluations, the variables are implicitly ranked partially.

Our al-

gorithm therefore does not require the variables to be ranked completely, and a resource
allocation problem with unbounded variables has to be solved only once. This is an advantage compared to the above described approaches, since each of these approaches requires
full ranking and/or solving multiple equations.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2 we provide a characterization of the
optimal allocation scheme, and in Section 8.3 we present an efficient algorithm to calculate

8.2.
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it. The computational efficiency of the algorithm is discussed in Section 8.4, where we
also provide a detailed comparison with the approaches of Zipkin (1980), Bitran and Hax
(1981) and Nielsen and Zenios (1992). The chapter is concluded in Section 8.5.

8.2

Characterization of the optimal solution

Given the structure of problem (8.1), its optimal solution can be found by solving the set
of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

(KKT) conditions. The main idea that leads to our algorithm is

the following. Once it is known, for each variable, whether or not a corresponding lower or
upper bound is binding, the optimum can be found by simply determining the unique root
of a particular strictly decreasing function. Our algorithm therefore provides an efficient
way to determine whether or not lower or upper bounds are binding.

A bound is not

binding if relaxing the bound does not change the optimal solution, so if the shadow price
of that bound equals zero.
We first introduce the following notation:
is the set of variables for which it is known that the corresponding lower bound

- K,lb

is binding,
is the set of variables for which it is known that the corresponding upper bound

- K,ub

is binding,
is the set of variables for which it is known that the corresponding lower bound

- K,lnb

is not binding,
- K,unb

is the set of variables for which it is known that the corresponding upper bound

is not binding,
- K,bnb

i.e.
- K,

is the set of variables for which it is known that both bounds are not binding,

Kbnb

=

K,lnb

n K,unb,

is the set of variables for which it is known, for both bounds, whether or not they

are binding, i.e.

K,

=

K,lb U K,ub U K,bnb·

In Theorem 8.2.1, we show how the optimal solution can be determined given the information that is available, while in Theorem 8.2.2 it is stated how additional information can
be obtained. We introduce the following notation:
D

rk.

( )

ffJ) for all k = 1, ... ,N.
= ----;--()'
gk .
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and 9k(.) are differentiable and convex, g~(.) i- 0, and Fk(.)
is continuous and invertible. Moreover, we assume that the functions gk(Fk-1(.»
are either
We assume that, for all k, fk(.)

all strictly increasing or all strictly decreasing. (Notice that this allows e.g. for gk(X)
with

ak

> 0 for some k, and

=

akx

< 0 for the other k's, as in Nielsen and Zenios 1992).

ak

For notational convenience, we will focus on the case where, for all k, it holds that gk(.)
and Fk(.)

< O. This is satisfied when, for all k, fk(.)

are strictly increasing and Fk(.)

strictly convex and decreasing, and gk(.)

is

is convex and strictly increasing. Therefore we

assume this to hold in the rest of this chapter.
To take into account that some of the bounds can be equal to -00 or +00, we implicitly
assume the following in order to avoid extensive notation:
denotes lim, .....
_ooh(x)

in case lk

=

Similarly, [lk,ukl

-00.

-00. Similar notations will be used in case

Uk

=

for any function h(.), h(lk)
denotes (-oo,ukl

in case lk

=

+00.

First notice that, similarly to Bretthauer and Shetty (1995), one can verify whether or not
the inequality constraint is binding in the following way. Consider the following inequality
N

D.

Lgk(Uk):::;

(8.2)

k=l

If (8.2) is satisfied, the inequality constraint is not binding (since the shadow price of the

usage constraint equals zero) and the optimum is given by dk =
all k. If (8.2) is satisfied with

Uk

=

Uk,

in case

Uk

<

+00 for

+00 for some k, an optimum does not exist. Therefore,

in the sequel we always assume that (8.2) is not satisfied, so that the inequality constraint
can be replaced by an equality constraint.
Theorem 8.2.1 Take any J E {I, N},

and define the function WJ(.) as follows:

N

W J(d)

:=

D - gJ(d)

-

L

gk(~k(J,

(8.3)

d»,

k=l,k#J
where
~k(J, d)

= min {max {Fk-l(FJ(d»,
=

min{Fk-1(FJ(d»,ud,

= max{Fk-1(FJCd»,
= F;;l(FJ(d»,
= lk,

ld,

lk} , ud

'

if k

rf.

(K U Klnb U Kunb),

if k E

Klnb \ Kbnb,

if k E
if k E

Kunb \ Kbnb,
Kbnb,

if k E Klb,
if k E Kub.

Then, the following holds:

(8.4)
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i) The function IIIJ (.) is continuous and strictly decreasing, so that it has at most one
root.
ii) Let us denote
IlIJ(UJ) < a < wJ(lJ)
or WJ(lJ) = a and lJ >-=

}

= a and UJ < +oo

or WJ (uJ)

The optimum exists iff P =I- 0. The optimal solution satisfies:
for all k =I- J,

for any J

E

(8.5)

P.

Proof:

i) The fact that IIIJ (.) is continuous and strictly decreasing follows immediately from the
fact that the functions Fk(')

and gk(.)

are continuous and strictly increasing.

ii) Given that (8.2) is not satisfied and that it is known that for all variables in Klnb (Kunb)
the lower (upper) bound is not binding, and that for all variables in Klb (Kub) the lower
(upper) bound is binding, the optimal value for all variables dk, k E S

:=

{I, ... , N} \

(K1b U Kub) can be found by solving the following optimization problem:
min(dl, ..,dNl .EkES
s.t. .EkES gk(dk)

i, :::;
dk
dk 2: lk'

= =oo]

=D-

< Uk,

.EkEK!b gk(lk)

for k E S
C

- .EkEK"b

gk(Uk),

(8.6)

for k E S \ (K1nb U Kunb)

for k E S

a; < Uk,
with {k: lk

fk(dk)

n (Kunb \ K1nb)
n (K1nb \ Kunb)

Klnb and {k:

= +=}

Uk

C

Ku.nb·

The Lagrangian of problem (8.6) is given by:
L(d,)" J.k)

= LJk(dk)
kES

+),

L

-

(L
kES

9k(dk)

+

L
kEKlb

L

+

J.lk(dk -lk)

kES\Klnb

Tk(dk

- Uk)

kES\iCunb
9k(lk)

+

L
kEiCub

9k(Uk)

-

D) .

(8.7)
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Given that 9H.) > 0, the necessary and sufficient conditions for an optimum are as follows:
there exist J.lk ;::::0, Tk ;::::0, and A ;::::0, such that

+ A = 0,
+ A - J.lk = 0,
+ A +Tk = 0,
+ A - J.lk + Tk = 0,

Fk(dk)
Fk(dk)
Fk(dk)
Fk(dk)

= 0,
Tk(dk - Uk) = 0,
2::=1 9k(dk) = D,
t, < dk ~ Uk,
J.lk(dk - lk)

k E Kbnb,
k ES
k ES
k

E

n (Kunb
n (Klnb

S \ (Klnb

\ Klnb) ,
\ Kunb) ,
U

Kunb) ,

k E S\Klnb,

dk ;::::lk'
dk ~ Uk,

(8.8)

k

E

S\Kunb,

k

E

S \ (Klnb

k

E

k

E

n (Kunb \ Klnb) ,
S n (Klnb \ Kunb)'

U

Kunb) ,

S

Let (db ... , dN) be the unique allocation scheme that satisfies (8.5) for a given J E P. We
will show that there exist J.lk, Tk, and A such that the conditions in (8.8) are satisfied.
First notice that i) and J E P imply that dJ

:=

W:71(0) E [lJ,uJl.

Moreover, WAdJ)

=

0

implies that 2::=1 9k(dk) = D.
Finally, it is seen immediately that with
J.tk

:=

max{Fk(lk),FJ(dJ)}

Tk
A

:=

FJ(dJ) - rnin{Fk(uk),
-FJ(dJ)
;::::0,

:=

- FJ(dJ);::::
FJ(dJ)}

0,

;::::0,

k

E

S \ Klnb,

(8.9)

k E S \ Kunb,

all the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality are satisfied.
Now suppose that dk, J.lk, Tk and A satisfy conditions (8.8). It is clear that Kbnb U {k : J.lk =
Tk = O] C P. Indeed, take J E KbnbU{k:
Tk = J.lk = o} and set dJ: = Fj1(-A).
Then (8.8)
N

implies that dk

=

~k(J,dJ)

and

2: 9k(dk)

k=l
Now suppose that Kbnb U {k : J.lk = Tk

=

D implies that WJ(dJ)

=

0, so that J

E

P.

= O} = 0. Then, if there exists a Tk > 0, let J be
> O}. Otherwise, let J be such that J.lJ = min{J.lklk : J.lk > O}.
It can then be verified that J E P. We can therefore conclude that P =I- 0, and that

such that TJ
(d1,

..• ,

= min{Tklk

: Tk

dN) satisfies (8.5) for any J E P.

This concludes the proof.

0

The above theorem implies that the optimal solution can be found by determining the root
of WJ(.) for any J E P. It is clear that in case WJ(uJ)
procedure becomes more efficient as more information

< 0 < wJ(lJ),

the root searching
becomes available on whether or

not bounds are binding, i.e. K becomes larger. In order to increase the set K, we use the
following fundamental result, where the optimal solution is denoted (di, ... ,dN).

8.2.

Characterization
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of the optimal solution

Proposition 8.2.1 For any i E {I, ... , N} the following

holds:

D

Proof: Follows immediately from the KKT conditions.
The following theorem states that, with each evaluation of \f1AlJ)

or \f1J( uJ) for some J,

additional information can be obtained on whether or not certain bounds are binding. This
information is extremely useful since it follows immediately from Theorem 8.2.1 that when
it is known that the lower bound for the
term max {lk , Fk-l(FJ(d))}

kth

variable is binding (resp. not binding), then the

in \f1A.) can be replaced by its first (resp. second) argument.

A similar argument holds for the upper bounds.

This clearly simplifies the procedure in

any following step.
Theorem 8.2.2 For any J

v) If \f1J(lJ)

E

{I, ... , N}, the following

= 0 (\f1J(uJ) = 0), then d'k = ~k(J,lJ)

holds:

(d'k

= ~k(J,UJ))

for all k.
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i) Suppose that J.tJ = 0 in the optimal solution i.e. the lower bound for variable

Proof:

J is not binding. Then, there exists a TJ :::::0 such that the conditions in (8.8) are satisfied
with
).=

-FJ(d~)

- TJ.

Now let us denote
FJ (d)

+ TJ.

\IiJ(dj)

=

(8.10)

\Ii Je)

for the function that equals WJ(-) but with FJ(d)

O. Since \IiJe)

is clearly decreasing and dj 2:lJ,

TJ::::: 0 implies that WJ(lJ)

:::::\IiJ(lJ)

Therefore, by contradiction,
dj

replaced by

It can now be seen from the proof of Theorem 8.2.1 that the optimum satisfies

WJ(lJ)

it follows that \IiJ(lJ):::::

O. Now

:::::O.

< 0 implies that J.tJ > 0, which in turn implies that

= lJ. Combined with Proposition 8.2.1 a), this yields the proof of i).

ii) Using similar arguments as in the proof of i) one can show that WJ(lJ) > 0 implies that
J.tJ = O. Now, since J.tJ = 0 and dj = IJ implies that WJ(lJ) = 0, this yields the proof of ii).
iii), iv) The proof is similar.
v) Follows immediately from ii) in Theorem 8.2.1.
This concludes the proof.

8.3

0

The algorithm

Theorem 8.2.2 implies that evaluation of WJ(lJ)

and/or

WJ(uJ)

for different values of J

yields information on whether or not bounds are binding, i.e, it increases the set K. In
particular,

one can infer from Theorem 8.2.2 that

<0 < WJ(lJ)} ,
WJ(lJ) < O},

Kbnb

J

{J:WJ(UJ)

Klb

J

{J:

Kub

J

{J:WJ(uJ»O}.

Notice that Theorem 8.2.2 implies that evaluation of a WJ (lJ) or WJ (uJ) yields information
on whether or not bounds are binding for several other variables. For example, if WJ(lJ)
so that J E K1b, then k E
Theorem

8.2.1

implies

Klb

2: FJ(lJ).

for all k with Fk(lk)

that,

as soon

as

<0

at

least

one

element

J

Kbnb U

E

wJ(lJ) = 0 and lJ > -00
}..
.
IS known, the optimum can be found by deterrnin{ J :) or WJ(uJ = 0 and UJ < +00
ing the root of the function WJ (.). One can therefore distinguish the following two extreme
approaches for solving the resource allocation problem:
1. Evaluation

K

=

of WJ (lJ) and/or WJ (uJ) is continued until WJ (lJ)

= 0 or WJ (uJ) = 0 or

{I, ... , N}. In the latter case the root of WJ (.) is determined for a J

E

Klmb.
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2. Root searching is started as soon as an element in
or wJ(uJ)

K.bnb

is found (unless WJ(lJ)

=0

= 0 before that).

It is intuitively clear that approach 2 on average would be computationally less efficient,
since the function WJ (.) in general will still contain a number of maximum and minimum
This is not the case for approach 1. It can

terms when its root has to be determined.

be shown that the efficiency of approach 2 can be improved through a result that allows
to combine root searching with additional information gathering. However, the efficiency
will then largely depend on the choice of the root searching algorithm.
present the algorithm based on approach 1. Remember that
S

= {I, ... ,N} \

(K.1b

K.

=

K.1b

U K.ub U K.bnb and

U K.ub).

Algorithm DW-W
Step 0: Set

K.1b

=

K.ub

Step 1: Pick any J ¢:.
Step 2: If WJ(lJ)
If wJ(lJ)
-

K.1b

-

K.unb

= 0, and

K.1nb

= {k: lk = -oo},

K.unb

If J E K.1nb, go to Step 3.

K..

= 0: STOP; the optimum is d'k = ~k(J,lJ).
< 0, then:

=

K.lb U

=

{k

r.:

E

S\

K.1nb :

U {k E S \

H(lk)

K.unb

:

2': FJ(lJ)}

Fk(Uk) 2': FJ(lJ)}

- Go to Step 4.

-

K.lnb

-

K.ub

=
=

- If J E

K.1nb U

{k

E

S\

K.lnb

K.ub U

{k

K.unb,

go to Step 4.

E

S \

K.unb

Fk(lk) ::; FJ(lJ)}

:
:

Fk(Uk) ::; FJ(lJ)}

= 0: STOP; the optimum is dt, = ~k(J,UJ).
If WJ(UJ) > 0, then:

Step 3: If WJ(uJ)

- «; = K.ub
-

K.lnb

=

K.lnb

U {k E S \
U

{k

E

S \

K.unb
K.lnb

Fk(Uk)

:
:

< FJ(uJ)}

Fk(lk) ::; FJ(uJ)}

Therefore we

= {k: Uk = +oo}.
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Step 4: If K

of. {I, ... ,N}, go to Step

l.

Else, go to Step 5.
Step 5: Determine the root dj E [IJ,uJ]

= ~k(J,dj).

of IlIJ(.) for any J E Koob, and,dZ

Theorem 8.3.1 Algorithm D W- W stops after a finite number of iterations, and yields the
optimum if it exists.
Proof: It is clear that either Step 5 of the algorithm is reached, or there is a J such that
IlIJ(lJ)

= 0 or IlIJ(uJ)

=

o. The latter implies that the optimum is found before Step 5 is

reached and the algorithm indeed stops. Notice that when the optimum is such that each
of the variables is either at its upper or at its lower bound, then it will be the case that
Step 5 is not reached. Indeed, it can be seen from the proof of Theorem 8.2.1 that, at
the latest when K contains all but one elements, it will be the case that IlIJ(.) equals zero
either in an upper or in a lower bound. Therefore, when Step 5 is reached, an optimum
exists iff P

=

Kbnb

of. 0 and IlIJ(.) has a root in [IJ,uJ] for all J

E

Theorem 8.2.1 that root searching in Step 5 for one arbitrary J E

Koob. It follows from
KOOb

yields either the

optimal solution or the knowledge that an optimal solution does not exist.

8.4

0

Computational efficiency

In this section we first determine the computational complexity of our algorithm.

Then

we compare it to the algorithms of Zipkin (1980), Bitran and Hax (1981) and Nielsen and
Zenios (1992).
The computations involved in algorithm DW-W are as follows.
- A number of evaluations of IIIJ (IJ), each of which requires a number of comparisons
between FJ(lJ)

and Fk(lk),

and/or Fk(Uk).

- A number of evaluations of IIIJ(uJ), each of which requires a number of comparisons
between FJ(uJ)

and Fk(Uk), and/or Fk(lk).

- Solving one equation of the form IIIA d)
IIIJ(d)

=D-

L
kEK.bnb,k#J

9k(Fk-1(FJ(d)))

= 0, where
- 9J(d) -

L 9k(lk)
"EK.lb

-

L gk(U,,).
kEK. .. b

(8.11)
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Regarding the efficiency of root searching, notice that when root searching is started, it
holds that IC

= {I, ... , N}, so that IClb(lCub), contains all the variables for which the lower

(upper) bound is binding. Therefore,

F;;\)

only has to be determined for those variables

for which both bounds are unbinding. Moreover, a particular choice of ] E ICtmb implies
that:
- The root of
- Fil(d)

\{I J(.)

is in [1J, uJ] if it exists.

need not be evaluated.

Therefore, efficiency can be gained through careful choice of J.
The following proposition determines the order of complexity of the function evaluations
and the comparisons.

'I. IC

Proposition 8.4.1 When]
following

is chosen randomly

in Step 1 of algorithm

DW- W, the

holds:

i) The average number of evaluations

of \IlAb) and of \{IJ(uJ)

is O(lnN).

More pre-

cisely, the average is less than 4ln N.
ii) The average number of minima

(maxima)

to be determined

is O(N).

More precisely,

the average is less than 4N.
Proof:

Let Ul(n) denote the set of variables for which it is unknown

the corresponding lower bound is binding after n evaluations of

\{I J(lJ),

whether or not
and let Ulb(n)

(resp. Ulnb(n)) denote the subset of variables for which the lower bound is binding (resp. not
binding).
Finally, denote II (n

+ 1) for the random variable that yields the number of variables for
+ Ith \{I J(lJ) provides information on whether or not the corre-

which evaluation of the n

sponding lower bound is binding.
We first show that, in expectation, the number of maximum terms reduces with at least
25%, and at most 50% with each evaluation of \II A IJ), i.e.
Ul(n)
4

< E[I (n + 1)] < Ul(n).
-

l

-

(8.12)

2

where Ul(n) := #Ul(n).
It is clear that with] E UI(n) randomly chosen, the following holds:
P(J

E

Ulb(n))

P(]

E U1nb(n))

=

Ulb(n)
Ulb(n) + U1nb(n)'
Ulnb(n)

= Ulb(n) + U1nb(n)'
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where U1b(n)

#U1b(n), and Ulnb(n) := #Ulnb(n).
It then follows from Theorem 8.2.2 i) and ii), and the fact that J is randomly chosen, that:
:=

+ l)IJ E U1b(n)] = Utb(n)/2
E[II(n + 1)11 E U1nb(n)J = U1nb(n)/2.
E[It(n

This yields:

E[It(n + l)IJ E Ub(n)JP(J E Ub(n))
+E[It(n + l)IJ E Unb(n)]P(J E Unb(n))
UMn)+UI~b(n)
2(Ulb(n)+Ulnb(n))

+ U1nb(n) = Ul(n),

Since U1b(n)

Ul(n) < E[I (n
4

-

t

this implies that

+ 1)] < Ul(n).

(8.13)

2

-

Now since
(8.14)
(8.13) implies that
(8.15)
It is clear that the above argument can be repeated for the upper bounds, so that
3)n+l

+ l)J ~"4(

E[Uu(n
where Uu(n

+ 1)

(8.16)

N,

denotes the number of variables for which it is unknown

the corresponding upper bound is binding after n

+1

whether or not

evaluations of W J (uJ ).

i) It follows from (8.15) and (8.16) that the expected total number of evaluations of W J(lJ)
and of wJ(uJ)

needed to eliminate all maximum and minimum terms is less than or equal

to the minimal n that satisfies:
(8.17)
It is clear that (8.17) is satisfied for
n = In(N)/ln

(~)

< 4lnN.

(8.18)
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ii) (8.15) and (8.16) imply that the expected total number of maxima (minima) to be
determined in all evaluations of WJ(IJ) is less than
(8.19)
Similarly, the expected total number of maxima (minima) to be determined in all evaluations of WJ( uJ) is less than 4N. This concludes the proof.

0

In the worst case, the number of evaluations of \lIJ(.) in a lower or upper bound is CJ(N),
and the number of minima/maxima

to be computed is CJ(N2).

In the following three sections we compare algorithm DW-W with those of Zipkin (1980),
Bitran and Hax (1981) and Nielsen and Zenios (1992).

8.4.1

Comparison with Zipkin (Z)

For a specific set of objective functions and a linear equality constraint, Luss and Gupta
(1975) derived an algorithm that starts by solving optimization problem (8.1) without the
upper bounds. Then, all the variables that exceed their upper bound are fixed at their
upper bound, and the procedure is repeated with a smaller problem until no upper bounds
are violated. Each iteration therefore requires solving a problem with only lower bounds.
In order to solve these problems with only lower bounds, the variables are ranked such that
Fk(lk)

::::Fk+1 (lk+l)

for all k ::::N - 1. This ranking implies that in the optimal solution

there exists a J such that the lower bounds for k
lower bounds for k

= J + 1, ...

,N

=

1, ... , J are not binding, and the

are binding. This J is found through solving resource

allocation problems with dk unbounded for k ::::J, and dk

= lk for k > 1. The objective

functions considered by Luss and Gupta (1975) are such that the problem with unbounded
variables has a closed form solution. Zipkin (1980) generalized and extended the algorithm
to the more general case of performance functions fk(.)

that are differentiable and strictly

convex. Moreover, J is obtained through function evaluations rather than through solving
problems with unbounded variables. Kodialam and Luss (1998) extend this approach to
allow for a convex resource-usage function in the case where the variables are unbounded
above. A generalization of this approach to allow for upper bounds leads to the following
algorithm.
Algorithm

Z

Step 0: Set Kuh

= 0, and rank the variables such that:
for all k ::::N - 1.

(8.20)
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Step 1: Find J*

:=

~ a}, where

max{J f{. Kub: ~J(FJ(lJ))

N

J

~ J(A) := D -

L

9k(F,;1( -A))

L

-

k=l,k¢X'"b

9k(lk) -

k=J+l,k¢K"b

L

9k(Uk).
kEKub

(8.21)

Step 2: Determine the unique root A * of ~ J* (.), and set
d;'

F,;l(A*),

d'k

lk'

,J*,

fork=l,
for k

=

J*

+ 1,

Step 3: If die ::; Uk, for all k, then STOP, else, set Kub

:=

,N,

kf{.K.ub
k f{. K.ub'

K.ub U {k : die >

ud,

and go to Step

L

As is shown in Bitran and Hax (1981), the above algorithm in general requires several
iterations, each of which involves finding the root of a function ~J(.).

Algorithm DW-W

only requires one equation to be solved. Moreover, regarding root searching:

= 0 has to be solved for A E IR+,
= 0 has to be solved only once for d E [l;, uJ].

- In all iterations in algorithm Z, equation ~ J (A)
whereas equation W J(d)

- In the last iteration in algorithm Z, the function ~ J(') is identical to the function W J (.)
in algorithm DW-W, except for the fact that the former requires evaluation of F:Jl(A)
whereas the latter requires evaluation of FJ(d).

This is an advantage of algorithm

DW- W especially in cases where the inverse has to be determined numerically.
Algorithm Z on average requires V(lnN)

different evaluations of ~J(F;(lJ))

per iteration

step. Indeed the most efficient algorithms for determining J* in Step 1 of algorithm Z are

As can be seen from Proposition 8.4.1, algorithm DW-W on average requires
V(ln N) different evaluations of W J(lJ) and of W J(uJ). Finally, a disadvantage of algorithm

V(lnN).

Z is that the variables have to be ranked first. In algorithm DW-W, the variables are
implicitly ranked partially during the evaluation of wJ(IJ)

and wJ(uJ).

As is shown in

Proposition 8.4.1, the average number of maxima and minima to be determined in algorithm
DW- W is V(N), whereas the most efficient ranking algorithms are V(N In N) (see e.g. Harel
1989).
The following table summarizes the average number of computations involved in algorithm
Z and in algorithm DW-W, where i denotes the number of iterations required in algorithm
Z. The first row gives the average number of maxima and minima that must be determined,
and the second row presents the average number of evaluations of W JO (~J('))'
row indicates how often a root has to be found.

The last
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DW-W

Z

#max(min)

O(N)

O(NlnN)

WO

O(lnN)

i * O(lnN)

#'i!(.),

»>«>:

1

# roots

In the case where the variables are unbounded above, it is clear that algorithm Z only
requires one iteration, so that the above comparison holds for i

= 1. Algorithm DW-W in

that case reduces to:
Step 0: Set

Klb

=

Klnb

Step 1: Pick any J

f-

= 0.
(K1b U K1nb).

Step 2: If 'i! J(lJ) = 0: STOP; the optimum is found.

< 0, then:
If 'i!J(lJ) > 0, then:

If 'i!J(lJ)

U {k

E

K1nb U

{k:

Klb = Klb
K1nb

=

S\

Fk(lk) ? FJ(lJ)}.

K1nb:

Fk(lk)

< FJ(lJ)}.

Step 3: If Klb U Klnb oF {I, ... , N}, go to Step 1.
Else, go to Step 4.
Step 4: Determine the root of 'i! J* (.) for any J* E

K1nb·

Since Zipkin's approach requires full ranking and computationally

more intensive root

searching, we see that efficiency is gained also in this case.

8.4.2

Comparison with Bitran and Hax (B-H)

The main idea of the algorithm of Bitran and Hax (1981) is to gather information on
whether or not certain lower or upper bounds are binding by solving optimization problem
(8.1) without the lower and upper bound constraints. If the total excess with respect to the
upper bounds is higher (lower) than the total shortage with respect to the lower bounds,
then all variables that exceed their upper bound (are lower than their lower bound) are fixed
at their upper (lower) bound. Subsequently, D is reduced with the appropriate amount
and the procedure is repeated with a smaller unconstrained problem until no bounds are
violated. Kodialam and Luss (1998) extend this approach to allow for a convex resourceusage function in the case where the variables are unbounded above. A generalization of
this approach to allow for upper bounds leads to the following algorithm.

Algorithm B-H
Step 0: Set

Klb

=

Kub

= 0.
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Step 1: Determine the unique root A" of \jI(.) , where

\jI(,\)

:=

L

D-

9k(Fk-1(-,\))

-

k¢(K.'bUK.ubJ

Step 2: Set

Ii

Tv.:=

:= L:k¢(K.,bUK.ubJ

L 9k(lk)
kEK.'b

L 9k(Uk).

-

(8.22)

kEK.ub

max{ lk - F,;-l (,\*),O}, and

L:k¢(K.lbUK.ubJmax{F,;-l(,\*)-Uk'O}.

= Tv. = 0, then STOP.
If Ii ~ r; then «« := lClb U {k : Fk-1 (,\ *) < lk}.
If Ii ~ Tv., then lCub := lCub U {k : F,;-l(,\*) > Uk}.
If Ii > 0 or Tv. > 0, go to Step 1.

Step 3: If Ii

In comparison with algorithm DW-W, we see that algorithm B-H finds information on
lower or upper bounds that are binding by solving an equation of the form \jI(,\)

= 0,

whereas algorithm DW-W finds information on bounds that can either be binding or not
binding by evaluating \lI J (IJ) and/or \lI A uJ) for some values of J. The benefit of algorithm
DW-W therefore is that a root has to be determined only once, whereas in general this has
to be done multiple times in algorithm B-H. Moreover,
- In all iterations, the equation \jI(,\)

=

0 has to be solved for ,\

E

IR+.

- In all but the last iteration in algorithm B-H it holds that lCub(lC1b) does not yet contain all the variables for which the upper bound (lower bound) is binding. Therefore,
in all iterations in algorithm B-H, the number of terms of the form Fk-1(.)

in (8.22)

is strictly larger than in (8.ll) in algorithm DW-W.
- When at least one bound is binding, at least two iterations are needed.
The above makes clear that algorithm DW- W is more efficient than algorithm B-H in
cases where there is no closed form solution to the equation \jI(,\)

8.4.3

= O.

Comparison with Nielsen and Zenios (N-Z)

In the algorithm of Nielsen and Zenios (1992), the optimal values are expressed as a function
of the Lagrange multiplier ,\ of the constraint

L:~=l dk

= D. Then the optimum is found
:k =

by solving an equation in X. In order to solve this equation, the set {Fk(lk),Fk(Uk)
1, ... , N} is ranked.

Bretthauer

and Shetty (1995) extend this approach to allow for a

convex resource-usage function. This leads to the following algorithm.
Algorithm

N-Z
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Define the function
N

ii(A)

:=

(8.23)

D - I>k(max{min{F;l(-A),ud,ld).
k=l

Step 1: Rank the set {Fk(lk), Fk(Uk) : k
the

itk

=

1, ... , N} in increasing order, and denote Xi for

element in this set.

Step 2: Find i such that ii(Xi) ~ 0 and ii(Xi+l) :::;O.
Step 3: Find A* in [Xi,Xi+ll

such that ii(A*)

=

O.

The optimum is given by

d'k

max{min{Fk-1(A*), ud, lk}.

The following table summarizes the average number of computations involved in algorithm N-Z and algorithm DW-W. The first row gives the average number of maxima and
minima that must be determined, and the second row presents the average number of
evaluations of WJ (-) (ii (-)). The last row indicates how often a root has to be found.
DW-W
#max(min)
#W(·),

iiU

O(N)
O(!nN)
1

# roots

N-Z
O(NlnN)
O(lnN)
1

We see that both approaches require only one equation to be solved.

However, in

algorithm N-Z
- A set of 2N elements has to be ranked. The most efficient ranking algorithms for
N elements are on average O(NlnN).

In algorithm DW-W the average number of

maxima/minima to be computed is only O(N) due to partial ranking.
- The number of terms of the form Fk-1(.)

in (8.23) is strictly larger than in (8.11)

in algorithm DW-W. Furthermore, efficiency in root searching in algorithm DW-W
can be positively affected by choosing a particular J E iClmb, since this implies that

Fjl(.)

8.5

need not be evaluated.

Conclusion

In this chapter we present a new algorithm for solving resource allocation problems with
bounded variables, separable convex objective function and a convex resource-usage constraint.

We provide a thorough comparison with the most efficient existing approaches
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which are due to Zipkin (1980), Bitran and Hax (1981) and Nielsen and Zenios (1992). We
reformulate these algorithms in order to make them mutually comparable.
These three algorithms require complete ranking of a sequence of minimal length N
and/or several iterations in which a root of a monotone function has to be determined.
More precisely, Zipkin (1980) and Bitran and Hax (1981) require several roots to be found.
In addition to that, Zipkin (1980) requires complete ranking of a sequence of length N.
Nielsen and Zenios (1992) require only one equation to be solved, but complete ranking of
a sequence of length 2N.
In contrast, our algorithm only requires partial ranking instead of full ranking, which
reduces the complexity from O(N In N) to O(N). A root has to be determined only once.
In addition, the equation that has to be solved is computationally less complex.
Finally, as a side effect, our chapter contributes to the literature in the sense that we
present algorithms for the approaches of Zipkin (1980) and Bitran and Hax (1981) for the
case there is a convex resource-usage constraint and the variables are bounded from below
and above.
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Optimale fisc ale afschrijving en de
effecten hiervan op het optimale
inversteringsbeleid van bedrijven
Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift handelt over de afschrijvingsproblematiek ten behoeve van de belastingen
en de effecten die dit heeft op het optimale investeringsgedrag van bedrijven. Allereerst
zullen nu een aantal basisbegrippen kort worden uitgelegd. Vervolgens wordt in deze samenvatting uiteengezet wat in de verschillende hoofdstukken wordt behandeld, welke de uitbreidingen zijn ten opzichte van de bestaande literatuur en wat de belangrijkste conclusies
zijn.
Als een bedrijf een investering heeft gedaan, wordt daar in de toekornst (hopelijk) geld
mee verdiend. De investering is een uitgave, maar aangezien een bedrijf hier een bepaalde
periode mee werkt, is het niet reeel om de uitgaven als kosten te zien op het moment dat ze
worden gedaan. Voor de be paling van de prestatie van het bedrijf en voor de bepaling van
de winst, worden de uitgaven als kosten in rekening gebracht, uitgesmeerd over de periode
waarin de investering gebruikt wordt. Gedurende deze periode wordt de investering (zeg
een machine) ook minder waard. We zeggen dat de machine wordt afgeschreven. Dit is een
belangrijk aspect van accounting: het bepalen van winstcijfers en het kwantificeren van
performance door o.a. kostentoerekening.
Ret is belangrijk om allereerst een aantal verschillende accounting- en afschrijvingsbegrippen te onderscheiden. Ten eerste is er de financial accounting, ofwel de financiele verantwoording zoals die voor de externe verslaglegging wordt gebruikt. Hier kan een bedrijf
uiteraard de beschikbare speeiruimte gebruiken om de informatie en cijfers op een door
het bedrijf gewenste manier naar buiten te laten komen. Vervolgens is er de zogenaarnde
management accounting.

Dit is de berekening en presentatie van de cijfers met als doel

het management van zo goed mogelijke informatie te voorzien om het bedrijf te managen.
Tenslotte is er de accounting voor belastingdoeleinden. Dit is de presentatie van de cijfers
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wordt gestuurd.

Dit is de basis voor de bepaling

van het belastbaar inkomen en dus voor de belastingbetalingen van het bedrijf. Ret moge
duidelijk zijn dat ook hier het bedrijf een incentive heeft om de speeiruimte, die bestaat
bij de bepaling van de cijfers, te gebruiken om de belastingbetalingen te beinvloeden,
In samenhang hiermee onderscheiden we ook drie verschillende afschrijvingsbegrippen.
Als eerste onderscheiden we de accounting afschrijving. Deze geeft de afschrijvingsbedragen (de toerekening van de kosten van de gedane uitgave over de verschillende perioden)
voor de kostenberekening in de financial accounting.

Vervolgens is er de zogenaamde

(bedrijfs)economische afschrijving. Deze afschrijvingsbedragen geven aan wat de werkelijke econornische waardevermindering van de investering over de tijd is. Tenslotte is er
dan ook de afschrijving voor belastingdoeleinden, de fiscale afschrijving. Dit is ook een
kostentoerekening, maar dan ter bepaling van de belastbare winst in een periode en derhalve van de te betalen belastingen. Tenzij anders vermeld hebben we het bij afschrijving
in het vervolg over deze laatste vorm.
Betreffende afschrijving is een belangrijk aspect het minimaliseren van de belastingbetalingen gedurende een bepaalde planningperiode. In hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 analyseren we belastingbetalingen op projectniveau. Er wordt een investering gedaan en hiermee
worden gedurende een aantal perioden inkomsten gegenereerd. De investering wordt dan
ook over deze periode of een deel hiervan afgeschreven. De winst is (afgezien van belastingen) niet afhankelijk van de afschrijvingsmethode. Er resulteren bepaalde inkomsten en de
afschrijvingsmethode bepaalt slechts wanneer hoeveel belasting wordt betaald.

Vanwege

de tijdwaarde van het geld is het te prefereren om belastingbetalingen uit te stellen. Er kan
dan langer rente over het geld worden ontvangen. Er werd in de accounting dan ook veelal
vanuit gegaan dat het het beste was om versneld af te schrijven. Dit houdt in dat de af te
schrijven bedragen over de tijd afnemen. In de eerste period en dus meer dan gemiddeld en
in de laatsten minder. Zodoende wordt de belastbare winst in de eerste perioden minder
en worden de belastingbetalingen als het ware uitgesteld tot later. De impliciete aanname
echter die hieraan ten grondslag ligt, is dat de inkomsten na aftrek van de kosten altijd
positief zijn. Belastingen zijn namelijk niet symmetrisch.

Als er winst gemaakt wordt,

betaalt het bedrijf belasting; als er verlies geleden wordt, ontvangt het geen bedragen van
de overheid.! Intuitief is het duidelijk dat het beter zou zijn vanuit belasting oogpunt om
niets af te schrijven in een periode waar geen inkomsten worden verwacht. In werkelijkheid zijn de toekomstige inkomsten onzeker. Er is dus een kans dat de inkornsten lager
1Het is wei mogelijk om verliezen te compenseren met winsten in andere perioden, zodat er in die perioden alsnog minder belasting wordt betaald. De tijd dat dit gecompenseerd mag worden is echter beperkt.
In deze samenvatting laten we dit verder buiten beschouwing tot aan de beschrijving van hoofdstuk 6. In
het proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat de resultaten die gevonden worden ook opgaan bij het bestaan van
deze compensatieregelingen.
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zullen uitvallen dan de afschrijvingsbedragen. In hoofdstuk 2 onderzoeken we, in een algemeen model met onzekere toekornstige inkornsten, de keuze tussen afschrijvingsmethoden.
We vergelijken bijvoorbeeld een lineaire met een versnelde afschrijvingsmethode.

Bij een

lineaire methode zijn de af te schrijven bedragen gelijk over de tijd. Bij het vergelijken
van methodes kijken we naar de verwachte contante waarde van de belastingbetalingen
en bepalen bij welke methode deze het laagst is. In tegenstelling tot wat algemeen werd
aangenomen, vinden we dat in het geval van onzekere inkornsten een niet versnelde (bijvoorbeeld lineaire) methode tot minder verwachte belastingbetalingen

kan leiden dan de

versnelde afschrijvingsmethode. In een algemeen model blijkt dat de keuze bepaald wordt
door de onzekerheid in toekornstige inkornsten, de tijdwaarde van het geld en de structuur van het belastingstelsel, zoals het bestaan van verschillende belastingschijven. Als de
onzekerheid in eerdere period en relatief groter is, kan het beter zijn om in deze perioden
niet te grate bedragen af te schrijven. Als de tijdwaarde van het geld groot is, dan is er een
grotere incentive om versneld af te schrijven. Tenslotte, als hogere inkornsten tot relatief
meer belastingen kunnen leiden doordat een gedeelte van het inkomen in een hogere belastingschijf valt, kunnen de verwachte belastingbetalingen

afnemen door meer af te schrijven

in perioden waar meer inkornsten verwacht worden.
Een aanname die we bij deze vergelijking maken, is dat de keuze voor een bepaalde
afschrijvingsmethode aan het begin van de planperiode gemaakt wordt en niet meer veranderd kan worden. De mogelijkheid om gedurende de afschrijvingstermijn nog van methode
te veranderen wordt in hoofdstuk 3 onderzocht. Een bedrijf kan een voorstel indienen bij
de fiscus om op een andere methode over te gaan. Een wijziging is mogelijk als het bedrijf
een goede motivatie heeft, die gerelateerd is aan de waardeontwikkeling van de betreffende
activa. In het model van hoofdstuk 3 moet het bedrijf dus weer een keuze maken voor
een afschrijvingsmethode aan het begin van de afschrijvingsterrnijn. In de bepaling van de
beslissing moet het echter rekening houden met de mogelijkheid om te veranderen.

Een

voorstel tot wijziging brengt echter kosten met zich mee en het wordt met een bepaalde
kans niet geaccepteerd. Roe beinvloedt nu deze mogelijkheid om te veranderen de optimale
keuze? Beschouw een project waarbij het optimaal is om versneld afte schrijven als we geen
rekening houden met de mogelijkheid om te veranderen gedurende de afschrijvingsterrnijn.
Ret is echter goed mogelijk dat het optimaal is om initieel niet al te snel af te schrijven,
bijvoorbeeld vanwege aanloopkosten en onzekerheid van het project, maar dat het in een
later stadium weI te prefereren is om versneld af te schrijven vanwege de tijdswaarde van
het geld. Ret bedrijf kan nu beginnen met een lineaire methode en na een paar perioden
een verandering naar een versnelde methode voorstellen. In dit geval neemt het bedrijf het
risico dat het gedurende de gehele termijn de lineaire afschrijvingsmethode gebruikt. Er is
immers een kans dat de verandering niet wordt geaccepteerd.

De afweging om dit risico

te nemen wordt dus bepaald door enerzijds de mogelijke reductie in belastingbetalingen,
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en anderzijds de kans om langer met een suboptimale methode te werken en de daarbij
behorende extra betalingen. Uiteraard spelen de kosten van het voorstellen van en onderhandelen over de verandering ook een ro1. De mogelijkheid om te veranderen kan gezien
worden als een optie voor het bedrijf. We bepalen in hoofdstuk 3 de waarde van deze optie,
zijnde de verwachte reductie in belastingbetalingen

minus de kosten van de wijzigingen.

De analyse in hoofdstuk 3 is vooral numeriek. De effecten van mogelijke veranderingen
worden geanalyseerd en gei11ustreerd met behulp van numerieke voorbeelden. Voor wat
betreft de kansen op acceptatie van wijzigingsvoorstellen, bekijken we in het hoofdstuk
enkele verschillende structuren.

De kans op acceptatie kan afhankelijk zijn van de tijd.

Zo zou het kunnen dat een voorstel tot verandering op het laatste moment minder snel
goedgekeurd wordt dan eenzelfde voorstel in een vroeg stadium. Verder is de kans op acceptatie afhankelijk van eerdere wijzigingsvoorstellen en of deze al dan niet zijn geaccepteerd.
Een speciaal geval hiervan is de situatie waarbij de mogelijkheid om te veranderen na een
wijziging verdwijnt. In dit geval is dus bij het wijzigen de timing van essentieel belang.
Hoofdstuk 4 handelt ook over afschrijven met als doel het minimaliseren van belastingbetalingen gegeven de onzekerheid in toekomstige inkomsten. In tegenstelling tot de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 wordt hier echter geen keuze gemaakt tussen twee van te voren bepaalde
afschrijvingsmethoden.

In dit hoofdstuk wordt de optimale methode bepaald uit een

oneindige verzameling van mogelijkheden. Eventuele randvoorwaarden van de fiscus worden in het model meegenomen.

Ret gaat in hoofdstuk 4 dus over de bepaling van de

optimale methode gegeven deze randvoorwaarden.

Hierbij wordt tegelijk ook het opti-

male aantal perioden bepaald, waarin de investering afgeschreven dient te worden. We
onderscheiden twee typen randvoorwaarden.

Aan de ene kant kunnen er beperkingen

zijn afhankelijk van het initieel af te schrijven bedrag.

Deze randvoorwaarden noemen

we statisch, omdat ze niet door de afschrijvingsmethode beinvloed kunnen worden. Aan
de andere kant kunnen er per periode beperkingen zijn op de af te schrijven hoeveelheid
afhankelijk van de restwaarde in die periode. Deze noemen we dynamisch: het wijzigen van
het af te schrijven bedrag in de eerste periode heeft een effect op de restrictie in de tweede
periode. Ret probleem gegeven statische randvoorwaarden kan opgelost worden als een zogenaamd 'resource allocation' probleem. Voor de oplossing van dit type probleem bestaan
tal van algoritmes. De optimale afschrijvingsmethode gegeven de dynamische randvoorwaarden is te bepalen met dynamisch programmeren. Ret oplossen van het probleem met
statische restricties door middel van de dynamische oplossingsmethode heeft geleid tot een
nieuw algoritme voor de oplossing van 'resource allocation' problemen. Dit wordt in hoofdstuk 8 gepresenteerd. Evenals in hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen we in hoofdstuk 4 de effecten van
verschillende parameters op de optimale afschrijvingsproblematiek.

Ret effect van onze-

kerheid in een bepaalde periode blijkt nu echter cruciaal af te hangen van de type restrictie
(dynamisch of statisch) en ingeval van dynamische randvoorwaarden zelfs ook van het feit
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of deze randvoorwaarde in de betreffende periode bindend is of niet. De intuitie hiervoor is
dat de dynamische restrictie beinvloed kan worden door eerdere keuzes. Een toename van
de kans op lage inkomsten in een bepaalde periode leidt dan niet automatisch tot toenames
van de afschrijvingen in aIle andere periodes, zoals in geval van statische restricties. Voor
een bedrijf blijft er bij dynamische randvoorwaarden meer ruimte over voor strategische
belastingplanning, maar aan de andere kant is de optimale oplossing gevoeliger voor fouten
in de inschatting van de kansverdelingen van de toekomstige inkomsten.
In de hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 hebben we gekeken naar een investering die over
een bepaalde termijn zal worden afgeschreven.

In hoofdstuk 5 bekijken we de situatie

waarbij een bedrijf steeds weer investeert zodat daarmee de af te schrijven hoeveelheid
weer toeneemt. Hierbij beschouwen we een progressief belastingstelsel. Naarmate de winst
toeneemt, moet er procentueel meer belasting worden betaald. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het optimale afschrijvingsschema bepaald bij investeringen onder een progressief belastingstelsel.
Voor de investeringen wordt aangenomen dat het bedrijf een vast bedrag per periode investeert. Te denken valt hierbij aan een bedrijf in een stabiele situatie. Er is bijvoorbeeld
slijtage en de productiecapaciteit

moet gehandhaafd blijven. In dit geval zijn de investerin-

gen gelijk aan de werkelijke waardevermindering van de machines, ofwel de investeringen
zijn gelijk aan de economische afschrijving. We gaan er vanuit dat de inkomsten over de tijd
(of de kansverdeling hiervan) niet verandert. Dit sluit weer aan bij een bedrijf in een stabiele situatie. Twee effecten bepalen de optimale afschrijvingsproblematiek.

Enerzijds is er

de tijdwaarde van het geld welke een incentive geeft om versneld af te schrijven. Anderzijds
is er het zogenaamde progressieve belasting effect. Ret bedrijf betaalt bij een progressief
belastingstelsel (welk gemodelleerd wordt door middel van een convexe functie) procentueel
het minst belasting als het de belastbare winsten over de tijd zo constant mogelijk houdt.
Bij een constante verwachte inkomstenstroom voor belastingen leidt dit dus tot een zo
constant mogelijk afschrijvingsschema.

De twee effecten samen bepalen de optimale af-

schrijvingsbedragen over de tijd. Een belangrijke conclusie is dat de afschrijvingen voor de
belastingen op den duur convergeren naar de economische afschrijving (het investeringsbedrag). Ret model wordt uiteindelijk uitgebreid met een restrictie op de maximaal af te
schrijven fractie van het kapitaal. Ret af te schrijven bedrag per periode convergeert echter
ook in dit geval naar de economische afschrijving. Tenslotte mer ken we op dat vanuit een
technisch oogpunt hoofdstuk 5 interessant is, omdat de padenkoppelingsmethode
wordt in discrete tijd. De padenkoppelingsmethode

toegepast

is ontwikkeld voor het oplossen van

dynamische problemen in continue tijd. Ret blijkt in dit hoofdstuk dat deze methode ook
in discrete tijd zeer goed gebruikt kan worden.
In hoofdstuk 5 werd de afschrijvingsproblematiek uitgebreid met investeringen. In hoofdstuk 6 worden de rollen omgedraaid. Hier wordt bestudeerd wat de effecten zijn van een
verschil tussen fiscale afschrijving en economische afschrijving op het optimale investe-
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We beschouwen een dynamisch model van een bedrijf, waar

over de tijd geinvesteerd kan worden en waar aile winst die niet geinvesteerd wordt, wordt
uitbetaald aan de aandeelhouder als dividend. Via padenkoppeling wordt het investeringsgedrag over de tijd bepaald waardoor de contante waarde van aile clividendbetalingen (plus
de waarde van het bedrijf aan het einde van de planningshorizon) wordt gemaximaliseerd.
In deze dynamische modellen van het bedrijf werd tot op heden altijd aangenomen dat de
economische waardevermindering gelijk was aan de fiscale afschrijving. In het model van
hoofdstuk 6 blijkt dat een verschil tussen deze twee wei degelijk een belangrijke invloed
heeft op het optimale investeringsgedrag.

De mogelijkheid om fiscale afschrijving op een

strategische manier te gebruiken genereert waarde voor een bedrijf en additionele waarde
bij een investering. De marginale opbrengst van een investering wordt hierdoor bemvloed.
Als een bedrijf sneller af kan schrijven dan de werkelijke economische waardevermindering dan worden de belastingbetalingen

uitgesteld. Als we kijken naar het lange termijn

evenwicht (de stabiele situatie) van het bedrijf met betrekking tot zijn tot ale kapitaalhoeveelheid, dan vinden we dat versneld afschrijven ertoe leidt dat het bedrijf optimaliter
doorgroeit naar een grotere kapitaalhoeveelheid.

Ook in het groeipatroon naar de lange

termijn stabiele situatie kunnen ingrijpende wijzigingen plaatsvinden door met separate
fiscale afschrijvingen rekening te houden. In dit model houden we rekening met het feit dat
verliezen in toekornstige winsten gecompenseerd mogen worden (carry forward). Zo kan het
voorkomen dat bij een zeer versneld schema of bij een grote hoeveelheid verliezen die later
in de belastbare winst gecompenseerd mag worden, het optimaal is om eerst, gedurende een
periode met geen belastbaar inkomen, verder te groeien en later weer te krimpen naar het
lange termijn optimale niveau. Dit sluit bijvoorbeeld aan bij het Nederlandse fiscale beleid
ten aanzien van uitgaven in onderzoek en ontwikkeling. Deze mogen in Nederland direct
volledig afgeschreven worden met als doel deze uitgaven te stimuleren. De resultaten van
hoofdstuk 6 ondersteunen dat dit beleid optimaliter leidt tot een hoger investeringsniveau.
Voor bestaande bedrijven kan een belangrijke conclusie zijn dat er in een periode met een
negatief belastbaar inkomen door hoge afschrijvingen of een hoge carry forward (dus veel
verliezen in het verleden) juist geinvesteerd moet worden, in plaats van bezuinigd, vanwege
de tijdelijke hogere margin ale opbrengsten. Later moet het bedrijf dan weer krimpen naar
het optimale lange terrnijn niveau.
Hoofdstuk 7 gaat nader in op de waarde van overdraagbare verliezen: de verliezen uit
het verleden die in latere perioden in mindering mogen worden gebracht op de winst voor
de bepaling van de belastingbetalingen

in die perioden. We bekijken de regelgeving zoals

deze geldt in de VS en is weergegeven in de Financial Accounting Standards (FAS). Omdat overdraagbare verliezen waarde hebben, moeten ze in de financiele verantwoording van
bedrijven opgenomen worden, zodat aandeelhouders en investeerders de financiele situatie
van het bedrijf kunnen beoordelen. Deze verliezen zijn echter maar 'beperkt houdbaar'.
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Na een aantal jaren expireert het verlies en mag het niet meer gecompenseerd worden. Dit
betekent dat het ook mogelijk is dat een deel van de verliezen helemaal nooit gebruikt
wordt om belastingbetalingen
de expiratiedatum

te reduceren, namelijk in het geval waarin de winsten tot

minder zijn dan de overdraagbare verliezen. In dat geval rekent de in-

vesteerder of aandeelhouder zich rijk. Daarom moeten bedrijven die verwachten dat een
deel van de verliezen met minder dan 50% kans gecompenseerd zal worden, een correctie
aanbrengen op de waarde van de overdraagbare verliezen. In hoofdstuk 7 bestuderen we in
een theoretisch model hoe deze gerapporteerde waarde volgens de FAS zich verhoudt met
de marktwaarde van de overdraagbare verliezen. In empirisch onderzoek is de marktwaarde
van een bedrijf als functie van onder andere de overdraagbare verliezen met hun correcties
bestudeerd.

Veelal werd gevonden dat een toename in de gerapporteerde overdraagbare

verliezen leidt tot een grotere toename in de marktwaarde van het bedrijf. Dit is verrassend
aangezien de verliezen pas in de toekomst gecompenseerd gaan worden, wat dus leidt tot
een lagere marktwaarde vanwege de tijdwaarde van het geld. In de boekwaarde volgens de
FAS wordt geen rekening gehouden met tijdwaarde van geld. In ons model vinden we twee
mogelijke verklaringen voor een toename in de marktwaarde met meer dan 100% van de
toename in de te compenseren verliezen. De eerste is de scheefheid in de kansverdeling van
de inkornsten waardoor de verwachte inkomsten de inkornsten die met 50% waarschijnlijkheid gerealiseerd zuilen worden, overschrijden (het gemiddelde is groter dan de mediaan).
Als tweede vinden we dat een positieve kans op een inkomen gelijk aan (of kleiner dan)
nul tot de expiratiedatum

een oorzaak kan zijn dat de marktwaarde van de overdraagbare

verliezen de boekwaarde overschrijdt. In hoofdstuk 7 analyseren we verder de effecten van
overdraagbare verliezen op het investeringstijdstip dat door bedrijven wordt gekozen. We
bekijken een bedrijf met een reele optie om te investeren op een tijdstip in de toekomst. Bij
de timing van investeringen speelt de volgende afweging. Enerzijds leidt eerder investeren
ertoe dat er eerder geproduceerd kan worden en dus eerder geld verdiend gaat worden. Anderzijds kan wachten leiden tot een veellager investeringsbedrag vanwege de technologische
vooruitgang.

Dezelfde apparatuur

kan in de toekomst goedkoper gemaakt worden. Hoe

wordt deze timing nu beinvloed door het hebben van een overdraagbaar verlies? Als een
speciaal geval bekijken we een twee-fasen investeringsmodel. Te denken valt aan KPN die
in eerste instantie frequenties heeft gekocht en nu een vervolginvestering moet doen om het
mobiele netwerk voor die frequenties te exploiteren. Een tweede voorbeeld is een investering
in onderzoek en ontwikkeling in de eerste fase, welke leidt tot een patent, gevolgd door een
tweede investering waarbij een fabriek gebouwd gaat worden om het product te fabriceren
dat gebaseerd is op het patent. Als de eerste investering leidt tot een overdraagbaar verlies,
dan wordt de tweede investering optimaal eerder gedaan dan wanneer de eerste investering
direct in mindering kan worden gebracht op de lopende resultaten van het bedrijf.

Dit

resultaat is niet beperkt tot een twee-fasen investeringsmodel, maar geldt uiteraard ook
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voor bedrijven met een overdraagbaar verlies in de boeken en een investeringsoptie voor een
toekomstig project. Ook zij zullen hun investeringsoptie eerder uitoefenen dan bedrijven
zonder overdraagbaar verlies.
Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 8, zoals eerder al aangegeven, een nieuw algoritme
beschreven voor de oplossing van 'resource allocation' problemen.

Tal van problemen

vallen in deze klasse. De naam is te danken aan een probleem waarbij er beperkte middelen zijn, die aan meerdere zaken kunnen worden toegewezen. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan een
beperkte hoeveelheid manuren die aan een veelvoud van projecten kan worden toegewezen.
Hoe moeten deze manuren optimaal worden verdeeld? Ook het inladen van vrachtwagens
of het bepalen van een beleggingsportefeuille kan vaak als een probleem van deze vorm
geschreven worden. Uit hoofdstuk 4 blijkt dat ook het toewijzen van afschrijvingsbedragen aan verschillende peri odes als resource allocation probleem kan worden beschouwd en
beschreven, waarbij het doel is om de belastingbetalingen te minimaliseren. Een bepaalde
klasse van resource allocation problemen wordt bepaald door de vorm van de criteriumfunctie en de bijvoorwaarden.

Wij bekijken het probleem waarbij er een resource moet

worden toegewezen, waarbij de doelfunctie convex en separabel is, waarbij het gebruik van
de resource gemodelleerd kan worden als een convexe functie die niet boven een bepaalde
waarde mag uitkomen en waarbij er eventueel grenzen zijn voor wat minimaal en maximaal
aan een bepaald project mag worden toegewezen. Het geheel van aannames leidt tot een
ruime set van resource allocation problemen, waarin veel bekende problemen vallen. We
presenteren een nieuw algoritme en vergelijken de oplossingssnelheid hiervan met de snelheid van de bestaande meest efficiente algoritmes. Het nieuwe algoritme blijkt in generieke
gevallen een verbetering van de bestaande.
In dit proefschrift blijkt dat het wiskundig modelleren van accounting problemen kan
leiden tot nieuwe, interessante en niet triviale inzichten. Anderzijds blijkt dat het rekening
houden met accounting variabelen van belang is bij andere beslissingen in het bedrijf zoals
de investeringsproblematiek.
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